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500+ New Items

in Stock & Ready to Ship!

NEW! Revamped
Iconic Rambo Collection
See page 4

FREE Economy Shipping on orders over $35!

Dover Saddlery®™
Carroll Shirt
Page 124

Noble Equestrian™
Stable Ready Jacket
Page 112

Kerrits Apparel
Pages 104-107

New for Fall!
Stride by
Dover Saddlery®
Coolblast 100
Iridescent Top
Pages 126-127

Dover Saddlery®
Sunapee Jacket
Pages 110-111

LeMieux Collection
Pages 20-25

Your Equestrian Source Since 1975

Your Coziest Collection
of the Year is Here!
NEW Autumn Riding Styles for You
& Protective Layers for Your Horse.
Plus!
• Free shipping on orders over $35
• Free returns on sized items for you and your horse
• Low-Weight Economy Shipping just $4.95 for orders under 1lb.

DoverSaddlery.com

Visit our website! We carry over 30,000+ products
for you and your horse.

Dover Saddlery®
Madison Field Boot
Page 75

We can’t wait to see you in any of our 32 locations–
including our NEW store in Brighton, MI!

Horseware® Ireland
Horse Clothing®
Pages 4-5

Enjoy the ride!
Your Friends at Dover Saddlery

NEW!

Revamped
Iconic Rambo
Collection

®

• Embossed lining and
engraved hardware
• New colors, weights and fabrics
• Packaged in a Bag for Life

A Navy/

Burgundy/
Dusty Blue

Innovativing,
Horse Clothing

FREE reusable
eco-friendly
Bag for Life
with every
Rambo purchase
A. NEW HORSEWARE ® IRELAND RAMBO ®
SUPREME LITE TURNOUT SHEET

B Black/Red

Removable neck cover, plus tough 1680 denier nylon outer. Waterproof and
breathable cover designed to keep your horse comfortable in wet, muddy
conditions. Lined with smooth polyester. Liner loops for use with the Rambo liner
system. Surefit Neck design with V-Front closure, dual Leg Arches™, three secure
surcingles, tail cord and reflective strips. Comes in Horseware’s reusable, ecofriendly Bag for Life, an innovative, reusable storage solution. Navy/burgundy/
dusty blue. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). Made in Ireland.
240788 List $399.00 Dover’s Price: $389.95

B. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND RAMBO ®
SUPREME VARI-LAYER ® TURNOUT BLANKETS

Vari-Layer technology means your horse will carry only the weight needed.
Super-tough, waterproof and breathable outer shell in 1680 denier ballistic
nylon. Thermobonded fiberfill along the back and 100 grams along the sides.
Lined with shine-enhancing, anti-static, antibacterial polyester. Removable neck
cover. SureFit Neck, V-Front closure and Dual Leg Arches™. Liner loops are
compatible with the Rambo liner system; add a liner (sold separately) to add
warmth. Three secure surcingles, tail cord and reflective strips. Comes in
Horseware’s reusable, eco-friendly Bag for Life, an innovative, reusable storage
solution. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). Made in Ireland.
NEW! Medium. 250 grams. Navy/burgundy/dusty blue.
240787 List $440.00 Dover’s Price: $429.95
Heavy. 450 grams. Black/red.
240786 List $479.00 Dover’s Price: $469.95
Navy/
Burgundy/
Dusty Blue

C Green/Red

Black/Red

C. NEW HORSEWARE ® IRELAND RAMBO ®
ORIGINAL TURNOUT BLANKETS

The design that started a blanketing revolution in 1985 returns. Waterproof and
breathable 1000 denier ballistic nylon outer over thermobonded fiberfill for
superior heat retention. A smooth antibacterial, anti-static polyester lining is
comfortable against your horse’s coat. Classic Horseware® Ireland original cut,
two straight front closures, cross surcingles, adjustable tail strap and a full tail flap
to keep the elements out. An optional neck cover is available separately. This rug
comes in Horseware’s reusable, eco-friendly Bag for Life, an innovative, reusable
storage solution. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). Made in Ireland.
Lite. No fill. Green/red.
240790 List $280.00 Dover’s Price: $269.95

Medium. 200 grams. Navy/red.
240789 List $290.00 Dover’s Price: $279.95
Heavy. 400 grams. Green/red.
240793 List $300.00 Dover’s Price: $289.95
Green/
Red
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Navy/
Red
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TURNOUT BLANKETS

®

A Atlantic Blue/

Atlantic Blue/Ivory

In 1985, Horseware® Ireland was started with a
small team in Dundalk whose members shared
the joint goal of producing what would turn out
to be a revolutionary horse blanket that didn’t
slip, leak or cause the horse to sweat. Months of
research and design became a prototype of the
blanket that is now the iconic Rambo® Original.
A. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® HERO PLUS 900D
MEDIUM WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKETS

Makes changing blankets easier! Horseware’s Disc Closure, with a lighter
and more flexible design, can be closed with one hand. It is fully adjustable
and offers increased comfort for your horse, including in grazing position.
Waterproof and breathable, this turnout combines a durable 900 denier poly
outer with 200 grams of fill and a shine-enhancing polyester lining with a
removable neck cover. Front Leg Arches™, cross surcingles and tail cord
(no need for leg straps). Imported.

Classic front closure. Atlantic blue/Atlantic blue/ivory.
Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240320 List $160.00 Dover’s Price: $149.95
Pony classic front closure. New Color Dark blue/capri/raspberry.
Atlantic blue/Atlantic blue/ivory. Sizes 45"-66" (3" increments).
240315 List $130.00 Dover’s Price: $119.95

B Capri/Gunmetal/Bluebell

Disc closure - Not shown. Daphne blue. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
List $210.00 Dover’s Price: $199.95

240318

Atlantic
Blue/Ivory

Dark Blue/
Capri/
Raspberry

Daphne Blue

B. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® HERO 900D
LITE TURNOUT SHEET

Coverage from wind and rain, without warmth. Waterproof and breathable
coverage combines a durable 900 denier outer with a shine-enhancing
polyester lining. Classic front closure, front Leg Arches™, cross surcingles and
tail cord that offers a unique cut that eliminates the need for leg straps.
No fill. Capri/gunmetal/bluebell, Atlantic blue/ivory. Sizes 69"-84"
(3" increments). Imported.
240314 List $140.00 Dover’s Price: $129.95
Capri/
Gunmetal/
Bluebell

Atlantic
Blue/Ivory

C. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12 WUG

Unique front and back leg arches give your horse maximum freedom.
Durable 1200 denier waterproof and breathable polyester outer with a coatsmoothing polyester lining and no fill. Enhanced with a third belly surcingle
and front and hind Leg Arches™, allowing your horse maximum freedom of
movement while wrapping the blanket closer to his belly for optimum
coverage. The Wug also offers the popular high-cut neck design, V-front
closure, tail cord and tail flap, and tail strap with back darts that prevent the
Wug from shifting. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
Lite. No fill. Excalibur/plum/white/silver.
240103 List $190.00 Dover’s Price: $179.95

C Excalibur/

Plum/Silver

Medium. 250 grams.Excalibur/plum/silver.
240104 List $210.00 Dover’s Price: $199.95

Keep your horse protected & warm!
NEW styles for your horse offer
technical innovations and stylish coverage
at DoverSaddlery.com/HorseClothing
HORSE CLOTHING
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®

A. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12 PONY PLUS
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

A

Best-selling Amigo blanket with removable hood and sized just for ponies.
Durable 1200 denier polyester outer offers waterproof, breathable and antibacterial
protection. Polyester lining and 250 grams of fiberfill. SureFit neck design with a
V-front closure. Leg Arches™, 3 belly surcingles, wipe-clean tail-cord and reflective
strips. Navy/electric blue/navy. Sizes 45"-66" (3" increments). Imported.
240256 List $190.00 Dover’s Price: $179.95

B. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12 PLUS
TURNOUT BLANKETS

Long time best-seller. Classic Horseware® cut with the Surefit Neck design,
plus Front Leg Arches™. Waterproof 1,200 denier polyester shell with a shineenhancing polyester lining. Removable neck cover with 150 grams of fiberfill.
Two bias surcingles, tail flap, tail cord and reflective strips. Sizes 66"-87"
(3" increments). Imported.
Heavyweight. 400 grams fiberfill.
V-front closure system. Navy/blue/strong blue/black.
240102 List $270.00 Dover’s Price: $259.95

Medium Weight. Not shown. 250 grams of fiberfill.
Disc Closure System. Excalibur/blue/black.
240101 List $270.00 Dover’s Price: $259.95
Navy/Blue/ Exacalibur/
Strong Blue/ Blue/Black
Black

C. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12 PLUS REFLECTECH
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

B Navy/Blue/

Strong Blue/Black

Reflective yarn woven in to the 1200 denier polyester outer. Waterproof,
breathable, and insulated with 250 grams of fiberfill. Surefit neck design with
V-front closure, Leg Arches™, three belly surcingles and tail strap. Removable
neck cover. Black/reflective black. Sizes 66"-87". Imported.
240255 List $310.00 Dover’s Price: $299.95

HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12 INSULATED HOOD
Not shown. Detachable, waterproof and breathable 1,200 denier polyester
outer. 150 grams of insulation. Navy/navy. Sizes S-XL.
24992 List $70.00 Dover’s Price: $64.95

D. NEW HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® BRAVO 12
REFLECTECH PLUS TURNOUT

Lightweight warmth and reflective yarn woven in for visibility. 1200 denier outer,
removable neck cover and 100 grams of fiberfill insulation. Antibacterial, anti-static,
shine-enhancing polyester. Surefit Neck design with V-Front closure. Dual Leg Arches™
won't interfere with leg movements. Three cross surcingles, tail flap, tail strap.
Compatible with Horseware’s liners, sold separately. Gray/reflective/black.
Sizes 72"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240799 List $290.00 Dover’s Price: $279.95

C
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D

High-Tech
Turnouts!

A Fig/Silver

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Great value!”
- JLYNN, MARYLAND

A. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO® HERO
RIPSTOP PLUS TURNOUT BLANKETS

Removable neck cover, plus 600D super-tough ripstop outer. Waterproof
and breathable with a shine-enhancing, antibacterial lining. Unique front Leg
Arches™ maintain your horse’s freedom of movement while allowing the
blanket to stay secure and close to your horse. Classic front with double
fastenings for added security, cross surcingles and a tail cord with a unique
and secure design that eliminates the need for leg straps. Sizes 66"-84"
(3" increments). Imported.

50 grams. Fig/silver.
240258 List $110.00 Dover’s Price: $99.95
100 grams. Fig/navy/tan.
240257 List $120.00 Dover’s Price: $109.95
Fig/Silver

B Dark Blue/Dark Blue/Red

Fig/
Navy/Tan

B. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® MIO MEDIUM WEIGHT
TURNOUT BLANKET

Stands up to the rigors of turnout. 600 denier polyester outer shell is
waterproof and breathable with taped seams. 200 grams fill. Polyester lining.
Horseware fit, front Leg Arches™ and straight front closures. The design
element of a tail strap and back darts prevents it from shifting while the horse
is moving. Dark blue/dark blue/red, black/turquoise. Sizes 51"-84"
(3" increments). Imported.
24445 List $99.95 Dover’s Price: $95.95
Dark Blue/
Dark Blue/
Red

Black/
Turquoise

C. NEW HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® HERO RIPSTOP
TURNOUT BLANKET

Keeps your horse warm and dry. Insulated with 200 grams of fiberfill, it
features a super-tough 600 denier waterproof and breathable outer and a
smooth poly lining. Front Leg Arches™, a unique design, maintain your horse’s
freedom of movement. Classic front with double closure, two cross surcingles
and tail strap. A removable neck cover is available and sold separately.
Fig/silver. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240801 List $140.00 Dover’s Price: $129.95

C

DoverSaddlery.com/Turnouts
Explore our complete selection
of turnout blankets, sheets and
coolers to keep your horse
comfortable all season long.

353 Turnouts online
HORSE CLOTHING
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A

Designed for
Full Coverage!
A. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ ESSENTIAL
COMBO NECK MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

Integrated neck cover delivers coverage and comfort at a great price.
Protects your horse with a durable 1200 denier ripstop outer shell with repel
shell coating that is both waterproof and breathable. Insulated with
220 grams of poly fill and lined with smooth 210T poly to glide smoothly
over your horse. Traditional side gussets give your horse the freedom to move
naturally, while a 100% boa fleece trim at the withers helps prevent pressure
and rubbing. Twin adjustable buckle front closure, adjustable and removable
leg straps, twin low-cross surcingles and standard tail flap. Navy/silver/red.
Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240757 List $144.99 Dover’s Price: $134.95

B. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ ESSENTIAL
STANDARD NECK TURNOUT

Coverage and comfort at a great price. Protect your horse with a durable
1200 denier ripstop outer shell with repel shell coating that is both
waterproof and breathable. Insulated with poly fill and lined with smooth
210T poly. Traditional side gussets give your horse the freedom to move
naturally, while a 100% boa fleece trim at the withers helps prevent
pressure and rubbing. Twin adjustable buckle front closure, adjustable and
removable leg straps, twin low-cross surcingles, and a standard tail flap.
Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
Medium. 220 grams. Western mesa.
240759 List $134.99 Dover’s Price: $129.95
Heavy. 360 grams. Navy/silver/red.
240756 List $139.99 Dover’s Price: $124.95
B Western Mesa

Navy/
Silver/
Red

Western
Mesa

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Best performing blanket!”
- SERENA, NORTH CAROLINA

C. WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ PLUS DYNAMIC
STANDARD NECK HEAVYWEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
C

Waterproof, breathable, comfortable warmth. Super-strong 1200 denier
triple-weave outer shell with Repel Shell coating. Insulated with 360 grams
of poly fill and lined with 210 denier oxford polyester. A memory foam
wither relief pad contours to your horse’s shape and lifts the blanket off the
withers to reduce rubbing and provide added comfort. Ezi-Clip front closure,
traditional side gussets, elasticized, adjustable and removable leg straps,
reflective strips, twin low-cross surcingles and a large tail flap. 3-year
WeatherBeeta Warranty for waterproofing, breathability, fixtures and fittings.
Hunter/navy. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240243 List $209.99 Dover’s Price: $199.95

Ultimate protection & comfort.
Shop the turnout collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/WeatherBeeta
8
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TURNOUT SHEETS/BLANKETS
D

From its initial synthetic turnout blankets
developed decades ago to the present day,
Weatherbeeta continues to evolve and expand.
D. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ PLUS DYNAMIC II
DETACH-A-NECK HEAVYWEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

Top-tier warmth and excellent versatility. Waterproof, breathable and
durable. Removable neck cover goes on and off easily to let you adjust
your horse’s protection according to weather. Super-tough and super-warm
with a 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell and repel shell coating.
Insulated with 360 grams of poly fill and lined with smooth 210T Oxford
nylon to glide over your horse’s natural hair coat. Ezi-Clip front closure,
traditional side gussets, adjustable and removable leg straps, twin low
cross surcingles and large tail flap. Reflective strips of front sides and tail
flap. Hunter/navy. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240751 List $234.99 Dover’s Price: $214.95

E

E. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ PLUS DYNAMIC II
STANDARD NECK TURNOUT BLANKET

Waterproof, breathable and warm coverage your horse can count on.
A versatile blanket with a tough 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell with
repel shell coating. Lined with smooth 210T oxford nylon to glide over your
horse’s natural hair coat. Memory foam wither relief pad contours to your
horse’s shape and lifts the turnout sheet off the withers to reduce rubbing and
boost comfort. Traditional side gussets allow your horse natural movement.
Ezi-Clip front closures, twin low-cross surcingles and elasticized, adjustable
and removable leg straps. Large tail flap and reflective strips on front sides
and tail flap. Maroon/gray/white. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.

Lite. No fill.
240755 List $178.99
Medium. 220 grams.
240754 List $199.99

Dover’s Price: $159.95

F

Dover’s Price: $179.95

F. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ ULTRA COZI II
DETACH-A-NECK MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

The snuggest blanket WeatherBeeta ever made! Insulated with 220 grams
of poly fill, it has an extremely strong 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer shell
with a Teflon® coating that is waterproof and breathable. Lined with
smooth 210T nylon. WeatherBeeta’s Cozi Guard provides unbeatable
protection of the chest, and the Freedom System features cupped shoulder
darts with forward positioned gussets. Removable neck cover for the
ultimate warmth and protection. Memory foam wither relief pad, adjustable
belly wrap and two full wrap tail flap has a two-piece design to wrap
around the horse’s quarters. Padded, elasticized, adjustable and removable
leg straps. Reflective strips. Compatible with the WeatherBeeta blanket
liner system, allowing you to add extra warmth. Liners are sold separately.
Charcoal/blue/white. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240749 List $384.99 Dover’s Price: $379.95

G. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™ PREMIER FREE II
DETACH-A-NECK MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

G

Built to allow high levels of freedom of movement. A full-embrace wrap
creates a huggable fit. Concealed Ezi-buckle front closure, memory foam
wither relief pad, removable neck cover lets you adjust your horse’s
coverage. Super-strong 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell with repel
shell coating is waterproof and breathable. 220 grams of poly fill lined
with smooth 210T nylon. Freedom system cupped shoulder darts with
forward positioned gussets is compatible with WeatherBeeta’s new liner
system. Twin low-cross surcingles, elasticized, adjustable and removable
leg straps. Full wrap tail flap and reflective gussets. Dark blue/gray/white.
Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240750 List $267.99 Dover’s Price: $254.95

HORSE CLOTHING
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A Charcoal/
Navy

100% LIFETIME
GUARANTEE!
Comes with a lifetime
guarantee against
manufacturer’s defects.

A PROVEN WINNER

★★★★★

“This checks
all the boxes!”
- JAYP, GEORGIA

Shown with Detach-a-Neck

Charcoal/Navy
Charcoal/Hunter
Charcoal/Black
Charcoal/Purple

A. NORTHWIND® BY RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL®
PLUS DETACH-A-NECK TURNOUT BLANKETS

Waterproof, resists rips and tears. Super-tough 1680 denier ballistic nylon
outer shell, now updated with reflective yarn binding, clip-and-dee front
closures, swivel snaps on removable elastic leg straps that prevent twisting
and reinforced VELCRO® brand fasteners at the neck. Shoulder gussets, low
bias belly surcingle and tail flap. Lined with 210 denier polyester. Lifetime
guarantee against manufacturer’s defects. Charcoal/navy, charcoal/purple.
Sizes 72"-84". Imported.

Medium. 200 grams. 240148
Heavy. 350 grams. 240149

$239.95
$249.95

B. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
TURNOUT BLANKETS
B Black

Winter warmth and waterproof coverage. Polyfill combined with tough
polyester makes this one ready for a cold snap. Standard neckline with fleece
at withers, smooth lining, front shoulder gussets, easy-to-use double-front
closure, web surcingles, dees at the rear for leg straps (sold separately).
Coordinates with our gear bags and a dog coat! Tested on our own horses.
Black, navy. Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments). Imported.

Medium. 200 grams. 240875
Heavy. 300 grams. 240874

$119.95
$129.95

C. NORTHWIND ® BY RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL ®
PLUS TURNOUT BLANKETS

Waterproof and breathable! Super-durable 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer
shell resists rips and tears and is lined with 210 denier polyester. Rreflective
yarn binding, black nickel hardware, easy-open clip-and-dee front closures
and swivel snaps on the removable elastic leg straps. Additional features
include shoulder gussets to alleviate pressure and allow freedom of
movement, tail flap for full coverage and low bias belly surcingles. Lifetime
guarantee against manufacturer’s defects. Sizes 72"-84". Imported.

Light. No fill. Charcoal/navy.
240152 $209.95
Medium. 200 grams. Charcoal/navy, charcoal/hunter,
C Charcoal/Black

charcoal/black, charcoal/purple.
240153 $219.95
Heavy. 350 grams. Charcoal/navy, charcoal/hunter,
charcoal/black, charcoal/purple.
240154 $239.95

D

D. NORTHWIND ® BY RIDER'S
INTERNATIONAL ® PLUS
MEDIUM-WEIGHT
NECK COVER

Extended coverage against wet weather.
Attaches to any standard neck NorthWind
Plus blanket. This neck cover features the
same 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer as
the blankets, plus 180 grams of poly fill
and a smooth poly lining. Lifetime
guarantee against manufacturer’s defects.
Charcoal. Sizes M, L. Imported.
240151 $99.95
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TURNOUT SHEETS/BLANKETS
A Charcoal/

DOVER SADDLERY® BEST SELLER

Navy

★★★★★

Tail flap for
full coverage

“Amazing product!”

I love this blanket. Very durable, doesn't have a tear in it and my horse is
good at tearing blankets. Front clips make it easy to put on in cold weather.
- CHASE21, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO

A. NORTHWIND BY RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL
PLUS TURNOUT SHEET
®

Reflective
yarn binding

®

Swivel snaps
on removable
elastic leg straps

Now with reflective yarn binding. 1680 denier ballistic nylon outer shell resists
rips and tears. Waterproof and breathable, 210 denier polyester lining. Shoulder
gussets, tail flap for full coverage and low bias belly surcingles. No fill. Imported.

Horse size. Charcoal/navy. Sizes 72"-86" (3" increments).
Charcoal/black, charcoal/purple. Sizes 72"-84" (3" increments).
240146 $209.95
Pony size. Charcoal/navy. Sizes 58"-64" (2" increments).
240147 $199.95
B. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
TURNOUT BLANKET

Waterproof and warmth with style. Tried, tested and perfected on our own
Dover Saddlery horses. Tough 600 denier polyester and insulated poly fill.
A smooth lining is frictionless over your horse’s natural hair coat, and front
shoulder gussets give your horse freedom to move naturally. Standard neckline
with fleece at withers, easy-to-use double-front closure, web surcingles, dees
at the rear for leg straps (sold separately). Coordinates with our gear bags
and a dog coat! Mahogany rose, iris orchid. Imported.

B Mahagony
Rose

Sheet. No fill. Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments).
240871 $119.95
Medium. 200 grams. Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments).
240870 $129.95

Heavy. 300 grams. Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments).
240869 $139.95
Pony Sheet. No fill. Sizes 50"-66" (2" increments).
240873 $99.95
Pony Midweight. 200 grams. Sizes 50"-66" (2" increments).
240872 $109.95
Mahogony
Rose

Iris
Orchid

C. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL
BY DOVER SADDLERY ® TURNOUT

Give your horse waterproof coverage. Tried, tested and perfected on our
own Dover Saddlery horses. Tough, 600 denier polyester. Features front
shoulder gussets to allow your horse complete freedom of motion. The
shoulder lining comes up over the withers for added protection against rubs.
Double front buckle-and-snap closures with large snaps are especially easy to
use with gloves. Coordinating web surcingles and adjustable, removable leg
straps. Navy, black. Imported.
Horse Sheet. No fill. Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments).
240876 $109.95

C Navy

Pony Sheet. No fill. Sizes 50"-66" (2" increments).
240878 $89.95
Pony Mid-weight. 200 grams. Sizes 50"-66" (2" increments).
240877 $99.95
Black

Navy

Find the perfect turnout!
NEW styles with innovative features
at DoverSaddlery.com/HorseClothing
HORSE CLOTHING
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A Black/Gray

Designed for superior fit, durability and
comfort at hard to beat prices. Offered in
a variety of weights, sizes and colors.

Built Turnout 		
Tough!
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Very happy!”
- CHIP, KENTUCKY

A. RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL ® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
SUPREME TURNOUTS

B Burgundy/Black

Woven in a grid pattern to prevent tearing. 1200 denier Teflon® -coated
ripstop outer shell, polyester lining and seamless construction. Deep shoulder
gussets, deep cut and full tail flap. Clip-and-dee front closures, low cross
surcingles, fleece at withers and adjustable leg straps. Ring and loops secure
an optional neck cover. Black/gray, navy/navy, hunter/navy.
Sizes 68"-84" (2" increments). Imported.
Sheet. No fill.
24340 $139.95
Medium. 200 grams poly fill insulation.
24997 $149.95
Black/Gray Navy/Navy

Hunter/
Navy

B. RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL ® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
SUPREME HEAVYWEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKETS

Designed without a center seam so moisture stays out. Waterproof and
breathable, 1200 denier outer shell in Teflon®-coated ripstop polyester and
340 grams fill. Extra deep shoulder gussets, fleece at the withers, clip-and-dee
front closures, two low surcingles and leg straps. Can be used with the Rider’s
by Dover Saddlery Neck Cover. Burgundy/black, navy/navy. Imported.
Sizes 68"-78" (2" increments).
2450
$149.95
Sizes 80"-84" (2" increments).
24501 $149.95
C

Burgundy/
Black

Navy/
Navy

C. RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL ® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
SUPREME NECK COVER

Teflon®-coated ripstop polyester woven in a grid pattern to prevent tearing.
Waterproof/breathable neck cover with a 1200 denier outer shell No fill.
Navy/navy. Sizes M(72"-78"). Imported.
24399 $69.95
Navy/
Navy
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Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

DOVER SADDLERY® BEST SELLER

★★★★★

“I LOVE
this blanket!”
“It easily takes the place of
2+ regular blankets.”

- TAMGOME, BROOKS, GEORGIA

Noble Equestrian™
4-in-1 System

Zippers on both
sides for easy
insert changes

Easy blanketing
solution for
all seasons!

A

A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ GUARDSMAN ™
4-IN-1 TURNOUT SYSTEM

With free duffle! Waterproof, breathable shell is made
of 1800 denier double-ripstop polyester with fully taped
seams. Easy on/off even while wearing gloves, it closes at
chest and belly with 360° Quick Connect™ fastenings and
has Quick Clip hardware at the hind legs. High-cut
shoulder gussets and a scalloped hemline allow freedom of
motion; a full tail flap ensures coverage. A wide internal
zipper allows for the addition of interchangeable ADAPT
insulated inserts (included) to turn the turnout sheet into a
blanket. Simply zip in one or more ADAPT Inserts to create
a blanket: 150 gram insert creates a lightweight blanket;
250 gram insert creates a medium-weight blanket. Both
inserts together create a 400 gram, heavyweight blanket.
Black. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
240121 $199.95

1800 denier ripstop
polyester holds up
during turnout

High-cut shoulder
gussets allow for
maximum freedom

Black

1. Place insert inside.

4 Weights in 1 Blanket
2. Fasten pieces together.

1. Guardsman™ Turnout blanket
2. 150 gram insert creates a lightweight blanket
3. 2
 50 gram insert creates a medium-weight blanket
4. Both inserts together create a 400 gram,
heavyweight blanket

DoverSaddlery.com/
HorseBlankets
Guard against the elements and
keep your horse warm from neck
to tail. We have turnout blankets
and coolers with state-of-the-art
technology for every climate. Shop
more online to find the perfect fit!

353 Turnout styles online
3. Zip up.

HORSE CLOTHING
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COOLERS & SHEETS
A

A. DOVER SADDLERY ® CHILL CHASER

A multi-purpose sheet that comes in handy all year. Perfect for keeping
dust off your horse’s coat during travel. Made of tightly woven and breathable
cotton. Padded wither. Extended shoulder lining to prevent rubs. Double-buckle
front closures. Cross surcingles. Tail cord. D-rings for optional leg straps. (Leg
straps sold separately.) Navy. Sizes 60"-84" (2" increments). Imported.
240584 $59.95

B Mahogany
Rose Plaid
Imported/USA.

B. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL
BY DOVER SADDLERY ® STABLE SHEET

An anti-sweat sheet, horse cooler, show sheet and blanket liner all in one
design. A versatile layer, it it made of tightly woven, breathable cotton that
lets moisture vapors escape while protecting against drafts. Padded wither.
Extended shoulder lining to prevent rubs. Double-buckle front closures,
cross surcingles, tail cord and D-rings for optional leg straps. (Leg straps
sold separately.) Imported.
Plaid. Mahogany rose plaid, black orchid plaid. Sizes 66"-84" (2" increments).
$59.95

240903

Solid. Mahogany rose, iris orchid. Sizes 60"-84" (2" increments).
240881 $69.95
C Black
Orchid Plaid

Mahogony
Rose Plaid

Black
Orchid
Plaid

Mahogony
Rose

Iris
Orchid

C. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
COZY NECK FLEECE COOLER

A warm cozy wrap for your horse. In quality, breathable, cozy fleece with
a shoulder lining that runs up and over the withers to provide complete
protection against rubs. Styled with a cozy shawl collar and washable tail
cord. Sizes 72"-84" (2" increments). Imported.
Plaid. Black orchid plaid, mahogany rose plaid.
Solid. Black ink/orchid, chocolate/ivory.
Black
Orchid
Plaid

D Black
Orchid Plaid

Mahogony
Rose Plaid

Black Ink/
Orchid

240904
240907

$89.95
$79.95

Chocolate/
Ivory

D. NEW RIDER’S INTERNATIONAL BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
FLEECE QUARTER SHEET

Ensures your horse’s muscles stay warm in style. Quality, mid-weight
breathable fleece fabric wicks moisture, dries quickly and retains its shape.
Hook-and-loop front closure allows easy on/off. Contoured shaping ensures
a secure fit, with a removable tail cord for added stability. Sizes S(70"-72"),
M(74"-76"), L(78"-80"), XL(82"-84"). Imported.
Plaid. Black orchid plaid, mahogany rose plaid. 240905 $59.95
240908 $49.95
Solid. Black ink/orchid, chocolate/ivory.
Black
Orchid
Plaid
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Mahogony
Rose Plaid

Black Ink/
Orchid

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

Chocolate/
Ivory

Cozy,
& Clean

A

A. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® STABLE BLANKET

Wicks moisture and provides warmth. 210D ripstop polyester outer shell.
200 grams of fiberfill. Coat-smoothing polyester lining. Classic cut with
low bias surcingles, double front closures and tail cord. Navy/silver.
Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
24216 List $130.00 Dover’s Price: $119.95

B. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND AMIGO ® STABLE SHEET

Advanced 100% ring-spun polyester efficiently wicks moisture and offers a
soft, cotton-like feel to your horse. In the famous Horseware cut with classic
neck, dual front closures, cross surcingles and tail cord, its ideal for the barn
or trailer. No fill. Black/teal/cherry; 75", 78", 84". Fig/navy, navy/silver;
75"-84" (3" increments). Imported.
24801 List $110.00 Dover’s Price: $99.95
Black Teal
Cherry

Fig/
Silver

Navy/
Silver

C. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND MIO ® FLEECE SHEET

B Black/Teal/Cherry

Provides warmth in cool weather. Lightweight, anti-pill. Low-cross surcingles
provide a snug fit. Everything you expect from the Horseware Ireland family,
including the famous Rambo® cut. Navy/red. Sizes 66"-84"
(3" increments). Imported.
24741 $54.95

D. HORSEWARE ® IRELAND RAMBO ®
NEWMARKET QUARTER SHEET

Keeps you riding–even in cold weather. Top quality, anti-pill fleece, this
quarter sheet features a saddle cut-out and distinctive Newmarket stripes.
Hook-and-loop closure, tail cord. Gold witney stripes, navy witney stripes.
Sizes S(60"-66"), M(69"-75"), L(78"-81"), XL(84"-87"). Imported.
24497 List $110.00 Dover’s Price: $99.95
Gold/
Witney
Stripes

Navy/
Witney
Stripes

D Gold/Witney Stripes
C

HORSE CLOTHING
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Colorfast &
Complementary!

A New Mahogany

B New Chocolate

C New Rose/Iron Ink

Solid Colors
A-C. DOVER SADDLERY ® QUILTED PADS

Practical, easy-care and durable. Classic quilted outer conceals 250 gram poly fill for
cushioning and is trimmed with a self-colored binding. Fixed girth loops. Polyester. Imported.

A. All-Purpose Pad
White, burgundy, navy, black, hunter, royal blue. 23" spine; 18" drop.
190394 $23.95
New Colors Mahogany, chocolate.
190859 $23.95

B. Pony Square Pad
Piped Colors

White, burgundy, navy, black, hunter. 20" spine; 17" drop.
190414 $19.95
New Colors Mahogany, chocolate.
190863 $19.95

C. Piped All-Purpose Pad

Binding is accented with contrasting rope piping. 23" spine; 18" drop.
Navy/burgundy/gray, hunter/white/navy, light blue/white/navy, charcoal/light blue/charcoal, navy/white/light blue,
white/black/white, burgundy/light gray/black, white/navy/white, navy/white/navy, black/white/khaki.
190395 $25.95

New Colors Rose/iron ink, chocolate/black.
190857 $25.95

BABY PADS
D-E. DOVER SADDLERY ® BABY PADS

Offers a better fit than most baby pads with a softer
back and contoured shape. Diamond quilting and
perfect to use under a half pad or under a show pad to
keep it clean. The thinness of this pad makes for easy
machine washing. No fill. Polyester. Imported.

D Navy
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D. Contoured pad
Navy, white, black.
23" spine; 17" drop.
190396 $29.95
E. Square pad
Chocolate, gray, navy, white, burgundy.
27" spine; 171/2" drop.
190397 $15.95

50 0+ New Arrivals for Fall + Free Shipping on Orders over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

E Chocolate
Blue
Spruce

DRESSAGE PADS

New Mahogany

DOVER SADDLERY ® QUILTED DRESSAGE PAD

An update on one of our most popular pads.
Well-padded with diamond quilted polyester over
5mm poly foam with 250 gram poly fill. 9.88" long
billet straps. Polyester.
25" spine; 22" drop. Imported.
Navy, black, white, burgundy.
190405 $25.95
New Colors Chocolate, mahogany.
190860 $25.95
Astral blue, white/brown sugar, seaspray.
190554 $25.95

New Rose/Iron Ink

DOVER SADDLERY ® QUILTED DRESSAGE
SQUARE PAD WITH PIPING

Practical for both schooling and showing. Contoured
topline and a durable mini-square quilted outer over a
low-profile layer of foam. Accented with piping and
trimmed with a self-fabric border. Fixed girth loops.
Polyester. 27" spine; 22" drop. Imported.
Black/white/black, white/black/white,
burgundy/black/burgundy, navy/cornflower/navy.
190406 $29.95
New Colors Rose/iron ink, chocolate/black.
190858 $29.95
Tourmaline/white/navy, dark shadow/white, ruby/white.
190562 $29.95

SADDLE PADS
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Cool & Dry
Our innovative CoolBlast technology
keeps your horse comfortable!
®

Dressage

All-purpose

Mesh spine
promotes airflow

White

Silver Charm

Bluestone

DOVER SADDLERY ® COOLBLAST ® SADDLE PAD

CoolBlast cooling effects in a pad! A moisture-wicking tricot lining pulls perspiration away from your horse, and a
mesh spine inset promotes airflow. A durable 100% poly top is quilted over poly foam fill in an elegant pattern. The
contoured shape of this saddle pad provides an optimal fit against the horse’s back and your saddle. Hook-and-loop
girth loops add security with easy on/off. Braided cord trim provides a finishing touch. White, sliver charm, bluestone.
Dressage: 251/2" spine; 231/2" drop. All-purpose: 22" spine; 201/2" drop. Imported.
Dressage
190551
$49.95
All-Purpose
190552
$49.95
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Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

CoolBlast® cooling
technology in a pad!

SADDLE PADS/HALF PADS

WEATHERBEETA ® MEMORY FOAM
COMFORT HALF PAD

Soft, breathable and anti-slip. Offers extra protection
for your horse’s withers and back. Superior shock
absorption distributes pressure evenly while helping to
improve the fit of your saddle. This memory foam half
pad is also antimicrobial, antifungal and quick-drying.
Hook-and-loop up the spine allows the pad to be
opened and shimmed if needed. Poly blend. Black,
white. 221/2" spine. Imported.

190458

List $59.50

EQUINE COMFORT PRODUCTS ®
CORRECTION HALF PAD

Creates customized support. Classically styled with
diamond quilting, this half pad offers a moisturewicking cotton flannel underside to help keep your
horse comfortable. Four pockets with VELCRO ® brand
closures each hold three removable shims/inserts to
help you compensate for changes in your horse’s back.
Black, white. 21" spine; 8" drop. Imported.
190122 $69.95

CIRCUIT ® BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SHEEPSKIN CORRECTION HALF PAD

Pockets for shims help you adjust saddle fit. Pure, dense
sheepskin helps wick moisture and dissipate heat.
Openings at the spine allow inserts to be placed. Eight
inserts are each 8mm thick: four for front, four for hind.
Anatomical shape, hook-and-loop billet straps. Black,
white. All-purpose, 20"L. Dressage, 21"L. Imported.
190087 $149.95

Dover’s Price: $50.95

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Makes my mare happy!”
- CSOUTHERN04, CINCINNATI, OHIO

SHIRES SYNTHETIC SUEDE HALF PAD

Cushioning with a stylish look. The quilted synthetic
suede top is paired with a breathable, protective
SupaFleece lining and trim. A moisture-wicking layer
helps move perspiration away. Touch-close billet straps
and wear reinforcements. Polyester. Black, white.
Size 15/16 measures 10"H x 21"L; size 17/18
measures 12"H x 24"L. Imported.
190258 $59.99

SHIRES SUPAFLEECE HALF PAD

High wither design. Quilted top with a deluxe
synthetic fleece lining and faux sheepskin edging.
Touch-close straps for a secure fit. 80% polyester/
20% cotton outer with polyester fleece inside.
Polyester fleece. Black, white. 23" spine,
11" drop in front, 91/2" drop in back. Imported.
190096 $59.99

LAMI-CELL MEMORY HALF PAD

Ensures a comfortable ride. Made of gel foam with a
high degree of memory to keep your saddle in exactly
the right place and position. This pad absorbs immense
loads of shock to protect both horse and rider. Extremely
durable and yields long-lasting, memorable performance.
Black. 21"L. Imported.

19118

List $65.95

Dover’s Price: $54.95

Find the saddle pad that makes your horse happy at DoverSaddlery.com/SaddlePads

SADDLE PADS
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European
Chic!
A. LEMIEUX ® LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC
CLOSE CONTACT SQUARE PAD

Woven satin fabric gives a beautiful sheen. Bamboo
lining is soft and breathable. Cut with a contoured
topline and LeMieux’s signature girth protection behind
the girth loops. Elasticized d-ring attachments. Black,
navy, white, ink blue, mulberry, ice blue. Size large.
201/2" spine; 20" drop. Imported.
190392 $109.95

New Colors Dijon, rioja, oak.
190731 $109.95

B. LEMIEUX ® LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD

Sophistication without showing off. Woven satin fabric
gives a beautiful sheen. The bamboo lining is soft and
breathable against your horse. Cut with a contoured
topline and LeMieux’s signature girth protection behind
the girth loops to promote long wear. Elasticized d-ring
attachments. Black, navy, white, ink blue, mulberry,
ice blue. Size large. 221⁄4" spine; 211⁄ 2 drop. Imported.
190391 $109.95
Black

Navy

White

Gray

Ink Blue

Mulberry

Ice Blue

Dijon

Rioja

Oak

New Colors Rioja, dijon, oak.
190730 $109.95

C. LEMIEUX ® LOIRE SATIN MEMORY FOAM
DRESSAGE PAD

Colorful and sophisticated. Pad is made of woven satin
fabric with an understated sheen that gives sophistication
to your look. Features memory foam collar to support front
of saddle. Includes matching cording on edge and
embossed metal motif. Black, navy, white, gray, ice blue.
22" spine; 42" drop. Imported.
190473 $135.95

D. LEMIEUX ® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET

A Dijon

B Rioja

D Oak

Offers sophistication and class. Beautifully crafted with
a body in three-way close-knit crochet, this stylish fly
hood is trimmed at the front in luxurious satin fabric
and finished with an embossed metal plaque. Soft
and stretchy Lycra fabric ear covers won’t constrict
your horse’s ears. Black, navy, ink blue, mulberry.
Size large. Imported.
23320 $50.95

New Colors Oak, dijon, rioja.
23422 $50.95

E. LEMIEUX ® LOIRE POLO BANDAGES

A stunning collection that encompasses sophistication
and class. Luxurious satin fabric detailing embellishes
these beautiful exercise bandages, which are made
from the highest quality fleece to avoid pulling. Apply
them on their own or with LeMieux under bandage
pads for extra protection. Set of four polo wraps comes
in a zippered case. Black, navy, white, ink blue,
mulberry, ice blue. Imported.
26045 $59.95
C Black
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E Oak
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New Colors Oak, dijon, rioja.
26090 $59.95

Known for trend-setting styles, LeMieux offers a full range of innovative and stylish
high-performance equestrian apparel. Every design is created in collaboration with
world-class riders to provide functionality and exceptional style.

B Oak

C Oak

D Black

k

A Rioja
Bl

ac

ak
O

n
D
ijo

Ri

oj

a

Shop our entire LeMieux® collection at DoverSaddlery.com/LeMieux

A. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® BASE LAYER

Works to keep your skin dry and comfortable. Four-way
stretch odor-resistant fabric pulls moisture away while an
added ultraviolet protection treatment helps shield your
skin from the sun. 82% nylon/18% elastane. Rioja, dijon,
oak. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported.
203174 $69.95

B. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® MOLLIE HOODIE

Snuggle into cozy comfort in soft, brushed fleece with
ribbed trim and relaxed fit. Soft Sherpa lines the hood.
60% cotton/40% polyester. Oak, rioja. Ladies’ 2, 4-6,
8, 10, 12, 14. Imported.
203176 $79.95

C. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® LOIRE SHORT COAT

Function and style in an unrestrictive fit. Insulating quilted
front and back panels and knit side panels with discreet
stretch. High-quality synthetic filling and an improved
outer fabric ensure the ultimate comfort. Faux-fur lined
high collar can be rolled down or zipped up. Polyester.
Oak, black. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. Imported.
401061 $209.95

D. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® LOIRE VEST

Synergizes function and style. Unrestrictive fit with insulating
quilted front and back panels and knit side panels with
discreet stretch. High-quality synthetic filling and an
improved outer fabric ensure ultimate comfort. Faux-fur lined
high collar can be rolled down or zipped up. Polyester.
Black, oak. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. Imported.
401062 $151.95

E. NEW LEMIEUX ® ELASTICATED BELT

Restriction-free feel for riding. Strong elasticized material
with classy LeMieux branding has premium leather billets
and a horseshoe shaped buckle. Black. Sizes XS-L. Imported.
41943 $39.95

E

F Port

F. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® PULL-ON BREECH

A comfortable, seamless, mid-rise design with wide,
elasticized waistband and cellphone pocket on the thigh.
Lightweight technical fabric with extreme stretch promotes
athleticism, while silicone full seat provides stick. Tapered
lower legs in a seamless, anatomic stretch-sleeve design fit
smoothly inside tall boots. 42% nylon/35% polyester/23%
spandex. Port, black. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. Imported.
351126 $115.95

t
ck

a
Bl

Adds super-soft comfort and a pop of equestrian style with
a bit pattern. Generously sized. 65% polyester/20% viscose/
15% nylon. Black. One size. Imported.
36963 $47.95

r
Po

G. NEW MY LEMIEUX ® VALENCIA WINTER SCARF

G

LEMIEUX
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CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Fun colors & quality!”
I'D RECOMMEND THESE AS WELL AS OTHER LEMIEUX PRODUCTS!

CSS0614, NEW JERSEY

New Rioja

Front

Hind

White

White

Black

Black

LEMIEUX ® LAMBSKIN WRAPROUND
OVERREACH BOOTS

LEMIEUX ® POLO WRAPS

Luxury wraps make beautiful exercise bandages.
Made from the highest quality pill-resistant fleece, they
can be used on their own or with liners for added leg
protection. Sold in a set of four wraps with their own
zipped carry case. Ice blue, gray, black, white, navy,
mulberry. 4.2 yards long. Imported.
26038 $49.95

New Colors Rioja, dijon, oak.
26092 $49.95

LEMIEUX ® SNUG BOOT PRO

Luxurious, ideal for schooling, warm-up and traveling.
Faux-leather boot has a merino lambswool lined collar to
provide softness against your horse’s pastern. Unique
wraparound design includes an adjustable, doublelocking closure. Pair. White/natural, black/natural.
Sizes M, L, XL. Imported.
04977 $63.95

Multiple vents along the tendons keep the leg cool.
An all-around boot suitable for both schooling on the flat
and jumping. Offers flexibility and breathability during
work. 3D mesh, a perforated shock-absorbing lining and
a super-soft Lycra® binding keeps legs cool and rub-free.
Pair. Black, white. Sizes M, L. Imported.

Front
Hind

041632
041633

Ice Blue Gray

Black

Rioja

Oak

Dijon

White

Navy

Mulberry

$105.95
$89.95

Black

Rioja

Dijon
Black

New Rioja

NEW LEMIEUX ® CLASSIC FLY HOOD

Provides the style and function serious riders
want. Quality, three-way crochet body is accented with
coordinating braid. Soft, stretchy Lycra® ears covers are
comfortable for your horse. Stays snug and secure with
no need for a tie when placed under a bridle. Rioja,
dijon, oak. Size large. Imported.
23423 $43.50
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Navy

Navy

Oak

LEMIEUX ® DIAMANTÉ
ACOUSTIC FLY HOOD

A line of diamanté trim is bordered by braided cord
along the front. Designed to help your horse focus and
relax in work. Sharp noises are absorbed by a layer of
dense micro-foam in the ears. A bamboo fabric lining
wicks moisture and feel soft on your horse’s ears. Black,
navy. Medium, large. Imported.
23330 $69.95

Fall Riding Star ts Now–Free Shipping over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

LEMIEUX ® ACOUSTIC PRO FLY HOOD

Improved shape compatible with anatomical bridles.
Helps support your horse’s concentration and relaxation
in performance. It represents advancement to the original
ear cover design with a headpiece that is wider.
Absorbs sharp noises using a layer of dense micro-foam.
An inner lining of soft bamboo fabric ensures your horse’s
maximum comfort. Black, navy. Size large. Imported.
23347 $59.95

Training Made Stylish!

Suede top

A PROVEN WINNER

★★★★★

“This pad is perfect!”
- MARONDA12, TUCSON, AZ

LEMIEUX ® SUEDE DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD

A beautiful suede top sets new standards. Designed to fit a wide range of
dressage saddles with its high wither cut, elasticized D-ring tabs and LeMieux’s
signature girth protection area. Bamboo lining is soft, breathable and minimizes
friction. Ink blue, mulberry, black, navy, white, gray, ice blue. 211⁄ 2" spine;
22" drop. Imported.
190236 $85.95

New Colors Dijon, rioja, oak.
190728 $85.95

Ink Blue

Mulberry

Black

Navy

White

Gray

Ice Blue

Bamboo
lining

Dijon

New Dijon

Rioja

White

LEMIEUX ® PROSPORT COTTON
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD

Gray/Silver

LEMIEUX ® EUROJUMP SADDLE PAD

High wither and spine clearance. Signature girth
protection area with inner-locking loops. White.
Large.
241/2" spine; 42" drop.
X-Large.
251/2" spine; 44" drop.
190277 $75.95

High contoured wither area is swept up at the back to
avoid catching the rider’s leg. Durable bamboo lining
is soft, moisture-wicking, antibacterial, anti-static and
breathable. High-quality suede outer finish, braid trim.
Wide girth keepers with inner-locking loops offer
multiple girthing options. Gray/silver, black/silver,
white, navy/silver. 22" spine; 191/2" drop. Imported.
190238 $99.95

White/Natural

LEMIEUX ® MERINO+ HALF-LINED
CLOSE CONTACT SQUARE PAD

Oak

A milestone in saddle pad innovation and longevity.
Lambswool is combined with an integrated backing
fabric to retain softness. Quilted top, contoured
spine, high-density merino wool panels and girth
loops with wear guards. White/natural, black/black.
Size large. Imported.
190401 $209.95

Black

LEMIEUX ® SIMPLY SENSITIVE
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD

Lightweight and exceptionally soft. Bamboo is the
ultimate pad lining as it offers natural breathability.
Merino trim on the inner edge in a 30mm width
alleviates any possibility of friction on the outer edge.
Contoured dressage cut offers a comfortable and secure
fit. Black, navy, white. Size large, 231⁄ 2"L. Imported.
190242 $109.95

Black

LEMIEUX ® MERINO+ HALF-LINED
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD

Retains softness and shape with daily wear. Lambswool
is combined with an integrated backing fabric to retain
softness after washing. Quilted top, contoured spine,
high-density merino wool panels and girth loops.
Black/black, white/natural, navy/navy. Size large.
231⁄ 2" spine; 21" drop. Imported.
190399 $209.95

New Rioja

LEMIEUX ® SUEDE CLOSE CONTACT
SQUARE PAD

Similar feel to a blend of cashmere and silk. Bamboo
lining, swan neck design and D-ring straps. Girth and billet
straps. Ink blue, black, navy, white, gray, ice blue.
201⁄ 2" spine; 25" drop. Imported.
190235 $85.95

New Colors Rioja, dijon, oak.
190729 $85.95

LEMIEUX
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LeMieux’s X-Grip Eurojump delivers saddle stability over jumps with
nonslip silicone on top and memory foam under saddle to absorb shock.
White

8/4 VA to come:
white
FPO

White

Black

Navy
Black

LEMIEUX X-GRIP EUROJUMP SQUARE PAD
®

Navy

Ensures saddle stability and grip. Nonslip silicone on top
and memory foam under saddle to absorb shock and
boost comfort. Blast foam core is extremely breathable.
EuroJump cut has a high contoured wither area and is
swept up at the back to avoid catching the rider’s leg.
White, black, navy. 22" spine; 21" drop. Imported.
190240 $139.95

LEMIEUX X-GRIP TWIN EURO JUMP SQUARE PAD
®

Designed to work perfectly with close contact jumping saddles. Swept up design at the back reduces
the chance of interfering with the rider’s legs over a jump. High wither contoured cut, suede fabric top,
breathable memory foam under the saddle area and breathable bamboo lining. Wide girth keepers.
Black, white, navy. 22" spine; 191 ⁄8 " drop. Imported.
190305 $259.95

Black

Navy

Black

White

White

LEMIEUX SINGLE SIDED X-GRIP
DRESSAGE PAD

LEMIEUX X-GRIP HALF PAD

®

®

Nonslip silicone grip gel design for top performance.
With a suede fabric top, it has breathable memory foam
under the saddle area and a breathable bamboo lining
that offers moisture wicking. High wither contoured cut
fits both horse and dressage saddle precisely. Black,
navy, white. 211 ⁄8 " spine; 221 ⁄8 " drop. Imported.
190273 $145.95

LEMIEUX PROSHELL BRUSHING BOOTS
®

Nonslip silicone design to keep your saddle stable.
Unique blast foam core has been through a process
where hot air is forced through the memory foam under
pressure to create an extremely breathable, yet supportive
and lightweight perforated material. A lower density
memory foam under the X-Grip silicone helps your saddle
bed down, creating the ultimate low-profile, maximum
support half pad. Black. 23" spine; 24" drop. Imported.
190239 $111.95

Molded PU outer shell delivers support and shields
against strikes while remaining very flexible. Heavy-duty
elasticized fasteners let this boot go on easily and stay
secure. Strong enough to deflect an impact, but not
restrictive or rigid. Provides 360° protection to the horse’s
lower leg. Pair. Black, white. Sizes M, L, XL. Imported.
041526 $69.95

Oak

Oak

Rioja

Black

Ice Blue

White

Ink Blue

Brown

NEW LEMIEUX FLEECE-LINED BRUSHING BOOTS
®

Faux-leather and extra-soft fleece lining. Reinforced strike
zone and unique diamond-shaped top strap. Can use on
front and hind legs. Pair. Sizes M, L, XL. Imported.
Oak, rioja.
041855 $72.95
Ice blue (XL only), ink blue. 041525 $72.95
Black, white, brown.
04953
$72.95
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Rioja

Black

Oak

NEW LEMIEUX GRAFTER BRUSHING BOOTS
®

Durable neoprene boots with reinforced strike pads are
hardworking, versatile and lightweight. Withstands
everyday use in riding or turnout. Wide hook-and-loop
straps offer a strong hold. Use on front and hind legs.
Pair. Rioja, oak. Sizes M, L, XL. Imported.
041853 $36.00

White

LEMIEUX MESH BRUSHING BOOTS
®

Tough enough for everyday schooling. Smart enough for
competition. Breathable 3D Mesh allows cooling airflow.
Grained faux-leather strike area provides coverage. Fitted
with aux-leather straps. Suitable for use on front and hind
legs. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
04968 $59.95

C a l l, E m a i l o r C h a t – O u r Te a m is 75 0 Rid e r s S t ro n g a n d We’re H e re t o H e l p • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/C h a t • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Ink Blue/
Navy

Navy/
Royal

Black

White

Ink Blue/
Navy
Black/
Gray

Navy

LEMIEUX PROSHELL OVERREACH BOOTS
®

Strong and flexible with a strike-proof outer that deflects
impact. A soft neoprene lining and collar makes a
comfortable surface against hoof. Water-resistant and
easy to wash off. Heavy-duty hook-and-loop fastening.
Pair. Black, white, navy. Sizes M, L, XL. Imported.
04954 $52.95

Ink Blue/
Navy

LEMIEUX VOGUE
HALTER & ROPE LEAD SET
®

Complete with a matching
Mulberry/
braided lead rope. Padded fleece
Gray
noseband, crown and inner cheek pieces.
Brushed nickel buckles and fastenings.
Ink blue/navy, navy/royal, black/gray,
mulberry/gray. Sizes pony, cob, horse. Imported.
05317 $42.95

DOVER SADDLERY BEST SELLER

Black

®

Separate
compartments

Navy

LEMIEUX LEGRIP WHIP
®

Engineered to provide superior balance and handling.
A flexible whip, it combines an ultra-light PolyCarbon
shaft with a counter-balanced soft PU grip handle to
offer good hold. Black, navy. Sizes 40", 44" including
lash. Imported.
14065 $39.95*

★★★★★

“Perfect!
Would definitely
buy again.”
- RHIANNON., WESTMORELAND, KANSAS

*Extra shipping charges apply. $4.95

LEMIEUX PROKIT HAT & BOOT BAG
®

Black

Carry your helmet and riding boots with one hand.
This clever bag offers stylish storage with separate
compartments for your helmet and boots. Shoulder strap
included. LeMieux brand detail as a finishing touch.
Black, navy. 13"L X 13.7" W X 23.6" H. Imported.
33884 $55.95

Brown

LEMIEUX LEGRIP CROP

Navy

®

Ultra-light PolyCarbon shaft. Counter-balanced soft
PU grip handle. Black, brown. Size 26". Imported.
14066 $39.95

Black

Strong & Flexible
Black/Natural

LEMIEUX INTEGRATED WEB & MERINO
DRESSAGE/MONOFLAP GIRTH
®

Suitable for dressage saddles and jumping saddles with long billets. Features
strong, yet flexible webbing construction and a luxurious merino wool lining.
Soft, light, breathable and offered in a contoured shape to ensure your horse’s
maximum freedom of movement at the elbows. Optional center attachments.
Black/natural, black/black. Sizes 22"-30". Imported.
02862 $115.95

LeMieux products provide the perfect solution.
Shop NEW designs at DoverSaddlery.com/LeMieux

Black/Black

Luxurious Merino
wool lining

LEMIEUX
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Correctly balanced
with a medium-deep seat

Laser-cut foam panels

Padded knee rolls
over moderate
triangle blocks

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Fits perfect & is so soft!”
"For the price, the leather is nice and soft, and it is a
comfortable ride. Best of all, the wide tree fit my draft mare
perfectly! Also matches her bridle wonderfully.”
- SADIE95, VIRGINIA

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY® ORIGINAL DEBUT SADDLE

Attractive styling and detail not often found at an introductory price
point makes this a top choice in the saddle category.
• Dark brown leather with classic ivory stitch details.
• Medium-deep seat.
• Nicely padded and durable grained leather flaps.
• Moderate triangle front knee blocks.
• Foam panels.
• Polymer tree with lifetime guarantee.
Dark chocolate. Sizes 16½", 17", 17½", medium or wide tree. Imported.
150052 $769.00

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY® DEBUT PONY SADDLE
Not shown. Same features as above, in grained leather with
ivory stitching. Dark chocolate. Sizes 14", 15", 15¾", medium
or wide tree. Imported.
150051 $699.00
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How to Care for Your
Leather Saddle
Maintaining and cleaning your saddle regularly will provide
riding enjoyment year after year!
After every ride, wipe sweat and dust from your saddle with a
barely damp rag.
Once a week, clean and condition all leather surfaces of your
saddle using either a traditional glycerin soap method or a
specially formulated leather cleanser.
Some suede, buffalo or patent leather may require special care
according to the saddle maker.
Keep your saddle covered while it is in storage, protect it from
dust and sunlight, and certainly enjoy the ride!

Free shipping & returns on in-stock saddles!
Try any in-stock saddle risk-free to make sure it fits
you and your horse. Expedited or special order shipping
charges are non-refundable. For full details visit us at
DoverSaddlery.com/Returns

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

®

For years, Circuit saddles have represented correct styling, long-lasting quality and
excellent value. The Premier saddles add a touch of luxury to the Circuit collection.
Developed with years of research and countless test rides by real riders.

BY D OVER SA D D L ERY ®

Forward flap

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
PREMIER CL SADDLE

Grippy leather flaps feel supple from the first ride.
• Rich dark oakbark leather with subtle ivory stitching.
• Medium-deep seat with extremely narrow twist.
• Fixed front and rear blocks.
• Integrated, precision laser-cut foam panel.
• Wide channel.
• Beechwood laminated spring tree;
lifetime warranty.
Dark oakbark. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18", regular
or wide tree, standard or forward flap. Imported.
15909 $1,595.00

Forward flap

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
PREMIER VICTORY RTF SADDLE

One of our most popular saddles. Equipped with the
Rotate-to-Fit (RTF) changeable gullet system.
• Rich chocolate brown leather darkens naturally.
• Medium-deep seat has a narrow twist.
• Sculpted knee pads gently hold legs in position.
• Front pencil and rear triangle blocks.
• Wide channel; Laser-cut foam panels.
• Beechwood laminated spring tree; lifetime warranty.
Chocolate. Sizes 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.
15050 $1,300.00

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
CLASSIC II SADDLE

A correctly styled, well balanced saddle.
• Deep chocolate full-grain leather.
• Medium-deep seat.
• Nicely padded flaps.
• Fixed front and rear triangle blocks.
• Foam panels.
• Beechwood laminated spring tree;
lifetime warranty.
Chocolate. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18", 181⁄ 2", medium
or wide tree, standard or forward flap. Imported.
15910 $1,095.00

Excellent values & lururious details!
Shop our complete selection of saddles at DoverSaddlery.com/Saddles

Forward flap
CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY® PREMIER
SPECIAL EQUITATION SADDLE

A classically styled saddle that offers a balanced ride
and no feeling of restriction.
• Pre-oiled, chocolate leather.
• Flat seat with extremely narrow twist.
• Padded flaps in forward and standard cuts.
• Integrated natural foam panel system.
• Wide channel.
• Beechwood laminated spring tree; lifetime warranty.
Chocolate. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18", standard flap
or forward flap, regular or wide tree. Imported.
15060 $1,295.00

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY® PREMIER
SPECIAL DEEP SEAT SADDLE

Designed to provide a close contact ride.
• Leather arrives lightly pre-oiled.
• Medium-deep, well-balanced seat with an extremely
narrow twist.
• Extra-soft padded flaps with slightly forward rotation.
• Small front and rear triangle blocks.
• Integrated foam panels for close contact.
•	Beechwood laminated spring tree; lifetime warranty.
Chocolate. Sizes 16½", 17", 17½", 18", regular or wide
tree. Imported.
15249 $1,295.00
Flocked panels
150029 $1,595.00

CIRCUIT® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
PREMIER MONOFLAP EVENT SADDLE

•
•
•
•

Dark chocolate leather with subtle black piping.
Medium-deep seat with narrow twist.
Covered leather monoflap delivers close contact.
Large external front blocks and medium-sized external
rear blocks.
• Flocked panels.
• The long billets require a short girth.
• Spring tree; lifetime tree warranty.
Chocolate. Sizes 17", 171⁄ 2", 18" medium,
medium wide or wide. Imported.
150023 $1,495.00

SADDLES
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Black

WINTEC 500 ALL-PURPOSE SADDLE
WITH HART

WINTEC ISABELL DRESSAGE SADDLE
WITH HART

150147 List $745.00
Dover’s Price: $685.00
Flocked panels.
150153 List $745.00
Dover’s Price: $685.00

150150 List $1545.00
Dover’s Price: $1,395.00

Practicality and comfort at its best with the most supple
and durable leather-look saddle yet.
• Horse and Rider Technology (HART) with CAIR®
protective cushioning and a custom fit with EASYCHANGE™ gullet system and riser system.
• Free movement with Performance Panel Technology.
• Comfort Seat Technology for superior performance.
• Ergonomic stirrup bar allows precise customization.
• Adjustable front and rear Flexiblocs.
• QUICK-CHANGE billet system.
• Adjustable Y-girthing.
• Ergonomic flex with the Elastiflex tree.
Changeable stirrup keeper can be purchased separately.
Black, brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18".

Ideal for serious dressage riders. It provides a soft, close
contact feel in easy-care Equi-Suede.
• Horse and Rider Technology (HART) with CAIR®
protective cushioning and a custom fit with EASYCHANGE™ gullet system and riser system.
• Free movement with Performance Panel Technology.
• Comfort Seat Technology for superior performance.
• Ergonomic stirrup bar allows precise customization.
• Adjustable Flexiblocs for customizable thigh support.
• QUICK-CHANGE billet system
• Adjustable Y-girthing using long leather billets.
• Ergonomic flex with the Elastiflex tree.
Changeable stirrup keeper can be purchased separately.
Black. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.

WINTECLITE ALL-PURPOSE D’LUX SADDLE

Weighs only nine pounds! An extremely lightweight
and easy-to-handle choice for pleasure and
multi-discipline riding.
• Extra-grippy and luxurious Equisuede™ material is
weatherproof, durable and easy-care.
• Removable cantle cover can be swapped out or
personalized with a monogram.
• Close contact design with seamless
seat-to-flap construction.
• Super-soft knee inserts.
• Flexiblocs.
• Long girth points move buckles from underneath
rider’s leg; short girth required.
• EASY-CHANGE™ Gullet System and
EASY-CHANGE™ Riser System.
Black. Sizes 16, 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.

15903 List $895.00
Dover’s Price: $825.00

• SADDLES •

Custom color
combinations
available!

Duo
(Havana/
Black)
Havana Brown

BATES VICTRIX SADDLE

Unleash your horse’s true power.
• Luxe leather is hand-selected from the finest calf leather
to guarantee top performance in strength and color.
• SweetSpot for complete balance with your horse.
• Recessed stirrup channel for closer contact.
• Ergonomic stirrup bar allows precise customization.
• Adjustable front and rear Flexiblocs.
• Synergy panels with the CAIR® Cushion System.
• Short triple billets with the QUICK-CHANGE Girth
Point system.
• Elastiflex tree, supported by EASY-CHANGE™ Gullet.
Note: Color combinations are special orders with a
typical 12 week lead time.
Havana brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2". Imported.

150143

List $3995.00

Dover’s Price: $3,695.00
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BATES ADVANTA MONOFLAP
EVENTING SADDLE

BATES HUNTER JUMPER SADDLE

150084 List $3795.00
Dover’s Price: $3,495.00

15638 List $1795.00
Dover’s Price: $1,595.00

Engineered to give you a competitive advantage and to
help you push your boundaries.
• Bates’ premium quality hand-selected Luxe Leather.
• Forward-cut monoflap for ultra-sensitive connection.
• Ultimate jumping seat with SweetSpot.
• Synergy Panels reduce pressure.
• Front and rear FlexiContourblocs for stabilization
• EASY-CHANGE™ Gullet System and EASY-CHANGE™
Riser System.
• Medium gullet plate included.
• Adjustable Ergonomic Stirrup Bar.
• Elastiflex tree carries a lifetime tree warranty.
Duo (havana/black), classic brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2",
17", 171⁄ 2". Imported.

50 0+ New Arrivals for Fall + Free Shipping on Orders over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Offers security over fences, close contact and
adjustability of horse fit— all at an attractive price.
• Soft, high-quality leather.
• Seat aids in correct and effortless riding position.
• Standard jumping flap with traditional padded knee
rolls and stirrup leather keeper.
• Adjustable Flexibloc system; rear hook-and-loop
enables use of rear Flexiblocs.
• Ergonomic stirrup bar promotes ideal leg positioning.
• Generous CAIR® panels with drop, quilted panel
points; compatible with EASY-CHANGE™ Gullet
System. Medium gullet plate included.
• QUICK-CHANGE Girth Point System.
Havana brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18
medium gullet. Imported.

Black

NEW COLLEGIATE ® HONOUR
CLOSE CONTACT SADDLE

Handcrafted for horse and rider comfort in double-layer soft,
supple and grippy leather.
• Contrast and ghost stitching.
• Square cantle and attractive wear guards.
• High-quality naturally tanned and pigmented leather.
• Narrow twist to support a more secure seat.
• Semi-deep seat and square cantle.
• Shaped and molded knee pads.
• Synthetic wool panels. Short billets.
• Simple & Quick changeable gullet system. Opti-Fit gullet
plates are sold separately. Saddle includes a medium plate.
• 10 year warranty on the saddle tree; 2 year on saddle.
Brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2". Imported.

150093 List $949.00
Dover’s Price: $850.00

ARENA ALL-PURPOSE SADDLE

General purpose saddle for flatwork, jumping or trail.
•	European leather with meticulous attention to detail.
• Horse and Rider Technology (HART) with CAIR®
protective cushioning and a custom fit with EASYCHANGE™ gullet system and riser system.
• EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution. Riders can select the
optimal gullet width for the horse’s current shape and
muscling and make adjustments for optimal balance.
•	Ergonomic flex through the Elastiflex Tree.
• Balanced, all-purpose seat.
•	Moveable knee blocks offer stability and comfort.
• Triple billets.
Black, brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.

150140

NEW PESSSOA ® GEN-X ™ ELITA II SADDLE

Euro-styled modeled with added stitching and cutout
keeper detail.
• Waxy grained leather with a super-grippy
cowhide seat.
• Triangle knee rolls and thigh blocks.
• AMS® synthetic wool-flocked panels can be altered
by a professional fitter.
•	XCH™ tree comes with a medium gullet plate.
Brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18" medium. Imported.
150113 $2,595.00

List $1599.00

Dover’s Price: $1,399.00

A saddle for everyone–200 styles in stock! See our selection at DoverSaddlery.com/Saddles

NEW COLLEGIATE ® DEGREE
MONO EVENT SADDLE

High-quality naturally tanned and pigmented double
leather for comfort and optimal grip.
•	Long front gussets, square cantle, contrast stitching.
• Semi-deep seat.
• Triangle front and thigh blocks.
• Synthetic wool panels.
• Long billets for close contact feel.
• Simple & Quick changeable gullet system.
• Opti-Fit gullet plates are sold separately. Includes a
medium plate.
• 10 year warranty on the saddle tree; 2 year warranty
on the saddle.
Brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.

150092

List $1099.00

Dover’s Price: $1,000.00

ARENA CLOSE CONTACT SADDLE

A balanced and supportive seat to assist jumpers in
working on the flat and over fences.
• Classic styling in European leather.
• Horse and Rider Technology (HART) with CAIR®
protective cushioning and a custom fit with EASYCHANGE™ gullet system and riser system.
• EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution. Riders can select
the optimal gullet width for the horse’s current shape
and muscling and make adjustments within the saddle
panels for optimal balance and clearance.
•	Ergonomic flex through the Elastiflex Tree.
• Open jump seat, ensuring the freedom to alter position in
unison with your horse.
• Moveable knee blocks offer stability and comfort.
•	Jump triple billets.
Brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2", 17", 171⁄ 2", 18". Imported.

NEW PESSSOA ® GEN-X™ VALENTINO SADDLE

Performs equally well on the flat as over fences.
•	Grippy, grained pull-up leather.
• Triangle knee blocks and thigh blocks.
• Contoured multi-density polyurethane panels.
•	XCH™ system comes with medium gullet plate.
• Balanced, all-purpose seat.
•	Moveable knee blocks offer stability and comfort.
• Triple billets.
Brown. Sizes 161⁄ 2" forward long, medium; 17" medium
long, medium; 171⁄ 2" medium long, medium. Imported.
150114 $2,795.00

150139 List $1599.00

Dover’s Price: $1,399.00

SADDLES
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NEW! Best Seller!
4 Easy Steps To Build Your Custom Bridle
Your horse’s new bridle will be tailored to his or her unique facial conformation, from the crownpiece and browband
to the cheeks and noseband. Choose interchangeable pieces that work together from pony, cob, horse and oversize
to create a TRU Fit Build-A-Bridle that provides a tailored fit to support your horse’s best performance.
•

Horse size
crownpiece
Cob size
browband

Horse size
crownpiece

Oversize
browband

Horse size
noseband

Oversize
cheek pieces

Horse size
cheek pieces

Oversize
noseband

Unique is a Dutch Warmblood with a long face

Song is a Hanoverian with a wide brow

Step 1 Choose Your Crownpiece Size Step 2 Choose Your Browband Size
DOVER SADDLERY ®
BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™ CROWNPIECE

A single crown design with light padding
over the poll and fancy stitching. Argentine
leather, skived edges, reverse-punched
holes, stainless steel hardware. Imported.
44051 $39.95

DOVER SADDLERY ®
BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™
FANCY-STITCHED BROWBAND
Signature contrast fancy stitching.
Padded for horse comfort. Argentine
leather, skived edges. Imported.
44053 $25.95

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™ LACED REINS

Make yours unique with a
nameplate. Starting at just $8.95
Visit us at DoverSaddlery.com/Personalized for more information.
30

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Complete your bridle. Traditional braid styling
offers grip. Classic hook stud closures present a
clean look. Chocolate leather complements
most jump and all-purpose saddles. Chocolate.
Pony (1/2" x 48"), cob/horse (5⁄8 " x 52"),
oversize (5⁄8 " x 60") Imported.
030490 $55.95

Build-A-Bridle

™

The Fit Solution for Horses of All Sizes
Our Dover Saddlery TRU Fit Bridlework lets you create a beautiful, custom-fit bridle for your horse. Following our
measurement guidelines, you can select bridle components from our flexible Build-A-Bridle program. All bridlework has
been designed to work together and is classically styled from rich chocolate leather preconditioned for comfort on day one.
•

Cob size
crownpiece
Oversize
crownpiece
Horse size
browband

Horse size
browband

Horse size
cheek pieces

Oversize
cheek pieces

Oversize
noseband

Gwen is a Belgium Warmblood with a large face and smaller brow

Cob size
noseband

Happy is a Hanoverian with a short face, wide cheek and brow

Step 3 Choose Your Cheek Piece Size Step 4 Choose Your Noseband Style
DOVER SADDLERY ®
BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™ CHEEK PIECES

Half-inch width to flatter both horses
and ponies. Argentine leather, skived edges,
reverse-punched holes, stainless steel
hardware, hook stud closures. Imported.
44052 $25.95

A

A. DOVER SADDLERY ®
BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™
HUNTER NOSEBAND

B

Fancy-stitched padding, reverse-punched
holes for easy adjusting and a stainless
steel buckle. Argentine leather, skived
edges. Imported.
44054 $39.95

B. DOVER SADDLERY ® BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™
FIGURE-8 NOSEBAND
Scan this QR code to learn more about the
Dover Saddlery® TRU•Fit™ Build-A-Bridle™
solution and how to measure your horse’s
facial components for a TRU•Fit! Or visit
DoverSaddlery.com/TruFit.

Bridlework parts
come unassembled
with instructions on
how to put together.

AVAILABLE SIZES
PONY

HORSE

COB

OVERSIZE

Ring style. Fancy-stitched center piece with genuine sheepskin
padding. Argentine leather, skived edges, reverse-punched
holes, stainless steel hardware. Imported.
44055 $45.95

C

C. DOVER SADDLERY ® BUILD-A-BRIDLE ™
FLASH NOSEBAND

Removable flash strap and leather padding. Argentine
leather, skived edges, reverse-punched holes, stainless
steel hardware. Imported.
44056 $45.95

BUILD-A-BRIDLE
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Handcrafted & Timeless!
Priced 8/11

DOVER SADDLERY® PREMIER HUNTER BRIDLE

Designed to be soft and supple on day one. Thoughtfully
designed with clean lines. Raised, padded, fancy-stitched
bridle has a single, padded crown. Slightly rounded
stainless steel buckles. Noseband adjusts on both sides.
Padded chin, ½" cheeks. Laced reins included. Chocolate.
Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
12861 $319.95

DOVER SADDLERY® INDULGE ™
FANCY-STITCHED BRIDLE

Classically styled for the show ring. The next generation of
single crown. Our exclusive Flex-Cushion™ material hidden
inside both the single contoured crownpiece and chin pad
creates luxurious padding for superior pressure distribution.
Extra-fine ivory topstitching and stainless steel hardware.
Fancy-stitched lace reins included. Oakbark. Sizes cob,
horse, oversize. Imported.
120241 $159.95
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DOVER SADDLERY® SINGLE CROWN
HUNTER BRIDLE

DOVER SADDLERY® WIDE NOSE
HUNTER BRIDLE

Perfect for everyday and show. Slightly wider 7⁄ 8" raised
fancy-stitched noseband. Padded fancy-stitched brow. Fully
padded single crown, stainless steel hardware. Hook stud
ends. ½" cheeks on cob, horse and oversize. 5⁄ 8" cheeks on
extra oversize. Oakbark. Sizes cob, horse, oversize, extra
oversize. Imported.
12661 $139.95

Popular show-ring style at an affordable price. Classic
hunter bridle is crafted in rich, dark brown leather that looks
great from the very first day. Slightly raised, fancy-stitched
11⁄4" wide noseband. Matching padded single crown is
designed to relieve pressure on your horse’s poll. Hook stud
closures. Stainless steel hardware throughout. Flat laced
reins included. Brown. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
12901 $159.95

DOVER SADDLERY® HUNTER BRIDLE

DOVER SADDLERY® FIGURE-8 BRIDLE

Quality finishing for schooling or showing. Extra-fine
stitching, hand-finished edges and stainless steel hardware.
Traditional crown with raised, fancy-stitched, padded
browband and noseband. Classic hook stud closures and
5
⁄ 8" cheeks. Laced reins included. Oakbark. Sizes cob,
horse, oversize. Imported.
12215 $125.95

O ve r 3 0, 0 0 0 E q u e s t r i a n P r o d u c t s – 10 0 % S a t isf a c t io n G u a ra nt e e d • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Great quality at a great price. Traditional ring-style with
1
⁄ 2" cheeks and hook stud ends. Single padded crown,
extra-fine stitching and hand-rubbed edges. Stainless steel
hardware. Includes rubber reins. Brown. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
12310 $149.95

Priced 8/11

Softly padded
single crown

Suffolk by Dover Saddlery offers the styling
to suit the show ring and the durability
to stand up to everyday schooling. Crafted from
quality materials with thoughtful design features,
Suffolk delivers great value.
Simple French
caveson
noseband

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Beautiful Bridle!”
- HAVEN, NORTH CAROLINA

SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY® SINGLE CROWN
CLASSIC DRESSAGE BRIDLE

Updated to meet customer requests. Our versatile bridle is perfect for the
dressage ring and everyday riding with a simple French caveson noseband
and no flash. Single crown with a standard raised, padded caveson noseband,
matching padded browband and hook stud ends. Stainless steel hardware
throughout. Web reins with hand stops included. Black. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
12927 $99.95

Durable
web reins
with hand stops

Brown

DR. COOK’S BETA BITLESS BRIDLE ™
A practical innovation! Beta is a synthetic
material that combines the strength of
nylon with the easy care of vinyl. Slight
textured surface with leather-like, low
sheen finish. Brown, black. Sizes cob,
horse, oversize. USA.
12589 $89.95

Black

SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
CLASSIC HUNTER BRIDLE

Loaded with features found in expensive
bridles. Traditional crown. Fancy-stitch
pattern on nose and brow. Twelve stitches
per inch. Stainless steel hardware, roller
buckle at nose, laced reins included.
Brown. Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize.
Imported. See doversaddlery.com for sizing.
12583 $99.95

SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
HUNTER BRIDLE
The #1 best-selling bridle. Traditional
crown, padded, fancy-stitched snaffle
bridle with laced reins. Attractive for
shows and durable for everyday
schooling. Hook stud ends. Matching
laced reins included. Brown. Sizes cob,
horse, oversize. Imported.
1287 $59.95

SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
FANCY-STITCHED SINGLE
CROWN BRIDLE

Styled after our best-selling models.
Padded, single crownpiece. Discreet
padding at the browband and noseband.
Features signature stitch pattern, hook stud
closures. 5⁄ 8"W x 54"L matching laced
reins, 7⁄ 8" wide browband, 1" wide
noseband, ½" wide cheek pieces. Brown.
Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
120237 $109.95

BRIDLES
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SCHOCKEMÖHLE MONTREAL SELECT
ANATOMIC HUNTER BRIDLE

Elegant details and advanced horse comfort. Fine
stitching on softly padded leather. 1" wide noseband.
Anatomically shaped single crown’s unique cut with
narrow center works with horse’s complicated poll and
neck anatomy. U-shaped browband. Chrome hardware.
Espresso/cream/silver. Sizes cob, horse. Imported.
120153 $339.95

A PROVEN WINNER

SCHOCKEMÖHLE STANFORD BRIDLE

Unique, anatomically shaped crownpiece and crank
noseband enhances comfort. Crafted from high-quality
100% vegetable-tanned leather. Flat, slim-profile cheek
pieces with hook stud closures for a clean look. Two
browbands are included: one simple leather design perfect
for everyday use, and one with slim crystal chain for a
touch of extra style. Hardware is silver-colored throughout.
Black. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported. Reins sold
separately at DoverSaddlery.com/reins.
120146 $339.95

Black

SCHOCKEMÖHLE EQUITUS BETA BRIDLE

Takes anatomical design to the next level. Wide, curved
browband and a slightly wider noseband. Approved for
use in competition by the USDF and in international
competitions by the FEI. German-engineered ergonomic
design provides your horse with the ultimate comfort
while offering a stylish look with rounded clear crystals
inset along its center. Vegetable tanned leather with
silver-colored hardware. Reins are sold separately.
Black/silver. Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
120234 $419.95

Black

★★★★★

“A bridle that fits!”
- LEJEVENTER, WELLINGTON, FLORIDA

SCHOCKEMÖHLE EQUITUS ALPHA BRIDLE

Approved for use by FEI & USDF. Ergonomics focus on
eliminating pressure at sensitive areas and blood vessels.
Contoured crownpiece, softly padded, curved caveson,
wide, curved browband, vegetable-tanned leather.
Silver-colored hardware. Black, espresso/silver.
Sizes cob, full, oversize. Imported.
120147 $349.95

Black

Espresso/
Silver

SCHOCKEMÖHLE EQUITUS DELTA BRIDLE

DoverSaddlery.com/Schockemöhle
Schockemöhle Sports delivers style, high performance and a touch of elegance.
European-inspired designs give horse and rider teams the competitive advantage.
Explore everything Shockemöhle has to offer.

45 Schockemöhle styles online
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Ergonomic design eliminates pressure. Padded,
curved caveson shaped to bypass the main facial
nerve (35mm wide at center front). Contoured single
crownpiece avoids pressure and curved U-shaped
padded browband avoids pinching in the areas of
eyes and ears. Black, espresso. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
120157 $349.95

Black

Espresso

PressureEasing Designs

Dark
Havana

Hand-rubbed
leather

A PROVEN WINNER

★★★★★

Softly padded
crownpiece

“Great innovation!”
- TABART87, CHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

RAMBO ® MICKLEM ® COMPETITION BRIDLE*

Use in competition as a bitted bridle. Padded single crown, browband and
noseband. Rubber reins included. Dark Havana, black/black. Sizes pony,
small horse, standard horse, large horse. Imported.

12976

List $230.00

Dover’s Price: $219.95
*FEI approved for use in dressage where snaffle bridles are
permitted. Suitable for show jumping and cross country
competitions. Check with your organization for other eligibility.
Dark
Havana

Black

Dark
Brown

DY’ON ® ANATOMIC BRIDLE

A clean look and comfortable fit.
Instantly recognizable as a Dy’on
because of the distinctive slightly contoured
padded, fancy-stitched nose and brow.
Removable flash noseband, padded single
crown design. Premium English leather and
solid brass hardware. Brown. Sizes cob,
horse. Imported. Reins sold separately at
DoverSaddlery.com/reins.
12752 $485.00

Black/
Black

VESPUCCI FIGURE-8
RAISED BRIDLE

One of the most thoughtfully designed
figure-8 bridles. Single crown. Figure-8
center is padded for comfort, and leather
paddles behind the side ring help protect
against rubbing and pinching. The
oblong shape of the rings holds the
noseband in place and distributes
pressure more evenly. Reins not included.
Dark brown, black. Sizes cob, horse.
Imported. Reins sold separately at
DoverSaddlery.com/reins.
12342 $280.00
Dark
Brown

DOVER SADDLERY®
SINGLE CROWN PADDED
DRESSAGE BRIDLE

Designed to please the dressage rider.
Padded nose, brow and cut-back
crownpiece. Noseband hanger rests on
top of crownpiece. Stainless steel
hardware, hook stud closures and flash
noseband. Web rubber reins with hand
stops included. Black/black, black/silver.
Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
12698 $125.95
Black/
Black

DOVER SADDLERY ®
CRYSTAL DRESSAGE BRIDLE

Adds a little sparkle to a traditional look.
Traditional crown, padded flash caveson is
piped with metallic silver, and the padded
brow is accented with Swarovski crystals.
Buckle cheeks, stainless steel hardware.
Web/rubber reins included. Black.
Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
12699 $169.95

Black/
Silver

Black

BRIDLES
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DOVER SADDLERY® CRYSTAL
ERGONOMIC HALTER

Fashionable bling at an amazing price. Crafted from
quality, 1" wide black leather. Crystal inset carries over to
the nose for maximum sparkle. Wide, anatomically
contoured crownpiece disperses contact over a greater
area at the poll. Snap throat, double-buckle crown,
adjustable chin and stainless steel hardware. Black.
Horse size. Imported.
05395 $99.95

SUFFOLK ® BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER

A versatile all-around leather halter at a terrific price!
Triple-stitched halter has a rolled throat with snaps,
adjustable crown and chin. Triple stitching and brass-look
hardware give it a classic look. Brown. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported. Leather color may vary slightly.
05343 $49.95

Chocolate/
Hunter

DOVER SADDLERY ® FANCY STITCHED
ERGONOMIC HALTER

Incredible style at a remarkably obtainable price.
Crafted from quality, 1" wide chocolate leather and
eye-catching cheek pieces beautifully detailed with
self-colored piping. Wide, anatomically contoured
crownpiece disperses contact over a greater area at
the poll. Our fancy-stitch pattern adorns the nose as
an added touch. Snap throat, double-buckle crown,
adjustable chin and brass hardware. Brown.
Horse size. Imported.
05394 $89.95
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Black

DOVER SADDLERY® CLASSIC LEATHER HALTER
Luxurious fancy-stitched noseband. Padded nose and
crown. 1" wide leather. Adjustable chin, double-buckle
crown and rolled throat with snap. Nameplate sold
separately. Chocolate/hunter, chocolate/chocolate,
chocolate/navy, black/black. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
05337 $129.95

DOVER SADDLERY® PADDED HALTER

Pretty enough for special occasions. Soft padding inside
the double-buckle crown, adjustable chin. Rolled throat
with snap. Brushed nickel hardware. Black, brown.
Sizes cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
05246 $49.95

Black
Chocolate/
Hunter

Chocolate/
Chocolate

Chocolate/
Navy

Brown

Black/Black/
Fancy
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Exclusive InDulge™ Collection
by Dover Saddlery
®

Flex-Cushion™ Comfort Technology
DESIGN - Combines ultimate horse comfort and great style.
TECHNOLOGY - Flex-Cushion technology is an innovative material that
distributes pressure and provides cushioning at an unprecedented level inside
the crown and noseband of each halter.
PERFORMANCE - Tested in the harsh conditions of New England winters,
Flex-Cushion is a soft and resilient material that retains its performance
despite weather conditions.
INDULGE™ CROSS-SECTION
Long-lasting
Premium Leather
Foam
Flex-Cushion™
Comfort Technology

DOVER SADDLERY ® INDULGE ™ FANCY-STITCHED HALTER

Treat your horse to incredible comfort! This halter offers superior cushioning with our
exclusive Flex-Cushion™ material that’s strategically concealed inside the crownpiece
and noseband for unparalleled pressure distribution. Features high-quality 1" wide
leather, our signature fancy-stitch pattern, snap throat, adjustable chin and doublebuckle crown. Durable brass hardware throughout. Oakbark. Horse size. Imported.
05392 $89.95

Brown/Green

Chocolate/Purple

DOVER SADDLERY ® BRIGHT PADDED HALTER
Colorful and long-wearing. Hand-selected 1" wide
American leather. Padding on nose, cheeks and
crown. Double-buckle crown, adjustable chin and
rolled throat with snap. Brown halter has brass
hardware. Chocolate/purple, black/royal. Sizes cob,
horse, oversize. Imported.
05178 $129.95

Chocolate/ Black/
Purple
Royal Blue

DOVER SADDLERY ® LINED HALTER

Practical and pretty. 1" wide doubled leather with
solid brass fittings. Lined nose and crown. Double-buckle
crown, adjustable chin and rolled throat with snap.
Brown/green, black/white. Sizes horse, oversize. Imported.
05351 $75.95

Brown/
Green

Black/
White

DOVER SADDLERY ® PALERMO
TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER

Made of fine Argentine artisan leather.
1" wide triple-stitched leather provides durability and an
attractive look. Fitted with durable, solid brass hardware,
this leather halter features a rolled and contoured throat
with snap. Double-buckle crown and adjustable chin.
Chocolate. Sizes small pony, large pony, cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
05421 $69.95

HALTERS
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Dark Green

Hunter

Navy

SCHOCKEMÖHLE
MEMPHIS HALTER

Comes with two crown pieces; one leather and one
soft fleece nylon. Super comfortable with a breakaway
attachment. Versatile companion for show or daily work.
Adjustable crown. Adjustable noseband is accented with
Schockemöhle branding. Snap throat. Navy, black,
anthracite. Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
05159 $53.00

DOVER SADDLERY ® WEB HALTER

DOVER SADDLERY ®
HEAVY NYLON HALTER

Designed to last. 1" wide heavy nylon. Brass hardware.
Adjustable chin and substantial snap at throatlatch.
Hunter, royal blue, navy, charcoal, black, mystic purple.
Sizes small pony, large pony, cob, horse, oversize.
Imported.
Double-buckle Breakaway Crown
Replaceable embossed crown-piece.
05423 $39.95
Single Buckle Crown
05422 $35.95

Navy

Black

A popular halter–great price. Strong and attractive
cotton webbing with leather accents and solid brass
fittings. Adjustable chin, snap at throat and doublebuckle crown. Dark green, navy. Sizes cob, horse,
oversize. Imported.
0529 $69.95

Dark Green

Navy

Anthracite

Hunter

Royal Blue

Navy

Charcoal

Black

Mystic Purple

LEADS
ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“Very soft and durable.”
- RSARAH, DELAWARE
Hunter

DOVER SADDLERY ® COTTON LEAD

Classic cotton lead. Chrome-plated trigger snap
and top clamp. See colors below. 6'L. USA.
05190 $9.95
Navy

DOVER SADDLERY ®
POLY NYLON LEAD WITH SHANK

Lead with a rubber logo cap at the end helps guard
against fraying. Hunter, black, navy. 8'L. Imported.
05397 $20.95

Hunter

Navy
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Royal Glitter

Black

Black/Sky

Purple

Royal

Hunter
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Black

Navy

Elevated
Essentials

Navy

Gray/Navy/White

Suffolk by Dover Saddlery
offers the styling to suit the
show ring and the durability
to stand up to everyday
schooling. Crafted from
quality materials with
thoughtful design features,
Suffolk delivers great value.

SUFFOLK ® BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
BREAKAWAY HALTER

Easily replaceable leather crown. 1" wide nylon
webbing. Double-buckle replaceable crown, snap throat,
adjustable chin and nickel hardware with a brushed
finish. See colors below. Sizes small pony, large pony,
cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
05425 $19.95

Navy

Hunter

Royal Blue

Charcoal

SUFFOLK ® BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
WOVEN ARGYLE BREAKAWAY HALTER

Black

Easily replaceable leather fuse. 1" wide nylon
webbing. Fleece lines the crown, nose and cheeks.
Single buckle crown, snap throat and adjustable chin.
Chrome hardware. See colors at right. Size small pony,
large pony, cob, horse, oversize. Imported.
05424 $19.95

Mystic Purple

Gray/Navy/ Navy/Green Black/Purple/
White
White
Gray

LEADS

DOVER SADDLERY ®
POLY NYLON LEAD
Ivory

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® 10' HEAVY COTTON ROPE LEAD
A barn essential at a great price. Durable brass-plated snap.
Ivory, black, navy, hunter green, royal blue, red. 10'L. Imported.
05566 $12.95

Black

Navy

Hunter Green

Royal Blue

See all colors online.
More Halters & Leads at
DoverSaddlery.com/Halters

A traditional lead in color options to
please everyone. Heavyweight nylon
lead with a rubber logo cap at the
end helps guard against fraying.
See colors below. 8'L. Imported.
05396 $14.95

Light Blue/Navy

Light Blue/Navy

Black

Navy

Red

Hunter

Royal

Pink/Gray

Royal/Black/
Gray

Pink/Purple/
Green

Light Blue/
Chocolate

Navy/Kelly

Rainbow

Red/Black

Purple/Navy

Red

HALTERS/LEADS
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Find the perfect bit!
Explore our full collection of bits
at DoverSaddlery.com/Bits

Hand-polished
stainless steel

Curved copper
mouthpiece

JP BY KORSTEEL ®
HUNTER D-RING BIT

Curved mouthpiece eliminates interference.
14mm mouth. Sizes 4", 4½", 5", 5½". Imported.
01762 $35.95

Encourages salivation. 70mm mouth.
Sizes 4½", 5", 5½". Imported.
010066 $45.95

JP BY KORSTEEL ® HUNTER D-RING
WITH COPPER LINK BIT

Curved mouthpiece—room for the tongue.
14mm mouth. Sizes 4½", 4¾", 5", 5½". Imported.
010439 $42.95

KORSTEEL ® SLOW TWIST
HUNTER D-RING BIT

JP BY KORSTEEL ® OVAL MOUTH
EGGBUTT BIT

HAPPY MOUTH BITS ® DOUBLEJOINTED 2-RING ELEVATOR BIT

HAPPY MOUTH BITS ® DOUBLEJOINTED LOOSE RING BIT

Classic cheeks. 14mm mouth.
Sizes 4¾", 5", 5¼", 5½". Imported.
01626 $39.95

Reins can attach to cheeks or lower ring.
Sizes 5", 5½", 5¾". Imported.
01664 $61.95
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JP BY KORSTEEL ® OVAL MOUTH
COPPER LOOSE RING BIT

Curve allows room for the tongue.
16mm mouth. Sizes 4¾", 5", 5½". Imported.
010063 $45.95

Suitable for many horses and riders.
Sizes 4½", 5", 5½", 5¾", 6". Imported.
01678 $45.95

50 0+ New Arrivals for Fall + Free Shipping on Orders over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Purchase the perfect bit for your
horse from your mobile device
by scanning this code or visit
DoverSaddlery.com/Bits

JP BY KORSTEEL ® FRENCH LINK
HUNTER D-RING SNAFFLE BIT
Top performance. 14mm mouth.
Sizes 4¾", 5", 5½". Imported.
010061 $35.95

JP BY KORSTEEL ® COPPER OVAL LINK
EGGBUTT BIT
Curved mouth. 14mm mouth. Sizes 4¾",
5", 5½". Imported.
01867 $49.95

STÜBBEN SWEET COPPER
LOOSE RING BIT

Smooth connecting pieces. 16mm mouth.
Sizes 5", 5¼", 5½", 5¾", 6". Imported.
010432 $85.00

DOVER SADDLERY ® BROKEN
SEGUNDA HUNTER D-RING BIT

U-shaped port. Sizes 5", 51⁄ 2". Imported.
01737 $39.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® EGGBUTT
SNAFFLE BIT

Popular for all disciplines. 15mm mouth.
Sizes 4", 41⁄2", 4¾", 5", 51⁄2". Imported.
0175 $39.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® COPPER
ROLLER SNAFFLE D-RING BIT

Increases salivation. Sizes 43⁄4", 5",
51⁄2". Imported.
0192 $39.95

HERM SPRENGER ® COPPER PLUS
DOUBLE-JOINTED LOOSE RING BIT
Anatomically shaped. Copper Plus mouth;
70mm stainless steel rings.
16mm mouth. Sizes 5", 51⁄4", 53 ⁄4".
010795 $60.95

Build a Better Connection
A Bit for Every Horse
Every Seat, Every Class, Every Brand

DOVER SADDLERY® HUNTER
D-RING SNAFFLE BIT
Perfect in the show ring.
Sizes 4¾", 5", 51⁄2".
01178 $39.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® PONY
HARD RUBBER JOINTED SNAFFLE
D-RING BIT
For soft or sensitive mouths. Sizes 41⁄2",
4¾", 5", 51⁄2". Imported.
01138 $39.95

18mm mouth. Sizes 5", 51⁄4", 53 ⁄4", 61⁄ 8".
010796 $60.95

BITS
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A
Chocolate

Oakbark

Incredibly comfortable girth. Shock-absorbent Flex-Cushion™ hidden inside to
help reduce and distribute pressure. Flex-Cushion™ creates a luxurious padded
feel and can also help prevent over-tightening. Even girthy horses may be made
more comfortable. Chocolate, oakbark. Sizes 46"-54". Imported.
02977 $159.95

B. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® INDULGE ™ SHORT GIRTH

B

Offering horses a luxurious padded feel. Perfect for dressage and monoflap
event saddles. Part of our InDulge Girth Collection featuring shock-absorbent
InDulge Flex-Cushion™ hidden inside the leather outer. Flex-Cushion helps reduce
and distribute pressure, can help prevent over-tightening and may even make a
girthy horse feel more comfortable. The elastic “V” system creates a customized
girthing position on a variety of horses. Fitted with stainless steel roller buckles
and a center d-ring. Black, chocolate. Sizes 26"-32". Imported.
02979 $139.95

C

C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® INDULGE ™ CLASSIC HUNTER GIRTH

Black

Chocolate

Chocolate

A. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® INDULGE ™ CONTOUR LONG GIRTH

Beautifully styled to the show ring and suited to daily use. The wide width lets
it stay put. InDulge Flex-Cushion™ hidden inside relieves pressure points, creates
a luxurious padded feel and can help prevent over-tightening. Triple elastic
and stainless steel roller buckles at both ends provide give and allow easy
adjustments. A recessed center d-ring is discreet. Chocolate, oakbark.
Sizes 42"-54". Imported.
02978 $149.95

Oakbark

D

D. DOVER SADDLERY® FLEECE GIRTH

Our best-selling girth. Inner padding is mildew-proof. Equifleece-lined
with elastic on both ends. Roller buckles and center D-ring. Brown.
Sizes 38"-56". Imported.
0273
$49.95
E

E. DOVER SADDLERY® FLEECE DRESSAGE GIRTH

F

Black

Economical and easy-care. Lined with Equifleece. Mildew-proof inner
padding and double elastic on both ends. Stainless steel roller buckles.
Black. Sizes 24"-30". Imported.
0294
$59.95

F. PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE ® SMX GIRTH

Ideal for training or competition. Nonslip, four-way stretch neoprene. Stainless steel
roller buckles; elastic at both ends. Black, brown. Sizes 38"-56". Imported.
0202
$80.95

Brown

G

G. PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE ® SMX VENTECH ™ GIRTH

H

H. OVATION ® AIRFORM CHAFELESS GIRTH

Breathable VenTECH. Removable limestone-based, nonslip neoprene liner.
Double elastic ends, stainless steel roller buckles. Brown. Sizes 42"-56". Imported.
02087 List $95.95 Dover’s Price: $92.95

Easy-care synthetic girth. Stainless steel roller buckles and contoured shape.
Brown. Sizes 34"-60". Imported.
02177
$36.95

Chocolate

J

J. DOVER SADDLERY ® COOLBLAST ® PERFORMANCE GIRTH

K

K. OVATION ® GEL BODY FORM DRESSAGE GIRTH

Oakbark

A proactive solution for keeping your horse comfortable as temperatures rise.
Performance-driven design pairs heavy-duty mesh and leather. Anatomical
shape follows your horse’s conformation comfortably. Offset buckles on elastic
ends help keep it in place and maximize the effect of the anatomical shape.
The recessed center caribiner-type attachment is preferred by many show
jumpers. Chocolate, oakbark. Sizes 48"-54". Imported.
02980 $198.95

Anatomically shaped with a gel insert in the middle. Elastic at both ends;
stainless steel roller buckles. Black. Sizes 20"-34". Imported.
02194 $39.95

L
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L. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH ™

Cut-back at the elbows. Padded calfskin interior; top-grain English hide
exterior. Triple elastic on both ends. Stainless steel hardware. Black.
Sizes 20"-34". Imported.
02590 $159.95

A. SCHOCKEMÖHLE DURASOFT GRIP REINS

Innovative design with a tear-resistant nylon core. Maximum grip. Leather hand
stops and a rubberized rein backing. Martingale stops complete this set of
reins. Black/silver, espresso/silver. Sizes horse, 55"; oversize, 60". Imported.
03299 $124.95

A

Black
Espresso/Silver

front

B. SCHOCKEMÖHLE DURASOFT REINS

Reinforced throughout at the core, including rein loops, with tear-resistant
nylon. Styled with buckle ends. Includes rein stops for use with a martingale.
Black, espresso. Horse size. Imported.
03289 $124.95

Black

B

Espresso

C. SCHOCKEMÖHLE RUBBER REINS

Reins lie securely in your hands. Classic leather fronts have hook
stud closures and rein stops for use with a martingale. Rubber grip.
Espresso/silver, black/silver. Sizes horse, 55". Oversize, 60". Imported.
03702
$59.95

D. NUNN FINER ® SOFT GRIP RUBBER REINS

Extra grippy reins. Extra flexible. American leather fronts, stainless steel
hardware. 5⁄8". Horse (54") black/black, oakbark/white, havana/brown,
havana/red. Pony (48") black/black, havana/brown. USA.
03138
$110.00

Espresso/Silver

C
Black/Silver

D

Black/Black
Oakbark/White
Havana/Brown
Havana/Red

E. THINLINE ® DRESSAGE REINS

Covered in smooth ThinLine material. Suitable for show, but durable for
everyday use. Sewn-on stops. Buckle ends or hook stud ends. Black. USA.
54"
60"

03102
03105

$76.00
$78.00

F. KINCADE RAINBOW RUBBER TRAINING REINS

E

Rainbow
Pastel

F

Great visual aid. Multi-colored rubber grips perfect for correcting rein length.
Hook studs Pony, ½" x 48". Horse, 5⁄8" x 54". Imported.

0339
03312

$34.95
$34.95

Rainbow
Rainbow
Pastel

G. SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY® WEB RUBBER REINS

Correctly styled nonslip dressage rein. ¾" webbing with rubber woven through
and leather hand stops. Hook studs. Black, brown. Sizes horse, pony. Imported.
03044
$29.95

H. DOVER SADDLERY ® FLEX GRIP RUBBER REINS

G

Black

Flexible rubber with pimpled grip for less bulk. Provides the feel of a well
broken-in leather rein, but with nonslip benefits added. Includes leather fronts
and martingale stops. Brown/brown, black/black. Size 5⁄8"W x 54"L. Imported.
03292
$79.95

J. DOVER SADDLERY® PREMIER LACED REINS

Brown

H

Handcrafted in Wickett & Craig American leather. Stainless steel hook studs and
center buckle. Chocolate. 5⁄8". Sizes 48", 54", 60". Imported.
03127 $159.95

Brown/Brown
Black/Black

K. DOVER SADDLERY® PLAIN REINS

Offers good quality at an affordable price. Plain, flat ½" reins are designed with
traditional hook stud ends. Brown. Size ½" x 54". Imported.
03190
$79.95

L. SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY® RUBBER REINS

J

Rubber grip over leather. Hook studs. Brown leather with brown rubber.
Horse size, 5⁄8" x 54". Imported.
0356
$45.95

K

M. SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY® LACED REINS

L

Quality and workmanship at a great price! Dark brown. 54". Horse size.
Imported.
0357
$45.95

M

N. SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY® WEB REINS

Leather hand stops. Buckle ends. Black webbing with black leather, brown
webbing with brown leather. Horse size, 5⁄8" x 54". Imported.
0355
$45.95

N

P. DOVER SADDLERY ® FLEX GRIP RUBBER REINS WITH BUCKLES
Created with show jumping and cross-country jumping in mind. The feel
of a well broken-in leather rein, but with nonslip textured reins. Leather
fronts with buckle ends and martingale stops. Brown/brown buckle.
Size 5⁄8"W x 54"L. Imported.
03294
$79.95

Black
Brown

P
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HORSE BOOTS
Padded
overlay
Hunter

Navy

DOVER SADDLERY ® ALL-PURPOSE
GALLOPING BOOTS

Great leg protection at an affordable price. Padded
overlay in the strike area and stay secure with hook-andloop straps and d-rings. Suitable for all disciplines. Pair.
Navy, hunter, black, royal blue, burgundy, purple.
Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041896 $29.95

Navy

Royal
Blue

Black

Hunter

Burgundy Purple

Neoprene

Black

Brown

White

Black

DOVER SADDLERY ® PREMIUM SPORT BOOTS

Complete coverage and comfort—at a terrific value.
Durable synthetic leather outer has a full-length reinforced
strike zone. Non-chafe fleece linings and easy to use
hook-and-loop fasteners. Pair. Black, white, M, L, XL, XXL.
Brown M, L, XL. Imported.
04239 Reg. $44.95 SALE: $35.95

White

DOVER SADDLERY® PRO ANKLE BOOTS

Curved for comfort. Molded plastic outer shell and
curved top for support. Soft neoprene lining. Double
hook-and-loop fastenings for easy adjustment. Pair.
Black, gray. Horse size. Imported.

Open-Front Boots
Ankle Boots

Black

04232
04336

$39.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® SPORT BOOTS
WITH NEOPRENE LINING

Excellent overall protection. All the features of Premium
Sport Boots, with neoprene lining. Pair. White, black,
M, L, XL, XXL. Brown, M, L. Imported.
04240 Reg. $44.95 SALE: $35.95

$35.95

Gray

White

Black

Brown

Navy

Ultra
Violet

ASB ALL SPORT BOOTS

WOOF WEAR ALL-PURPOSE BOOTS

Excellent protection, plus traditional high quality. Neoprene with PVC strike pad and recessed
stitching. Wide straps. Pair. S(7½"h x 9½" dia.), M(8"h x 11" dia.), L(9"h x 12½" dia.)
Ultra violet, black, white, electric blue, lime, turquoise, orange, berry. XL(10½"h x 13¾" dia.)
available in black, white, electric blue, light blue. Imported.
04348 $39.95
Ultra
Violet
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Black

White

Electric
Blue

Lime

Turquoise Orange

Berry
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Outstanding protection and comfort. Nylon-lined
neoprene. Covered in rugged vinyl with a Coverlight ®
strike pad. Easy two-strap system and simple care. Pair.
Navy, white, black, brown. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
0471 $60.95

Navy

White

Black

Brown

BELL BOOTS

Tough Protection!
Now offering our own Dover Saddlery® Bell Boot line in colors, styles & affordable prices! Whether you need
Pull-On Boots for security during rigorous riding, Hook-and-Loop Boots for easy on/off, No-Turn Boots and
PVC Tough Boots boots for full protection or cozy Fleece-Lined Boots we have you covered.
Stretches for
easy on/off

DOVER SADDLERY ® RUBBER PULL-ON BELL BOOTS

Dover Saddlery® Bell Boots!
Explore all bell boots styles at
DoverSaddlery.com/HorseBoots

Double thickness at the bottoms to boost protection and add durability. The
rubber is easily stretchable to allow quick on and off. Pair. Navy, royal blue,
red, white, black, brown, purple, pink, hunter, gum. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041895 $15.95

Black

Hot Pink

100% pure rubber
Double thickness at bottoms

Black

Orange
White

White
Lime

DOVER SADDLERY ® PVC TOUGH BELL BOOTS

We designed our PVC Tough Bell Boots to outperform
others in the PVC bell boot class. Reinforced, rubbercovered hook-and-loop closures with easy-off tabs resist
tearing and mud. Softer collars help reduce rubbing and
chafing. Pair. Lime, navy, red, white, black, brown,
orange, purple, hot pink, hunter (some colors shown
above with item 041895). Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041893 $15.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® PVC
HOOK-AND-LOOP BELL BOOTS WITH FLEECE
Protective and durable with fleece to provide great
protection. A soft fleece lining at the cuff offers a
comfortable fit. Double hook-and-loop closures topped
with a rubberized logo badge deliver security. Pair.
Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041891 $19.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® RUBBER
HOOK-AND-LOOP BELL BOOTS WITH FLEECE
100% pure rubber! Flexible, resilient and durable with
ribbing to add strength and help deflect hoof strikes.
Fleece at the collar helps prevent chafing. Hook-andloop closure allows for quick and easy on/off. Pair.
Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041890 $19.95

Black

Royal Blue

DOVER SADDLERY ® RUBBER
HOOK-AND-LOOP BELL BOOTS

Rubber Hook-and-Loop
Bell Boots in navy.

100% pure rubber provides flexibility, resiliency and
durability. Hook-and-loop closure allows for easy on/off.
Ribbing adds strength for longevity and helps deflect
hoof strikes. Pair. Royal blue, navy, red, white, black,
brown, purple, pink, hunter, gum (some colors shown
above with item 041895). Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041894 $19.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® PVC NO-TURN
BELL BOOTS WITH SYNTHETIC CUFF

PVC construction provides durability and reliable
protection. Double hook-and-loop closures, stitched for
extra strength, deliver a secure fit that won’t pull or fall
off. The synthetic cuff and no-turn design prevent shifting
that can cause abrasions and rubs. Pair. Black, navy,
white, hunter. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Imported.
041892 $19.95

HORSE BOOTS
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STIRRUPS

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Best product EVER!”
- DAISY628

HERM SPRENGER ® ORIGINAL SYSTEM 4-F STIRRUPS

HERM SPRENGER ® SYSTEM 4-F
BOW BALANCE STIRRUPS

Special treads ensure consistent contact with stirrup.
Sizes 4¼", 4¾", 5¼". Note: due to rubber covering,
stirrup is ¼" smaller than size given. Made in Germany.

0747

Helps improve flexiblity and leg position. Bowed shape,
offset eye, anatomically correct stirrups. Stainless steel.
Sizes 4¼", 4¾", 51 ⁄8". Made in Germany.

List $275.80

0761

Dover’s Price: $269.95

DOVER SADDLERY® PEACOCK
FILLIS STIRRUP IRONS

Stainless steel with heavy rubber band.
Sizes 4", 4¼", 4½". Imported.
0711 $52.95

DOVER SADDLERY® FILLIS STIRRUP IRONS
All disciplines. Stainless steel. White rubber pads.
Sizes 4", 4¼", 4½", 4¾". Imported.
0725 $52.95

KORSTEEL ® FLEX II STIRRUPS

STÜBBEN FILLIS STIRRUPS

Lost wax casting gives a smooth finish. High
quality stainless steel with black rubber pads.
Sizes 4¼", 4¾", 5". Imported.
0703 $75.00

Designed for all levels. Patent-pending traditional fillis
design with one-way swivel action. Flexes to a perfect
70° angle with no forward flex past the vertical.
Sizes 4¼", 4½", 4¾". Imported.
0707 $79.95

DOVER SADDLERY® PEACOCK LOOP RINGS
Sturdy replacement rubber bands that fit any size
peacock stirrups. Pair.
07182 $2.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® DIAMOND STIRRUP PADS

Durable rubber and raised grip for stability. Fits peacock
stirrups. Pair. White, black. Sizes 4, 4¼", 4½", 4¾", 5.
07181 $5.95
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List $268.40

Dover’s Price: $259.95

HERM SPRENGER ® ULTIMATE GRIP
STIRRUP PADS
Grated surface for exceptional grip.
Stainless steel. Size 4¾".
0739 $29.95

Fall Riding Star ts Now–Free Shipping over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

HORSE-S JOINTED STIRRUPS

Double-jointed for flexibility. Sizes 4¼", 4¾". Imported.
0735 $75.95

EQUIWING WIDE TRACK STIRRUPS

Lightweight, wide-track. Hyper-nylon irons weigh just
200 grams each. Sold with a set of metal and a set
of rubber pads. Ideal for long rides or extra grip and
comfort. Size 4¾". Imported.
0764 $82.50

DOVER SADDLERY®
REPLACEMENT LEATHERS
For peacock stirrups. Pair.
0732 $3.95

HERM SPRENGER ® REPLACEMENT PADS
Sizes 4¼", 4¾", 51 ⁄8". Pair.
0758 $13.95

SPURS

LINED LEATHERS

A
7

⁄8" neck

Oakbark
Chocolate

1" neck

A. DOVER SADDLERY ®
SMOOTH KNOB SPUR

Black

Ladies’. 7 ⁄8", 1" neck.
2526 $30.95

B
15mm

B. DOVER SADDLERY
RUBBER-COATED SPUR
®

Ladies’. 15mm knob or 20mm.
25016 $37.95

C. DOVER SADDLERY ®
PRINCE OF WALES SPUR

20mm

DOVER SADDLERY ® LINED STIRRUP LEATHERS

Durable and attractive leathers are nylon reinforced to reduce stretching. Flat buckles
with rivets are smooth under legs. Oakbark, chocolate. Size 1" x 48", 1" x 54". Imported.
061
$119.95

DOVER SADDLERY ® LINED DRESSAGE STIRRUP LEATHERS
Same features as above. Black. Sizes 1" x 54", 1" x 60". Imported.
0652 $119.95

C

Ladies’. ¾", 1" neck.
2519 $30.95

Chocolate

1" neck

Oakbark

D. CORONET
SOFT TOUCH SPUR
™

Ladies’. Approx. 11 ⁄8" neck.
25194 $25.95

DOVER SADDLERY® PREMIUM LINED STIRRUP LEATHERS

D

E. HERM SPRENGER ® ULTRA FIT
EXTRA GRIP ROWEL END SPUR

Nylon web hidden inside prevents stretching. American leather. Riveted flat stainless
steel buckles. Chocolate, oakbark. Sizes 48", 54". Imported.
0657 $139.95

CLASSIC LEATHERS

E

25mm flat rowel
Black

25mm, 35mm neck.
9-point or flat rowel.

25185

Tobacco

List $102.80

35mm 9 point rowel

Dover’s Price: $95.95

PRESTIGE STIRRUP LEATHERS

Rich Italian leather. Nylon core prevents stretching. Special flat buckles reduce bulk
under the leg. Black, tobacco. Size 54". Made in Italy.
0612 $145.00
F

F. STÜBBEN STEELTEC
SEQ SPUR

Stainless steel. 20mm (¾" neck),
35mm (13 ⁄8 " neck).
25215 $55.00

PASSIER ® STIRRUP LEATHERS WITH NYLON INSERTS

Non-stretch leathers with 20 holes spaced closely for an excellent fit. The curved
stainless steel buckles provides a close contact to the horse. Black. Sizes 55", 59",
63", 67". Imported.
06893 $90.00

CHILDREN’S SPURS
1

G
G. DOVER SADDLERY ®
CHILD’S PRINCE OF WALES SPUR

⁄2" neck

Classic Brown
Classic Black

Child’s. ½" neck.
2524 $30.95

BATES ® LUXE STIRRUP LEATHERS

SPUR SETS

Hand-selected leather. Riveted buckle design reduces the thickness of the leather
under your leg. Classic brown. Sizes 48", 54". Imported.
0650 $155.00

BATES ® LUXE DRESSAGE STIRRUP LEATHERS

Same features as above. Classic black. Size 64". Imported.
0648 $155.00

SPUR STRAPS
30mm neck

STÜBBEN PRINCE OF WALES
SPUR SET

Stainless steel. Leather spur straps included.
Ladies’ or men’s, 20mm or 30mm neck.

2597 List $58.00

Dover’s Price: $55.00

CORONET ™ HUMANE SPUR SET
Nylon strap included. Ladies’,
men’s, children’s.
25193 $19.95

DOVER SADDLERY® DOUBLE KEEPER SPUR STRAPS

Double keepers for a great look and durability. Stainless steel buckles.3 ⁄8 " wide.
Black. Sizes 15", 18". Imported.
25349 $25.95

IRONS/LEATHERS/SPURS
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Black
Black
Blue

Blue

Red

FLECK® CONTACT DRESSAGE WHIP

Supremely comfortable and secure grip. Feels balanced
in the hand. Elegant silver-colored cap. PU-Contact grip
handle; nylon woven shaft. Black, blue. Sizes 43¼", 47¼".
14010 List $64.95 Dover’s Price: $59.95*

COUNTY ™ GRIPPY BAT

Durable, well-balanced. Pebble grip, nylon-covered
shaft; molded end cap. Black, blue, red. Size 19".
1492 $24.95

Black
Blue
Lilac

Brown

Sky Blue
Anthracite
Black
Dark Red

FLECK® CARBON ULTRALIGHT DRESSAGE WHIP
A best seller. Carbon composite shaft. Ultra-slim,
nonslip handle. Black, blue, brown, anthracite,
dark red (47½" only). Sizes 431/4", 47½".
14052 $55.95*

DUBLIN ® GEL HANDLE CROP

Gel handle conforms to your hand. Silver cap and a
leather popper. Lilac, sky blue, black. Size 25½".
14009 $19.95

Black
Brown

FLECK® RUBBER GRIP WHIP

Designed for dressage. Nonslip, golf-grip handle.
Black. Sizes 43¼", 47¼", 4" lash.
14155 List $39.95 Dover’s Price: $35.95*

COUNTY ™ INTERNATIONAL BAT

Perforated leather-covered fiberglass. Taped handle.
Black. Sizes 16", 19", 21".
14001 $39.95

FLECK® DELTA CROP

Ensures popper faces the correct way. Unique, slightly
triangular shaped handle. Black, brown. Sizes 18½", 25".
14079
List $49.00 Dover’s Price: $45.95

Black
Brown

WONDER WHIP

Braided cover. Leather handle, mushroom cap.
Sizes 36", 39", 42", 6" lash.
1406 $39.95*

FLECK® RUBBER GRIP BAT

DUBLIN PIGSKIN CROP

DOVER SADDLERY® SHORT
STIRRUP SHOW BAT

DOVER SADDLERY ® EASY-UP WHIP HOLDER

Secure hold. Rubber nonslip golf grip. Black. Sizes 19", 25".
14159 $40.95

All disciplines. Leather wrist loop. Black, brown. Size 21".
1405 $35.95

Sky Blue

Black

DUBLIN GEL HANDLE DRESSAGE WHIP

Conforms to hand. Silver cap. Sky blue, black. Size 43".
14015 $25.95*
*Extra Shipping. Add $4.95
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Designed specifically for the small rider.
Nonslip rubber grip. Black. Size 16".
1415 $12.95

Whips easily snap in and out of plastic holder.
Screws not included.
1416 $10.95
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Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

The Noble Equestrian product line is complete with gear bags, tools
and even horse care solutions. Noble Equestrian makes sure every
product performs as intended before reaching its valued customers.
Black/Tan

Navy/Navy

Black/Loden

Black/Loden

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ DUFFLE BAG

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ RINGSIDE ™ PACK

Great way to carry gear or clothes. Durable 600
denier poly canvas with a water-repellent finish and a
heavy-duty inner coating. Three YKK® zippered exterior
pocketst; one with a mesh bottom is particularly suited to
holding dirty items. Full zipper opens to an interior with
two generously sized mesh pockets. Hard base,
adjustable shoulder strap with no-slip pad. Black.
12"W x 17"L x 12"H. Imported.
240182 $69.95

Adjustable shoulder straps are padded. Tough,
water-repellent 600 denier polyester canvas with a
heavy-duty interior coating. Helmet compartment,
main compartment, exterior pocket and mesh pockets.
New Colors Navy/navy, black/loden.
18H" x 12"W x 16"L. Imported.
330037 $99.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
BITS’N PIECES BRIDLE BAG

NOBLE OUTFITTERS ™
JUST-FOR-KICKS TALL BOOT BAG

Keeps your bridles, bits and strap goods organized.
Ideal for travel with a water-repellent 600 denier
polyester canvas outer and a heavy-duty interior
coating. Two heavy-duty quick release Duraflex ®
buckles keep bridles secure. Heavy-duty detachable
top hanger. Black. 30"L x 12"W x 4"D. Imported.
V000104 $69.95

Fully padded for extra protection. Water-repellent
canvas outer is made in 600 denier polyester, and
an internal panel keeps boots separate. A hard
base with rubber feet offers stability for easy
loading and unloading. YKK® zippers. Black.
26"H x 12"W x 9D". Imported.
33477 $79.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
HORSEPLAY BACKPACK

Designed for the multi-tasking rider. Made in durable
600 denier 100% polyester canvas fabric with a waterrepellent finish. Mesh-lined helmet pouch, crop clip,
padded tablet compartment and stretch water bottle
pocket. New Colors Navy/navy, black/loden.
151/2"H x 11"W x 61/2"D. Imported.
330038 $69.95

NOBLE OUTFITTERS ™
SHOW READY GARMENT BAG

Keeps your show outfit looking sharp! Durable 600 denier
poly canvas outer has a water-repellent finish; a heavy-duty
interior coating makes it easy to clean. Lightweight and
easy to carry it folds in half and secures with a snap tab.
Top hook, full front zipper opening, zippered pocket for
small accessories. Black. 40"L x 23"H x 2"D. Imported.
V000122 $55.95

WHIPS/CROPS & BAGS
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TRAINING AIDS
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“My rescue looks like
a rock star now!”

A

-LADYLP, TEXAS

A. PESSOA® TRAINING SYSTEM

Can be rigged from going long and low for a green pony to the most advanced
collected frame. Horse size. Imported. Headstall, lunge line, surcingle and pad
not included.
3026
$249.95

B. MUSTANG BALANCE COMPLETE TRAINING SYSTEM

Complete rigging with surcingle, caveson and loose ring bit. Hanger and rope rigging
included. Helps develop correct head set and balance while strengthening back and
neck muscles. Can be used in a variety of positions, depending on desired headset.
Horse size. USA.
30141
$179.95

B

C. DOVER SADDLERY ® NECK-STRETCHER

Helps correct neck carriage and encourages effective use of the back. Fully elastic
and adjustable. Snap ends. Horse size. Imported.
3053
$29.95
Pony size - Not shown.
30056
$29.95

D. TORY GERMAN MARTINGALE REIN SET

Teaches flexion and proper head set. Traditional martingale action, but the longer
fork has a snap-on end to pass through bit and attach to dees on the leather reins
(included). USA.
3037
$129.95

SIDE REINS
E. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
SIDE REINS WITH ELASTIC
C

D

Strong elastic provides give.
Quick and easy adjustments.
Nylon with strong elastic and
multiple D-rings. Imported.
30469
$32.95

F. DOVER SADDLERY ®
LEATHER SIDE REINS

F

Perfect for everyday use. Quality
leather with thick rubber donuts to
allow some give. Imported.
3005
$55.95

G. NEW DOVER SADDLERY
SIDE REINS WITH DONUT

E

G

®

A best-seller. Durable nylon with
rubber donut provides right amount
of give. Imported.
30470
$32.95

DRAW REINS
H. DOVER SADDLERY®
DRAW REINS WITH SNAPS
E
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Good quality leather with
convenient snap ends for easy
on and off. ½" wide. 102"L each
side. Imported.
30125
$49.95

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p
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TRAINING SURCINGLES
ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS,
JUST LIKE YOU!

A. DOVER SADDLERY® CLASSIC WEB
TRAINING SURCINGLE

A

B

C

★★★★★

Top quality webbing with leather pads. D-rings
at appropriate points to attach side reins and
training aids. D-ring at girth. Adjustable on both
sides. Horse size. Imported.
3086
$90.95

“10 years & still
in top condition!”

B. DOVER SADDLERY® FLEECE
TRAINING SURCINGLE

Fleece lining prevents chafing. Heavy-duty nylon web.
D-rings for training aids. Fits most horses and large
ponies. Adjusts from 65" to 85". Horse size. Imported.
30139 $45.95

- ASHLEIGH, GEORGIA

C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® FLEECE
AND NYLON SURCINGLE

D

Lined with fleece to prevent chafing. Heavy-duty nylon web.
D-rings for training aids. Fits most horses and large ponies.
Large pony/cob, horse. Adjusts from 65" to 85". Imported.
30471 $45.95

LUNGE LINES
D. DOVER SADDLERY®
PREMIUM LUNGE LINE

Blue Herringbone

Chocolate Herringbone

E

Purple

Cobalt

F

Exceptional durability. Top quality cotton webbing
with rubber end stop and brass snap. 35'L. USA.
3077
$49.95

E. DOVER SADDLERY ® CUSHIONED
LUNGE LINE

Professional quality in substantial weight cotton web
that is easy to hold. Heavy duty snap; donut handle.
Includes a storage bag with handle. Blue herringbone,
chocolate herringbone, black/gray. 30'L. Imported.
30207
$15.95

Black/Gray

Turquoise

F. DOVER SADDLERY®
CLASSIC LUNGE LINE

High performance cotton webbing. Fitted with a
swivel snap on one end and a rubber donut on the
other. Purple, cobalt, turquoise. 35'L. Imported.
30193 $49.95

Explore our training collection.
Over 184 training aids
at DoverSaddlery.com/Training

G

G. DOVER SADDLERY® LONG LINES

Long-lasting. Nylon and cotton web. 30'L each
side. First 10' is rolled to slide through bit or
roller. Imported.
3046
$49.95
H

LUNGE WHIPS/STICKS

J
Purple

H. WALDHAUSEN CONTACT STICK

Useful for ground training as an extension of the
rider’s arm. This stick enables precise application.
A rubber-coated handle offers a secure hold.
Blue/black. 49.5" long; lash is 70.8". Imported.
14059 $35.95

J. FLECK® COLLAPSIBLE LUNGE WHIP

Collapsible. Unscrews in middle for easy storage.
Purple, blue, black. Size 70¾" not including lash.
14078 $45.95*
*Extra shipping. Add $4.95

K. DUBLIN NYLON LUNGE WHIP

Sturdy feel. Synthetic nylon. Size 5½' with 6' lash.
Black, purple, blue, red, green. Size 71".
1407
$22.95*

Shown as collapsed

Blue

Shown as fully extended

Black

K
Black
Purple
Blue
Red

TRAINING
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Slow Eating, Boost Digestion
Black

Royal Blue

DOVER SADDLERY®
SMALL-MESH
HAY NET
Black.

DOVER SADDLERY ®
SLOW FEED HAY FEEDER

CAPACITY/

COLORS DIMENSIONS

HOLE
SIZE

BENEFIT

Black, blue/black.
27748 $52.95

27286 Reg. $19.95

SALE: $15.99
Royal blue, purple, red, green.

SHIRES GREEDY FEEDER NET
Royal blue.
27982 $25.99

27293 Reg. $19.95

SHIRES GREEDY FEEDER NET
Black.

27986 $39.99

SALE: $15.99

Small feeding holes optimize
digestion by slowing horse’s
rate of consumption, reduce
waste lost to trampling & help
keep horse occupied.

Small feeding holes optimize
digestion by slowing horse’s
rate of consumption, reduce
waste lost to trampling & help
keep horse occupied.

Tiny feeding holes optimize digestion by
slowing horse’s rate of consumption,
reduce waste lost to trampling & help
keep horse occupied.

Small feeding holes optimize digestion
by slowing horse’s rate of consumption,
reduce waste lost to trampling & help
keep horse occupied.

2" x 2"

2"x2"

1" x 1"

1" x 1"

4 flakes or 15 pounds

3 flakes or 8½ pounds

31/2 flakes or 14 pounds

51/2 flakes or 21 pounds

27"H x 21"W

36" long

39" long

47" long

Royal
Blue

Black

Royal
Blue

Blue/
Black

Black

Purple

Red

Green

Black

HAY BAG AND NET CAUTIONS AND DISCLAIMER
Always use caution when hanging hay bags and nets. Holes may be large enough for hooves to be caught in or catch on the back on the edge of horseshoes.
®
The purchase of any hay bag or net releases Dover Saddlery from any and all responsibility and liability for any injury related to any hay bag or hay net purchase. All items this page are imported.

STABLE & STALL SUPPLIES

Royal

Royal

Navy/Hunter

Black

DOVER SADDLERY®
WEB STALL GUARD

Hunter

Strong poly webbing. Royal, black,
hunter. Adjusts to 48". Imported.
2711 $32.95
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Black/Gray

Monogram
option

DOVER SADDLERY® STALL GUARD

Adapts to nearly any stall opening.
Allows horses to socialize while keeping
them safely in their stalls. Can be
monogrammed. Textilene® mesh.
Brass-plated hardware. Adjusts 45"-51".
Black/gray, navy/hunter. Imported.
27763 $65.95

STABLE FRESH
BEST FRIEND ® ALL-IN-ONE
GRAZING MUZZLE

Comes attached to a nylon breakaway
halter. Durable rubber bottom allows
controlled grass intake. Plastic side-release
buckle. Ring for leadline attachment. Clip
at throat. Adjustable for a perfect fit. Black.
Size pony, cob, horse, oversize. USA.
0531 $59.95
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All natural, USDA-approved formula.
Speeds the biodegrading process,
eliminates odors and aids in fly control.
Half-gallon concentrate makes two
gallons. USA.
27248 $25.95

STABLE FRESH SUPER
CONCENTRATE

Stronger to work longer. 16 oz. USA.

27790

List $27.95

Dover’s Price: $25.95

STABLE & STALL SUPPLIES
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

Black

“Will last forever.”
- S, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Hunter
Green
Royal
Blue

Red

DOVER SADDLERY PVC-COATED
DOUBLE SADDLE RACK
®

Designed to hold English saddles.
Sturdy, lightweight and portable PVCcoated racks hang easily over a fence,
in a trailer or in the barn. Black.
27516 $29.95*
*Extra shipping charges apply.
Add $4.95 each.

DOVER SADDLERY
STANDARD SADDLE RACK
®

Sturdy, plastic-coated steel. Fits all
saddles. Red, black, hunter green,
royal blue. Imported.
27218 $14.95*
*Extra shipping charges apply.
Add $4.95 each.

DOVER SADDLERY ®
PORTABLE SADDLE STAND

Exceptionally well-made at a great
price! Top swivels down so the
saddle can be positioned upside
down to easily clean the gullet and
flaps. Galvanized tubular steel with
wire shelf. Folds for easy storage or
travel. 34"H x 27"L. 10 lbs.
2702 $49.95*
*Extra shipping charges apply.
Add $4.95 each.

TRAILERING

DOVER SADDLERY®
TRAILER HITCH COVER

Protects bumper-pull trailer hitch and
wiring from elements. Adjustable nylon
cover with zipper. Fits most hitches.
Black. 32", top to bottom. Imported.
27606 $29.95

HARDWARE

DOVER SADDLERY ®
STANDARD BRIDLE BRACKET

Curved top portion. Supports crown
pieces and halters without creasing.
Plastic-coated steel. Red, hunter green,
black, royal blue. Imported.
27133 $6.95

DOVER SADDLERY® PLAID TIE

8" Hook

2784

$4.95

SALE: $14.95

23"-36" Trailer Tie
2721 Reg. $15.95
SALE: $14.95

FORKS
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Works wonders
on shavings
& straw!"

B. FOREVER FORK

Double, heavy wire hooks hang over
a 2"x 4" wall. Powder-coated black
or chrome.
4" Hook
2773 $3.95

43"-75" Cross Tie
2741 Reg. $17.95

21"-37" Trailer Tie
270038 $19.95

breaks down for easy travel. Tines twist
and compress under multiple load points
to ensure against breakage. 14" wide
basket. .7" tine spacing. 2.1 pounds.
Royal blue/black. Imported.
270001 $39.95*

DOVER SADDLERY ®
UTILITY HOOKS

Royal, hunter, black, red. Imported.

42"-82" Cross Tie
270039 $20.95

A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
WAVE FORK
More Colors Online! 2-piece handle

Easy to grip handle and long aluminum
shaft. Flexible poly carbonate tines with
added UV stabilizer.Fork heads
guaranteed for one year. 1 lb. 6 oz.
Made in Sweden.
27989 $49.95*

DOVER SADDLERY ® NYLON TIE

Webbing with panic snap. Blue/gray
plaid, purple/gray plaid. Imported.

- BETH722, ALPHARETTA, GEORGIA

A

B

C

D

C. MINI FUTURE FORK ®

Lightweight and durable. No-rust,
high-tensile head and 36" hardwood
handle with poly D-grip. 11"W.
27247 $24.95*

D. FINE TINES ™ FORK

Angled baskets and closely spaced tines.
Tough polycarbonate resists breaking.
30 tines. Imported.
27451 $31.95*

DOVER SADDLERY®
DOUBLE END SNAP

Indispensable for barn. 4¾". Imported.
2718 $3.49

JUNIOR FINE TINES ™ FORK

Not shown. Same features as above.
22 tines.
27346 $31.95*
*Extra shipping charges apply. Add $4.95 each.

Organize your barn! Shop our entire barn and stable collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/BarnStable

STABLE EQUIPMENT
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Let the
Good Times Roll!

HORSEMEN’S PRIDE ™ JOLLY BALL ®

Does not need air to keep its shape. Won’t deflate
if punctured. 10" diameter. Red, purple, blue. USA.
2793 $31.95

HORSEMEN’S PRIDE ™ SCENTED JOLLY BALL ®

Peppermint (red/white), blueberry (blue), apple (green). USA.
27316 $26.95

40"
30"

25"
JOLLY MEGA BALL

Anti-burst design means no more boredom in the stall.
Foot pump and plug are included.
25". Red.
27498 $25.95
30". Blue.
27496 $29.95
40". Green.
27485 $49.95

NEW KONG ® EQUINE DELUXE SET
ENRICHMENT TOY+FEEDER

Great source for mental stimulation. Entertain your
horse in a stall with the all-natural, durable Zootooth™
rubber toy. Hangs by its rope and has a ring you
can fill with treats. As the toy swings, it challenges
your horse to grab a treat. Made from globally
sourced materials. Green. USA.
270208 $149.99
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HORSE TREATS
MRS. PASTURES ® HORSE TREATS

GERMAN HORSE MUFFINS

Qt jar
5 lb refill
15 lb tub
15 lb refill

6 lbs

220178 $34.95

1 lb mint
6 lbs mint

220441 $13.95
220442 $49.95

A favorite of horses since 1986.
Oats, wheat bran, molasses, barley, apples.
8 oz
22368
$4.95

22235
22082
22237
22651

A delicious indulgence. Made from fresh,
all-natural grains and molasses combined
to perfection. No preservatives, artificial
flavors or colors.
1 lb
220177
$9.95

$14.95
$25.95
$75.95 ($4.95)
$65.95 ($4.95)

MANNA PRO ®
NUTRIGOOD ™
LOW SUGAR SNAX

Ideal for overweight horses, horses
with metabolic challenges and for
horse owners who want to feed
less sugar in a treat. All-natural
ingredients; no sugar or molasses is
added to ensure the maximum sugar content of 6.5%,
which is naturally present in the ingredients. No artificial
colors or flavors are used. Ingredients: beet pulp,
soybean hulls (25%), linseed meal, sodium bentonite,
brewer’s dried yeast, and natural flavors. Resealable bag.
Apple, carrot-anise. 4 lb. USA.
220525 $13.95

MANNA PRO ® NUGGETS

Fits easily into pockets for a great reward. Apple, peppermint, alfalfa and molasses.
1 lb
220387 $4.95
Apple, peppermint, alfalfa & molasses, carrot and spice, butterscotch.
4 lb
220296 $10.95

DIMPLES® HORSE TREATS
WITH PILL POCKET

Great tasting reward used by trainers, vets
and horse enthusiasts. Place pill in dimple
to administer oral medication easily.
220383 $23.95

PADDOCK CAKE
PEPPERMINT PADDIES

A signature treat. Chewy cookie with
a peppermint candy in the middle.
1 oz. chewy cookie. 2 lbs.
2291 $19.95

UNCLE JIMMY’S LICKY THING

UNCLE JIMMY'S HANGING BALL

All natural. Long lasting refill. Fits in
Likit™ Holder. Molasses, peppermint,
apple, carrot.
27755 $9.95

Reduces boredom. Vitamins and minerals.
Molasses, peppermint, apple, carrot.
27756 $24.95

Apple

Carrot

LIKIT ™ STARTER KIT

Made in Scotland, this Kit has everything you need.
Get your horse busy working on this tasty treat toy. Ideal
for stall-bound horses, it comes with the holder, three
refills and two bags of treats. United Kingdom.
270114 $37.95

STANDARD LIKIT ™ REFILLS

Fits the standard Likit holder, above.
Apple, carrot, mint, molasses, banana.
27081 $6.49

MINI-LIKIT ™
Not shown. Fits into holes in the Boredom Breaker.

Apple, carrot, mint, molasses. Each.
27693 $4.95

Mint

Molasses

Banana

GUMBITS

An aid to daily training. Delight your
horse while promoting salivation and
encouraging a soft, submissive mouth.
May also help stop teeth grinding.
These sweet, all-natural treats are made
in the USA from FDA-approved
ingredients. 12 oz. USA.
220721 $39.95

STUD MUFFINS ®

A nourishing treat. Fortified with extra
protein, flaxseed, wheat, oats, barley, corn.
20 oz
22965 $10.95

45 oz
90 oz

22884 $19.95
22885 $35.95

Price in parentheses indicates additional shipping charges.

BARN & STABLE
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GROOMING

DOVER SADDLERY ®
SMALL SOFT BRUSH

DOVER SADDLERY ® STANDARD
WOOD-BACK SOFT BRUSH

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
ROUND MEDIUM CURRY

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
TRADITIONAL CURRY COMB

Traditional body brush. Wood back,
leather handle. Goat hair bristles. 7"L.
10308 $12.95

Reasonably priced. Fine, soft bristles catch
the smallest of dust particles and impart a
smooth shine on your horse’s coat. 8"L.
10306 $12.95

Gently massages as it effectively lifts
dirt and breaks up clumps of mud.
Soft rubber with a molded strap. Purple.
4.5" diameter; 4.25" hand hole.
100208 $6.95

A great basic for any grooming kit.
Durable rubber provides a gentle
massage while it loosens grime and
shedding hair. Black.
Small 43/4"L 100212 $5.95
Large 53/4"L 100211 $6.95

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
MASSAGE GLOVE

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
RUBBER GROOMING GLOVE

DOVER SADDLERY ®
SUPER SWEAT SCRAPER

DOVER SADDLERY ®
OVAL SOFT GROOMER

WINNER’S CIRCLE ® FLICK BRUSH

WINNER’S CIRCLE ® SOFT BRUSH

WINNER’S CIRCLE ® DANDY BRUSH

WINNER’S CIRCLE ® ULTRA-SOFT
100% HORSEHAIR BRUSH

Easily contours to the shape of your horse.
Ideal for scrubbing at bath time. Black.
9.25" long; 4" wide at opening.
100206 $9.95

Easily fits in hand. Excellent for clipping
and flicking out dust and dander. 6.4"L.
10371 $20.95

WINNER’S CIRCLE ™ STIFF BRUSH
Easily removes dirt. Wooden back fits
comfortably in your hand. 71/2"L.
1011 $18.95

LEGENDS ™ CALIENTE BRUSH

Stimulates skin and coat. Medium-stiff
union fiber center bristles, softer outer
bristles remove dust and dirt.
100048 $16.95
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Contours to the shape of your horse’s
curves. Useful for grooming the legs.
Ideal for use dry or wet. Red. 9.5" long
with 4.75" wide opening.
100209 $8.95

Luxurious bristles. Smooths coat. 71/2"L.
1013 $18.95

Essential for any wash stall or grooming
kit. Heavy-duty plastic. Hunter, red,
black, purple, blue.
1002 $3.95

Useful on any coat. Perfect for keeping
your horse clean and shiny. 71/2"L.
1012 $18.95

CHAMPION BRUSH
STANDARD BRUSHES

LEGENDS ™ BLACK KNIGHT
FLICK BRUSH

Bristles make sure no dirt is missed.
Black polypropylene fibers and softer trim.
100047 $12.95

Gives your horse a lovely shine.
For sensitive areas, too. 71/2"L.
1003 $25.95

NEW BETTY’S BEST STRIPHAIR ®
GENTLE GROOMER ™

Exceptional value. Synthetic bristles,
varnished back. Assorted colors. 71/2"L.

Firm
10374 $7.95
Medium Soft
10375 $9.95

Ideal for use on your horse’s face.
Also helpful for removing animal hair from
blankets. Clean with soap and water.
Lilac. 5"L x 3.5"W.
100207 $6.95

HYDRA® SPONGE 12 TACK SPONGES
A fresh sponge when you need it.
1033 $5.69

STANDARD SALT BLOCK HOLDER
Hardware not included. Blue.
27924 $5.95
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Multipurpose, flexible, patent-pending
grooming tool. Removes dried mud, sweat
and loose hair, lathers shampoo. Natural
rubber blend that includes oils for added
performance and benefit. Black.
100094 $35.95

DOVER SADDLERY ®
CHROME SALT BLOCK HOLDER

Imported. Salt and hardware not included.
2786 $9.95

Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

B Dragonfruit

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“2 years–still great!”
- MADELINE234, MUNCIE

B. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
EQUINESSENTIAL ™ MINI TOTE

A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
EQUINESSENTIAL ™ TOTE

A perfect compact size. Four inner compartments,
four small exterior pouch pockets, one large outside
pocket and one large flap pocket with hook-andloop closure. Dragonfruit, deep turquoise, merlot,
black/tan. 7" x 7" x 7". Imported.
100010 $29.95

An organizer’s dream. Pockets, dividers and
compartments with a mesh bottom. 600 denier,
polyester, water-repellent with heavy-duty interior
coating. Deep turquoise, dragonfruit, merlot,
black/tan. 12"H x 15"W x 10"D. Imported.
Accessories sold separately.
10807 $49.95
Deep
Turquoise

Dragonfruit

Black/
Tan

Merlot

A Deep Turquoise

Top View

Purple

DOVER SADDLERY ® GROOMING STOOL BOX

Extra-tough storage tote with non-skid top that doubles as a step stool. Two
pull-out trays neatly store grooming and braiding tools. Hideaway handle. Gray.
17"L x 12"W x 12"H. Imported. Accessories sold separately.
10348 $59.95*
*Extra shipping charges apply. Add $4.95.

ROMA ® ULTIMATE GROOMING KIT

A total grooming kit in a box. Includes: hoof pick, sponge, sweat scraper, 7" dandy
brush, 5" rubber curry comb, 4" plastic mane comb, 5½" plastic body brush and packet
of 500 braiding bands. Purple, blue, pink. 12"L x 8"H x 7"D. Imported.
10509 $39.95

Purple

Blue

Pink

DOVER SADDLERY ®
HIMALAYAN HORSE SALT LICK
Cut to fit most salt holders.
Helps replace lost electrolytes.
Mined from the Himalayan
mountains. 4.4 pound block fits
most salt holders. Imported.
220717 $10.95

Granulated
220718 $5.95

HIMALAYAN HORSE
SALT LICK ON A ROPE

Helps reduce boredom while giving
your horse the nutrients it needs. Helps
replace lost electrolytes.

3 lb.
5.5 lb.
7.5 lb.

220714
220715
220716

$9.95
$12.95
$14.95

GROOMING/TOTES
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FIRST AID
CORONA® OINTMENT

Lanolin-rich antiseptic treats
injuries, irritations. Helps
during the healing process.

7 oz.
2292

14 oz.
22649

$11.95
$14.95

CO-FLEX ® BANDAGE WRAP

Light and comfortable. White, black, blue, dark
green, red, hot pink, teal, purple. 4" x 5 yd.
26001 $2.25/ea
Quantity 12 or more $1.19/ea

VETRAP ™ ELASTIC BANDAGE

Elastic bandage sticks only to itself—not to your
horse’s hair. Teal, white, purple, pink, royal blue,
red, black, hunter, gold. 4" x 5 yd. USA.
2603 $2.49

HOOF CARE
ABSORBINE ® MAGIC CUSHION ®
XTREME HOOF PACKING

KERATEX HOOF
HARDENER

Uses a higher concentration
of ingredients. 4 lb.
220004 $64.95

Treated hoof breathes
naturally. Strengthens weak,
worn or cracked hooves.
250 ml.

ABSORBINE ® MAGIC CUSHION ®
HOOF PACKING

22587

Helps reduce pain and heat.
Anti-inflammatory and analgesic. 4 lb.

22683

List $44.95

Dover’s Price: $41.95

List $65.95

Dover’s Price: $54.95

FIEBING’S HOOF
DRESSING

ABSORBINE ®
HOOFLEX ® LIQUID

Imparts semi-gloss finish.
For use on split hoofs,
quarter cracks, corns,
hard, dry and brittle feet.
32 oz.
22433 $12.95

FARRIERS’ FIX
HOOF OIL

Easy to apply. Restores
brittle hooves and
supports the growth of
flexible, healthy hooves.
15 oz.
2255 $19.95

All natural.
Treats soreness, cracks,
thrush, laminitis.

16 oz
22290 $22.95

1
⁄2 Gal
220003 $57.95

THRUSH REMEDIES
A PROVEN WINNER

★★★★★

DURASOLE ™

For both shod and barefoot
horses. Formulated to thicken
and toughen exfoliated soles
and frogs. Antibacterial and
antifungal, helps control thrush
and white line disease. Easy to
apply. 4 oz.
220311 $13.95

“Great and easy to apply.”
- SALLY23, GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND

THRUSH BUSTER ®†

Reduces risk of re-infection. Treats thrush. 2 oz.
22128 $13.95

DIGESTIVES

ULCERGARD ®

Perfect for transporting horses. Non-prescription.
Aids in the preventation of equine gastric ulcers.
Contains omeprazole. Paste (4 doses).

22434

DEWORMERS

1.87% IVERMECTIN PASTE

DURVET APPLE FLAVORED IVERMECTIN

43.9% PYRANTEL PASTE

EQUIMAX ®

1.87% ivermectin. Tube treats up to 1250 lbs. 0.21 oz.
22274 List $7.95 Dover’s Price: $5.95

1.87% ivermectin. Tube treats up to 1250 lbs.
22854 List $10.95 Dover’s Price: $7.95

List $65.95

Dover’s Price: $37.95

43.9% pyrantel pamoate. Treats up to 1200 lbs.
0.833 oz.
22223 $8.95
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1.87% ivermectin, 14.03% praziquantel.
Treats up to 1320 lbs. 0.225 oz.
22845 List $18.95 Dover’s Price: $12.95

Price in parentheses indicates additional shipping charges.

Ships ground only.

†

CALMERS
A PROVEN WINNER
PERFECT PREP EQ
TRAINING DAY ™

★★★★★

™

“Calm, cool, collected!”

Calming supplement
in a palatable
powder. Helps
stabilize blood
sugar; works on
nervous system.

FOXDEN EQUINE QUIESSENCE®

- BEANIE HAAS, SANTA ROSA, CALIFORNIA

2 lb powder
22053 $50.95
5 lb powder
22051 $117.95

PERFECT PREP EQ™ EXTREME

PERFECT PREP EQ™ SUPREME

PERFECT PREP EQ™ GOLD

Uses natural ingredients to provide calming support for horses under
stressful conditions. Highly concentrated formula. 80 cc oral paste syringe.
22063 $20.95

Helps reduce the risk of foundering.
Helps nervous, tense or sore-backed
horses. Pellets.
3.5 lb
22626
$23.95
5 lb
22621
$30.95
14 lb
224565 $85.95 ($4.95)

Targeted calming. Now with added B vitamins
(also known as BeHave). 60 cc paste syringe.
22890 $22.95

Unique formula. Natural ingredients create sustained relaxation and focus
during stressful conditions. Paste.
22883 $24.95

SUPPLEMENTS
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

KER ® NANO-E ®

Rapidly bioavailable formula. Powerful
water-soluble liquid vitamin E antioxidant
in a rapidly bioavailable form.

★★★★★

“Easy to feed!”

220326

List $77.95

Dover’s Price: $74.95

- LINNY

FARRIER’S FORMULA® DOUBLE STRENGTH

Provides nutrients at twice the concentration compared
to original Farrier’s Formula. Can be added as a top
dressing on the regular feed or given separately. Supplies
the nutrients required for building strong hoof capsule
connective tissue in the correct balance and ratio. Pellets.
11 lb pail. Double Strength (60-day supply).
22014 $110.99 ($4.95)
11 lb vacuum bag Double Strength pail refill.
22016 $70.00 ($4.95)

KER ® EQUISHURE ®
ELEVATE

®

Readily absorbs, natural
vitamin E and organic
selenium yeast. Supports
healthy muscle, nerve and
reproductive functions.
2 lb powder (130-day).
22399 $49.95

Time-released. Powdered
buffer helps stabilize hindgut
pH using patent-pending
encapsulation technology to
ensure targeted release directly
where needed.
7.2 kg

220325

List $194.95

11 lb vacuum bag. Regular strength (30-day supply).
22021
$46.00 ($4.95)

Dover’s Price: $185.95 ($4.95)

A. COSEQUIN ® ASU

Demonstrated to protect cartilage. ASU (avocado/
soybean unsaponifiables) is an ingredient that improves
joint function. Includes glucosamine hydrochloride, low
molecular weight chondroitin sulfate and very pure
MSM. 1320 gm powder (80-day).
22318 $159.95

B. COSEQUIN ® ASU PLUS

Most advanced Cosequin joint health formula. It contains
exclusive trademarked ingredients: FCHG49® Glucosamine,
TRH122® Chondroitin Sulfate, NMX1000® Avocado/
Soybean Unsaponifiables (ASU) and methylsulfonylmethane
(MSM), plus high-quality hyaluronic acid (HA) and green tea
extract. 1050 gram powder (61-day).
220065 $149.95

C. COSEQUIN ® OPTIMIZED WITH MSM

Formulated to support health of joints. Contains 7200
mg glucosamine HCL, 1200 mg chondroitin sulfate, 210
mg ascorbic acid, 32 mg manganese, plus 5000 mg
MSM per dose. Cosequin plus 5000 mg MSM.
1400 gm powder (84-day).
22788 $124.95

The National Animal Supplement Council Seal.

A

B

C

DoverSaddlery.com/HorseCare
We have what you need to keep your horse healthy
and happy. Explore our full selection today!

950 Horse Health products online
HORSE CARE/DEWORMERS
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Suds & Shine
COWBOY MAGIC ®
SHAMPOO

Works fast to break down
dirt and give hair a natural
shine. Panthenol and silk
protein gently conditions
coat, prevents dryness and
restores vibrancy.

Qt

22634

$15.95

Pt

22951

$10.95

COWBOY MAGIC ®
DETANGLER

Removes snarls and knots.
Panthenol and vitamin E
for moisturizing. UV and
shine protector.

¼ pt
22636 $14.95
Pt
22190 $33.95

MANE ‘N TAIL ®
SHAMPOO

High lather formula.
Micro-enriched
protein pH-balanced
formula thoroughly
cleanses horse hair
without stripping
natural oils. Gentle,
non-irritating. Qt.
22631 $11.95

CARR & DAY
& MARTIN ®
DREAM COAT

High gloss shine.
Nonslip formula can be
used before braiding.
Lemongrass scent.

35 oz.
220261
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$26.95

COWBOY MAGIC ®
CONDITIONER

Leaves hair shiny.
Removes mineral and
chemical buildup left from
hard country well water
and chemically treated
city water. UV protector,
silk protein, panthenol. Pt.
22635 $9.95

COWBOY MAGIC ®
SUPER BODYSHINE ®
Formulated to give hair
a super shine. Creates
shine that can be seen
under sun or show ring
lights. Helps repel show
ring dust and dries fast.
Aloe vera to strengthen
and condition hair and
skin. Qt.
22455 $15.95

MANE ‘N TAIL ®
CONDITIONER

Nourishes coat.
Moisturizes skin to help
eliminate itching. Also
protects coat from sun
and wind damage.
Highly concentrated. Qt.
22632 $9.95

CARR & DAY &
MARTIN ® CANTER ®
MANE & TAIL

Reduces hair breakage.
Powerful detangler
gives an immaculate,
oil-free shine.

20 oz
220517
1 liter
220263

COWBOY MAGIC ®
SHINE IN
YELLOWOUT ™

Neutralizes yellow stains.
Gives dull horsehair a
more brilliant sheen.
Works well on every
color of horse. Pt.
22696 $8.95

COWBOY MAGIC ®
GREEN SPOT ®
REMOVER
No-rinse. Shower in a
bottle. Breaks down
foreign molecules. Qt.
2296 $15.95

MANE ‘N TAIL ®
DETANGLER
Eliminates tangles
and knots.

Pt
22645
Qt
22672

$10.95
$16.95

EXHIBITOR ™
QUIC SILVER ®

Shampoo intensifies the
brightness of all light
colors. Helps remove stains.

Pt
22105 $12.95
1/2 gal 22389 $31.95

$19.95
$26.95
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ABSORBINE ®
SHOWSHEEN ®
FINISHING MIST

ABSORBINE ®
SHOWSHEEN ®
STAIN REMOVER

EQYSS PREMIER
SHAMPOO

Fast-acting with Oxi-Eraser
to clean stains without
bleach. It’s great for touchups and for baths during
cold weather. Formulated
not to irritate skin. 20 oz.
22982 $13.95

Gentle ingredients.
Natural botanical extracts
gently cleanse hair and
intensify colors. Conditions
and moisturizes without oil.
Silicone-free and pH
balanced. Qt.
22633 $25.95

ABSORBINE ®
MIRACLE GROOM

ABSORBINE ®
COOLDOWN ™
HERBAL RINSE

ABSORBINE ®
SANTA FE
COAT SPRAY

HAY WHERE’S
THAT BLUE STUFF

ORVUS ® PASTE

COAT DEFENSE ® TROUBLE
SPOT DRYING PASTE

HEALTHY HAIRCARE
HAIR MOISTURIZER
CONCENTRATE

Nourish coat. Quiet
spray won’t spook
horse. Repels dust
and dirt. 15 oz.
22859
$13.95

5-in-1 grooming aid.
Naturally cleans,
conditions, deodorizes,
detangles and shines in
just one application. Qt.
22449 $19.95

Gentle soap-free formula. Cuts
through grime—with no need to
wash off. 12 herbs and essential
oils. Great option for horses that
do not tolerate strong liniments.
Concentrated formula makes
32 gallons.
220396 $25.95

ABSORBINE ® SHOWSHEEN ®

Detangles and adds vibrant shine.
Reduces grooming time.
Ideal when preparing for
shows, special events.

Deep cleaning
emulsifying
properties. Use with
either hot or cold
water. 7.5 lb.
2259 List $35.95
Dover’s Price:
$31.95

Affordable, effective and
non-sticky. Broad spectrum
antimicrobial and antifungal
lotion helps heal wounds
and treats rain rot, scratches
and other skin conditions.
16 oz.
220350 $27.95

Qt spray
22643 $18.95
Qt
2201

Easy to apply.
Sunscreen spray
promotes a soft, shiny
coat and leaves
your horse’s hair
manageable. Qt.
22098 $17.95

$15.99

Gallon
2202
$41.95

COAT DEFENSE ® DAILY
PREVENTATIVE POWDER

Natural and effective. Helps
prevent and treat skin issues,
including rain rot, fungus, thrush,
scratches, itch and odor. Also
helps prevent chafing, fungus and
pathogenic microbes from growing
on a horse and under equipment.
16 oz.
220711 $23.95

All-natural, effective solution to
help speed healing. Use on
horses that have broken skin or
open wounds to create a
protective barrier. Relieves on
contact. Non-toxic if licked, can
be reapplied as needed to
relieve itch. 24 oz.
220713 $36.95

Leave-in moisturizer.
Won’t irritate skin.
Concentrated formula.
No silicone or alcohol.

Pt
2225 $22.95
Gallon
22130 $69.95

GLOVES/SPONGES
A

B

A. EQUEST ® COLORED SPONGES

HANDSON ™ GLOVES

Take horse care to a new level. Delivering a thorough and enjoyable experience,
massaging muscles, stimulating circulation and distributing natural oils. Use wet or
dry. Black, purple, green. For sizing, measure palm width circumference around
the widest point of your hand. Junior gloves, under 6"; small, 6-7"; medium, 7-8.5";
large, 8.5"-10.5"; XL, 10.5". Imported.
100104 $29.95
Black

Purple

Green

Lasts up to six times longer than a regular sponge. Made of high-density polyester,
it never crumbles or shreds with repeated use. Assorted colors.
Small
3" Diameter 1094 $3.49
Medium
6"L
1091 $6.95
Large
71/2"L
1076 $9.95

B. HYDRA-MOTIVE ® HANDI-GRIP SPONGE

Ideal size for bathing your horse. Hourglass design fits perfectly in your hand. 9"L.
1065 $3.49

SHAMPOO/CONDITIONER
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Preserve Your Tack!

LEATHER CARE
PASSIER ®
SADDLE SOAP

Regular use prolongs life
of leather. 200 ml.
3145 $16.00
A

PASSIER ® LEDERBALSAM
LEATHER CONDITIONER

Deeply conditions and leaves
behind no residue. 500 ml.
3143 $18.00
D

BELVOIR ® TACK
CLEANING SPRAY

Eliminates need to scrub.
Gently lifts dirt. Antifungal;
pH neutral. 20 oz.
31065 $13.95

BELVOIR ® TACK
CONDITIONER

B

Original recipe. Glycerin
formula nourishes, protects
and shines. 20 oz.
31066 $19.95

C

LEATHER NEW ™

Makes leather look new.
Cleans, conditions and
polishes your tack in one
easy step! Removes dirt and
grime while replacing natural
oils deep down in leather.
Pt. 3141 $11.95
Qt. 3182 $16.95

BELVOIR ® LEATHER
BALSAM INTENSIVE
CONDITIONER

E

A. EFFAX ® LEDERBALSAM

Beeswax, lanolin, avocado oil. 500 ml.
31118 $19.95

Apply and see an instant
improvement. For new, fine
or saturated leather. 16 oz.
31006 $19.95

F

B. EFFAX ® LEDER COMBI+ SPRAY
Complete leather care. 500 ml.
31051 $25.95

C. EFFAX ® LEDER COMBI

HORSEMAN’S
ONE STEP ™

Deep, non-greasy cleaner. 17 oz.
31001 $19.95

Lanolin formula leaves
no residue. Contains three
cleaning agents to remove
dirt, sweat and salt from
leather. Allows leather to
breathe. 15 oz.
3126 $11.95

D. EFFAX® LEATHER CREAM SOAP
Natural oil and extracts. 400 ml.
31027 $16.95

E. EFFAX ® LEDERBALSAM CREAM

Flip-top lid for easier application. 150 ml.
31020 $9.95

F. EFFAX® LEDER-SOFT WITH BRUSH

G

With easier brush application. 17 oz.
31059 $25.95

G. EFFAX ® LEATHER OIL

Protects smooth leathers. 475 ml.
31052 $23.95
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DURVET GLYCERINE SOAP BAR

Cleans, conditions and softens your leather.
3107 $8.95

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

Personalize all your favorite
items starting at only $8.95
Visit DoverSaddlery.com/personalized to see our selection of customizable
items. Our Customer Service operators are ready to help at 800-989-1500.

Order Your Monogram!
Choose a basic monogram style you like below. Select a thread color from
hundreds of options. For additional monogram designs visit our website.

A

B

AA

CC

D

DD

J

JJ

KK

Choose styles B or E.
5090 $10.95

Set/2.

2643

LL

BASIC PAD MONOGRAM
5009 $15.95
BASIC BLANKET
MONOGRAM
50011 $24.95

BASIC LEG
WRAP MONOGRAM

BASIC BANDAGE MONOGRAM

H

L

BASIC BAG MONOGRAM
5030 $10.95
Bags - Each additional letter
50038 $2.95

CHEST OR SLEEVE LETTERING

2644

EE

GG

K

BASIC COLLAR MONOGRAM
2008 $8.95

Set/4.

C

E

G

FF

F

BB

Blanket - Each additional letter
B or E over five letters.
50015 $5.95/letter,
script or block

$15.95

$19.95

Personalize Your Tack!
Over 20 styles of nameplates to personalize your tack – halter, saddle, bridle,
dog collar, belt, round tags. Visit DoverSaddlery.com/personalized.

A

A. FANCY BRIDLE &
ACCESSORY PLATE
Brass, German silver.
2½" x 3 ⁄8 ".
32308
$9.95

B

B. BEVELED EDGE
SADDLE PLATE
Brass. 21/2" x 1/2".
32302
$10.95

C

C. SMALL FANCY
SADDLE PLATE
Brass, German silver.
2" x 3⁄8".

32301

D

D. ROUND BRIDLE &
ACCESSORY TAG
Brass, German silver. 1".
32321
$9.95

$8.95

LEATHER CARE/PERSONALIZATION
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A Navy

Partners
in Protection!

Dual density
foam panels

A. TIPPERARY ™ EVENTER VEST*

Popular with riders of all levels. Eventer is designed to offer upper
body protection without restricting your movement. Lightweight, dual
density foam panels provide a high level of shock absorption and impact
reduction. Durasport™ cover, adjustable side laces, soft foam roll collar.
Front zipper with foam backing. Adult XXS-XL; Navy, black.
Adult Tall S-L; Black. Youth sizes YXS-YXL; Black. Imported.
4045 $319.99

Black

B. TIPPERARY ™ RIDE LITE VEST*
Adjustable
side laces

Dual density padding system. Short back. Zip front with adjustable
straps. Four-way twist molded channel system for airflow. Washable
liner. Navy, black. Adult XS-L. Imported.
40235 $209.99

Black

B

C

C. TIPPERARY ™ RIDE LITE YOUTH VEST*

Ideal for the young riding student. Sized for children, this protective vest
has a dual density padding system that provides superior shock
absorption and impact reduction in the event of a fall. Designed with a
short-back for comfort, it offers full coverage and closes in front with a
zipper. An adjustable waist and shoulder straps allow for a personalized
fit. The four-way twist molded channel system allows for maximum airflow
and flexibility. Purple, pink, navy. Sizes YXS-YL. Imported.
40658 $169.99

Pink

Navy

D

Purple

E

Navy

D. HIT-AIR ® ORIGINAL AIRBAG VEST*

Super lightweight, cool and comfortable. Vest inflates .25 of a second.
Includes one 48cc CO2 cartridge and coiled wire lanyard. Black.
Imported. Saddle strap sold at DoverSaddlery.com. Allow 2-3 weeks
for delivery. Ships ground only. Due to federal regulations, CO2
cartridges are non-returnable.
Model SV2. Fits sizes 2XS-S. 40056 $449.00
Model LV. Fits sizes M-XL.
40583 $449.00

E. HIT-AIR ® ADVANTAGE AIRBAG VEST*

Deploys in a fraction of a second! Hip airbags are concealed inside
a special pocket for more comfort in the saddle. Includes one screw in
CO2 cartridge and coiled wire lanyard. Black. Sizes XS-XL (XS-M; 50cc
L-XL 60cc cartridges). Imported. Saddle strap sold at DoverSaddlery.com.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Ships ground only. Due to federal
regulations, CO2 cartridges
are non-returnable.
40563 $579.00
Black

Size charts can be viewed with the product at DoverSaddlery.com

*Protective Vest Disclaimer, Warning

Equestrian sports are dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. A properly fitted protective vest or body protector may offer protection against some injuries. However, protective vests and body protectors do not all
conform to a uniform set of safety standards. It is the sole responsibility of the purchaser (or in the case of minors, the parent, or other responsible adult) to select an appropriate protective vest or body protector.
The purchaser releases Dover Saddlery from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any protective vest purchased from Dover Saddlery. For full details see: doversaddlery.com/vest-disclaimer.
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PROTECTIVE VESTS

A PROVEN WINNER

Cut for
maximum
rotation of
rider’s arms

★★★★★

“This vest conforms to your
body within minutes.”

Flex Lace
Closures™
provide a
custom fit

“I ride aggressive terrain, up and down steep hills, under low branches,
in all kinds of weather. I do not notice this vest, except to say
I do feel more secure wearing it.”

A Navy

- MAE19, KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

A. TIPPERARY ™ EVENTER PRO 3015 ™ VEST**

Tipperary’s most popular cross-country vest. Featuring the latest technology,
anatomical fit and SEI certification. Lightweight, high-density, ventilated foam with
superior energy absorption. Innovative Tectonic Foam Plating™ and Live Spine™
technology ensure the rider a comfortable fit and full mobility. The torso is cut higher
to encourage agility in the hip angle. Tipperary’s Flex Lace Closures™. Durasport™
outer fabric and Evolution Foam™ allow air circulation. Front zip.
Adult XXS-XL; Navy, black. Adult S-L Tall; Black. Youth YXXS-YXL; Black.
Imported. ASTM F1937-04/SEI Certified.
40788 $419.99

High-density
ventilated
foam

Black

B. AIROWEAR OUTLYNE FLEXIBLE VEST*

Designed for females of all shapes and sizes. UltraFlex™ technology creates a
lightweight protective vest. Heat-activated foam in a series of single panels becomes
more flexible as heat transfers from the body. Zip jacket style with chest, waist and
shoulder adjustments. Mesh lining and perforated foam improves airflow. BETA 2009
Level 3. Black. Ladies’ sizes L3, L4, slim or regular. L5, slim. United Kingdom.
40480 $449.00

B

C

C. NEW AIROWEAR ADULTS’ SHADOW BACK PROTECTOR

Borrows a high-impact design from motorcycle racing to create an almost invisible
layer of protection for riders. The cropped cut was developed to allow the body to
flex and enjoy unrestricted movement over jumps. Black. Adult XS-M: regular, short.
United Kingdom.
401064 $179.00

NEW AIROWEAR JUNIOR SHADOW BACK PROTECTOR

Same features as above in junior sizes. Black. Junior M-L; regular, tall. United Kingdom.
401063 $169.00
D

D. CHARLES OWEN JL9 BODY PROTECTOR*

Molds to the rider’s body for a non-restrictive fit. Lightweight gel is less
rigid and molds more effectively. Dual-security fastening system, elasticized
hook-and-loop shoulder straps; zip front and quick-release, three-pronged stretch belt.
Black, navy. Imported. ASTM F-1937-04/SEI Certified.
Adult S, M. 40565
$360.00
Adult L.
40565A $388.00
Child’s M. 40868
$332.00

Child’s L, XL. 40868A $346.00

Purchase the JL9 Body Protector
shown right directly from your
mobile device by scanning this code
or visit DoverSaddlery.com

Black
Navy

Explore our full collection of vests
at DoverSaddlery.com/Vests
STABLE
PROTECTIVE
EQUIPTMENT
VESTS
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Matte Blue/
Matte Blue/
Brushed Chrome

TIPPERARY ™ ROYAL HELMET**

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Love the design.”
- MARIA, NORTH CAROLINA

Elegant and lightweight. High-density ABS shell, EPS
foam liner, Tipperary Fit System™. Nine cooling channels.
Synthetic leather harness. Removable, washable liner. Extra
liners sold separately. Traditional brim (shell/top center/
trim): matte black/matte black/matte black, matte blue/
matte blue/brushed chrome. Wide brim (shell/top center/
trim): matte black/matte black/black gloss, matte black/
carbon leather/black gloss. Sizes S(6½-6¾), M(67⁄ 8-71⁄ 8),
L(71⁄4-7½). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36788 $209.99

Black/Royal

TIPPERARY ™ SPORTAGE HYBRID HELMET**

Designed with a sleek, larger brim. Convenient
magnetic hook harness clip, removable, replaceable
liner for added comfort, top and rear air vents with
micro mesh, contoured back drop shell for increased
coverage and comfort foam interior head cradle.
Additional liners sold separately. Black/royal,
black/black, black/gray, black/purple, black/teal.
Sizes XS(6¼-63 ⁄ 8), S(6½-65 ⁄ 8), M(6¾-67⁄ 8), L(7-71⁄ 8).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36688 $139.99

X-Small Wide Brim - Matte black/black gloss.
Size XS(61 ⁄8 – 63 ⁄8 ). 36788A $159.99
Matte Black/
Matte Black/
Black Gloss

Black/Black

Black/Gray

Black/Purple

Black/Teal

MIPS (Multi-Directional
Impact Protection System)
How MIPS Protects your Brain

2

--------------

---- 10-15mm in
all directions
--------------------

1

Black Matte/
Chrome/
Crocodile

TIPPERARY ™ WINDSOR HELMET WITH MIPS ®**

1 – The MIPS low friction layer adds protection
for certain types of impacts.
2 – A low
friction layer
allows a sliding
motion of 10-15mm,
in all directions,
reducing rotational
motion to the brain.
3 – The MIPS brain
protection system is
designed to reduce
strain to the brain.
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3

Carbon Gray

TIPPERARY ™ SPORTAGE 8500 HELMET**

Leading-edge helmet technology with style and comfort.
High-density ABS shell with Multi-Directional Impact
Protection System (MIPS). MIPS low friction liner sits inside
the helmet shell and moves independently from the helmet.
The Tipperary Retention System™, unmatched for customized
fit, works in concert with MIPS. Modified or traditional brim,
six strategically located cooling vents and removable,
washable liner. Extra liners sold separately. Sizes
S(6½-6¾), M(67⁄ 8-71⁄ 8), L(71⁄4-7½). ASTM F1163-15/SEI certified.

High-density ABS material with high-impact resistance.
Lightweight helmet with an increased flow vent system
and Soft Touch leather harness. Contoured drop back
shell with a cut-away design allows for a secure fit, while
a foam interior cradles the rider’s head. Carbon gray,
cocoa brown, navy, purple, matte black, pink. Sizes
XS(61⁄4-63 ⁄ 8), S(61⁄ 2-65 ⁄ 8), M(63 ⁄4-67⁄ 8), L(7-71⁄ 8), XL(71⁄4-75 ⁄ 8).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36569 $99.99

Modified brim. Black matte/chrome/crocodile,
black matte/rose gold, black matte/black chrome.
36834 $349.99

Toddler Helmet** - Not shown. Same as the

Traditional brim. Black matte/black chrome.
36923 $349.99

Black Matte/ Black Matte/
Rose Gold
Black Chrome

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Tipperary Sportage 8500, above, Black, pink. One size:
XXS(57⁄ 8-61⁄4). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36678 $79.99

Cocoa
Brown

Navy

Purple

Matte
Black

Pink

Black
Black

Tan

TROXEL ® SIERRA HELMET**

Low profile. Riveted Cordura®/leather covering.
Mesh-covered vents. SureFit™ Pro system. FlipFold™
liner with Air-Channel™ technology. Tan, black.
Sizes S(up to 7), M(7-7¼), L(7¼-73 ⁄ 8). Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36605

List $136.99

Dover’s Price: $129.95

TROXEL ® INTREPID HELMET**

Ultra-slim, ultra-light, low-profile. Honeycomb
mesh-covered vents keep you cool with Air-Channel™
technology. Shatter-resistant visor, matte Duratec™
finish. SureFit Pro™ with EverFlex™ straps that self-adjust.
Ultra-plush padding. Moisture-wicking Flip-Fold™ liner
is removable and washable. Black, indigo, carbon.
Sizes S(up to 7), M(7-7¼), L(7¼+). Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36598

List $78.99

Dover’s Price: $74.95
Black

Find the perfect helmet!
Shop our full selection of helmets
at DoverSaddlery.com/Helmets

Indigo

Raspberry

TROXEL ® SPIRIT HELMET**

Low profile, full coverage design.
Troxel’s #1 riding helmet is equipped with the DialFit™
System and offered in a new size range with a
comfortable fit and flattering shape. FlexVisor™ visor,
new and improved maximum airflow vent placement
and FlipFold™ washable headliner with Air-Channel™
technology. Raspberry, black, black Duratec™, navy.
Sizes XS(up to 65 ⁄ 8), S(6¾-67⁄ 8), M(7-7¼), L(7¼+).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36686

List $59.99

Dover’s Price: $56.95

Black

TROXEL ® LIBERTY HELMET**

Low-profile, all-purpose design. Lightweight riding
helmet features durable construction and six meshcovered vents to allow cooling airflow. Troxel’s DialFit™
system provides a perfect fit adjustment supported by
the FlipFold™ removable/washable headliner with
Air-Channel™ technology. Black, cobalt, black Duratec™
with washable black liners. Sizes S(up to 7), M(7-7¼),
L(7¼+). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36599

Black

TROXEL ® SPORT HELMET**

Original lightweight schooling helmet. Popular with
riders in all disciplines as it weighs only 10.9 ounces
and has 7 cooling vents. Integrated visor and durable,
easy-care outer finish. Removable/washable liner. Black,
white. Sizes XS(up to 65⁄8 ), S(6¾-67 ⁄8 ), M(7-7¼), L(7¼+).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36604 $40.95

List $65.99

Dover’s Price: $62.95
White

Cobalt
Black

Carbon

Black Duratec

Black Duratec Navy

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against
injuries involving forces other than impact. Dover Saddlery disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such
standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dover Saddlery from any and
all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dover Saddlery. For full details see: doversaddlery.com/helmet-disclaimer.

HELMETS
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As a leading manufacturer of premium riding helmets and body protectors, Charles Owen
applies cutting edge research to provide state-of-the-art coverage, fit, comfort and style.
Shop our entire Charles Owen collectionat DoverSaddlery.com/Charles-Owen

Black/
Black

CHARLES OWEN AYR8 ®
PLUS HELMET**

Advanced technology, low-profile with
gently rounded brim. All of the features
of the popular original with the added
benefit of a removable, washable
headband. Microfiber suede side panels
with a mesh center maximize airflow
through 12 apertures. Soft, Leather Look
harness with GRpx® technology has
scientifically designed grippers. Removable,
washable headband is embedded with
silver ions for antimicrobial protection. Extra
headbands sold separately. Black/black.
Sizes 65⁄ 8-71⁄ 2. United Kingdom.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36703

$519.00

Navy
Matte/Gloss

NEW CHARLES OWEN
LUNA HELMET**

Low-profile design meets top safety
standards. Innovative 360° ventilation.
Ventilated Flexzone peak and a
removable, washable padded headband.
ABS outer shell, EPS inner shell and a
leather-look cover harness with back tie.
Navy matte/gloss, black matte/matte ring.
Sizes 63⁄ 8-71⁄ 2. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI
Certified.

36971 $275.00

CHARLES OWEN JR8 PLUS
HELMET**

For schooling or showing. Low-profile,
gently-rounded brim and weather-resistant
microsuede outer. High-grade polystyrene
absorbs impact. Four ventilation holes.
Extra removable, washable headbands
sold separately. Black/black, black/
charcoal. Sizes 63⁄ 8-71⁄ 2. United Kingdom.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36818

$220.00

CHARLES OWEN MY PS HELMET**

Multi-Directional Impact Protection
System (MIPS®). MIPS has a low-friction
layer that allows a sliding motion of
10-15 mm in all directions to reduce
tangential forces transmitted to the brain
during impact. ABS plastic outer shell, ten
ventilation slots, removable headband
and six-point leather-look harness.
Standard brim. Extra removable,
washable headbands sold separately.
Black. Sizes 63 ⁄4-7½. United Kingdom.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

Black/
Charcoal

36821

$294.00

NEW CHARLES OWEN GR8
PLUS HELMET**

Flattering, low-profile styling of the
original. Provides protection without bulk.
Gently rounded brim complements your
face. Covered with microfiber suede
protects against scuffs. Transitions well
from schooling to showing. Front is
accented with a stamped metallic logo;
back has an embroidered logo patch.
Removable, washable headband helps
keep it fresh. Extra removable, washable
headbands sold separately. Black.
Sizes 63 ⁄ 8-71⁄ 2. United Kingdom.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

CHARLES OWEN JR8 PLUS
ROUND FIT HELMET**

36820

Same as above. Black/black. Sizes
67⁄ 8-71⁄4. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36819 $220.00

$413.00

Samshield’s top-of-the-line styles blend
elegance with modern technologies.

Black/Alcantara/
Matte Black

SAMSHIELD ® PREMIUM HELMET**

Memory foam liner conforms to your
head. Incredible airflow is funneled
under the visor and through the durable,
polycarbonate shell. Soft leather around
the harness. Outer shell is made of
Alcantara®, a versatile material that is
luxurious and water-resistant. Black/
Alcantara/matte black. Sizes 61⁄ 2-75 ⁄ 8.
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36552 $690.00

Black

SAMSHIELD ® MISS SHIELD
SHADOWMATT ® HELMET**

Long visor and technical features.
Inspired by classic women’s hats, it offers
all the technical features of a Samshield
helmet—better dissipation of the energy
produced upon impact, exceptional
ventilation and perfect size adjustment for
comfort. Black. Sizes 61⁄ 2-75 ⁄ 8. Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36674

$608.00

SAMSHIELD ®
SHADOWMATT ® HELMET**

Sophisticated design with exceptional
ventilation. Alcantara® outer shell is made
of a versatile material that is luxurious
and water-resistant. Durable, scratchresistant paint. Inner shell is made of
polystyrene. Soft leather around the
harness offers a secure, comfortable fit.
Black, navy. Sizes 61⁄ 2-75 ⁄ 8. Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36553

$549.00

Navy

Black Matte/
Matte Ring

Shop our entire Samshield collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Samshield
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HELMETS
Exceptionally
lightweight

Optimal
cooling
ventilation

Merging sophisticated designs, high-tech materials and
scientific research, GPA® helmets meet high industry
standards while offering unrivaled comfort, fit and style.
Shop our entire GPA® collection at DoverSaddlery.com/GPA

ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“Lightweight &
wonderful airflow.”
- BARB200, OREGON

GPA ® SPEED AIR 2X HELMET**
Black/Black

Best-selling riding helmet. Exceptionally lightweight and designed to offer free airflow
for optimal cooling ventilation. Innovative 2X harness is anatomically correct to ensure
rider comfort and to allow an optimal fit. High-tech removable lining wicks moisture
and is machine washable. Black/black, navy/navy. Sizes 63 ⁄ 8-73⁄4. Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36515

$669.00

Anatomically
correct
2X harness
Navy/Navy

Black

GPA ® LITTLE LADY HELMET**

Inspired by design elements from
feminine hats. The Little Lady is designed
to please fashion-conscious riders. Low
profile geometry for a flattering fit, gently
shaped brim to shield eyes from the sun,
mesh-covered air vents and anatomically
correct harness for a comfortable fit.
High-tech lining wicks moisture;
removable and machine washable.
Black. Sizes 63 ⁄ 8-73 ⁄ 8. Imported. **ASTM
F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36689

List $440.00

Dover’s Price: $419.00

GPA ® FIRST LADY 2X HELMET**

Great ventilation, for the fashionconscious rider. Styled to provide
extra coverage from the sun with all the
same benefits as the Speed Air 2X.
Lightweight and well ventilated.
Anatomically correct 2X harness has
been redesigned for an improved fit.
High-tech washable lining wicks
moisture. Black/black. Sizes 63 ⁄ 8-73 ⁄ 8.
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36516

List $699.00

Dover’s Price: $669.00

KASK DOGMA H HELMET**

Technological excellence combined with
elegant styling. KASK’s patented selfadapting adjusting system allows an
automatic fit for the rider. Inner shell has
expanded polystyrene and features three
levels of densities to offer shock protection
with a lightweight feel. Two honeycomblike aeration grids built in the polystyrene
provides a high volume of cooling airflow.
Black. Sizes 61/2-73 ⁄ 8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36933

$549.00

NEW KASK KOOKI HELMET**

Style, coverage and comfort in perfect
harmony. A unique equestrian helmet
beautifully suited to everyday riding,
it has a clean, sleek, low-profile look that
transitions easily from the schooling ring
to the show ring for riders in every
discipline. Black/matte. Sizes 63⁄4-77⁄ 8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

360017

$449.00

KOOKI
HELMET LINER.
Black.
Sizes 63⁄4-77⁄ 8.

360018

$60.00

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against
injuries involving forces other than impact. Dover Saddlery disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such
standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dover Saddlery from any and
all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dover Saddlery. For full details see: doversaddlery.com/helmet-disclaimer.

HELMETS
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Sleek, injection
molded design

NEW ONE K™ CCS WITH MIPS® HELMET**

Gives you the most advanced brain protection technology available.
The Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS) adds protection against
rotational motion transmitted to the brain from angled impacts to the head.
ABS outer shell with cooling vents. Removable, washable liner. Black.
Sizes XS(63 ⁄ 8-6½), S(65⁄ 8-63⁄4), M(67⁄ 8-7), L(71⁄ 8-71⁄4), XL(73⁄ 8-71⁄ 2).
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

Comfort
padded
harness

36887 $325.00
ONE K ™ MIPS ® CCS AVANCE WIDE BRIM HELMET
Black. Sizes XS-XL.
36975 $359.95

ONE K ™ JUNIOR CCS WITH MIPS ® HELMET
Black. Sizes XS-M.
36976 $235.00

Discover our full line of helmets that combine technology and style
at DoverSaddlery.com/Helmets

ONE K ™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**

Traditional look with the latest high-tech comfort.
Polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite injection
molded outer shell, with a washable, quick-drying,
moisture-wicking, antimicrobial liner. Two side, two front,
one back and two center strip vents with stainless steel
mesh promote circulation. Comfortable, padded harness
is lined in synthetic suede and fitted with a hook-and-loop
adjustment strap with Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes
XS(63 ⁄ 8-6½), S(65⁄ 8-6¾), M(67⁄ 8-7), L(71⁄ 8-7¼), XL(73⁄ 8-7½).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36565 $269.95

ONE K ™ DEFENDER SUEDE HELMET**

Synergistic blend of technology and design.
Appreciated by traditionalists. Polycarbonate and
advanced ABS injection molded outer shell covered in
Chamude® synthetic suede. The 7 steel mesh-covered
vents on the sides, back and front. Comfort padded
harness with synthetic suede lining, hook-and-loop
adjustment and Fastex buckle. Washable, quick-dry,
moisture-wicking, antimicrobial liner. Black matte.
Sizes XS(63 ⁄ 8-6½), S(65 ⁄ 8-6¾), M(67⁄ 8-7), L(71⁄ 8-7¼),
XL(73 ⁄ 8-7½). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36566 $309.95

**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning

ONE K ™ DEFENDER ROSE
GOLD STRIPE HELMET**

Exceptional coverage. Matte polycarbonate and
advanced ABS composite outer shell in an injection
molded shell design. Antimicrobial, moisture-wicking
removable and washable liner. Stainless steel mesh
covers two side, two front, one back, and two center
stripe vents. The harness is padded and lined in soft,
durable synthetic suede. Fastex buckle. Black matte.
Sizes XS(63 ⁄ 8-6½), S(65 ⁄ 8-6¾), M(67⁄ 8-7), L(7½-71⁄4),
XL(73 ⁄ 8-7½). Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36716 $289.95

Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against
injuries involving forces other than impact. Dover Saddlery disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such
standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dover Saddlery from any and
all responsibility or liability for any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dover Saddlery. For full details see: doversaddlery.com/helmet-disclaimer.
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Vibrant & Ventilated!
For the arena or trail, Ovation® has a lightweight
helmet to take you there in comfort and style.
Shop our entire Ovation® collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Ovation

Vented
front

ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★
“Worth every penny!”
"PROBABLY THE BEST ALL-ROUND HELMET OUT THERE
FOR ALL STAGES OF RIDING."KB, OKLAHOMA

OVATION ® DELUXE SCHOOLER HELMET**

Well suited for the entry level rider. Lightweight and ventilated for cool
comfort. Features an easy-care rubberized finish, vented front, mesh-padded
interior, dial fit system, removable breakaway visor and a leather and nylon
adjustable harness. Blue, purple, black, dark gray. Sizes XS/S(6-6½),
S/M(6½-7), M/L(71⁄ 8-75 ⁄ 8). Size XXS/XS(5¾-6¼) also available in blue,
purple, black. Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36585 $65.95

Removable
breakaway visor

DialFit
System
Blue

Purple

Navy

Black

IRH ® EQUI-LITE ™ DFS HELMET**

Dial Fit System hugs back of head,
reduces shifting and accommodates a
ponytail. Nine venting ports. IRH ® Snap
Fit System allows rider to remove visor
without hook-and-loop or tape. Black,
navy, purple. Sizes S(6½-6¾),
M(67⁄8-71⁄8), L(7¼-7½). Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36590

$49.95

OVATION ® PROTÉGÉ HELMET**

Extended back shell. Lightweight,
low-profile. High-density ABS material.
Easy-adjust dial fit. High flow, stainless
steel mesh air vents for cooling airflow.
Rubberized finish. Removable/
washable Coolmax ® liner. Navy,
dark green, graphite, amethyst.
Sizes XS/S(63 ⁄8 -63⁄4), S/M(63⁄4-71 ⁄8 ),
M/L(71 ⁄8 -71⁄4), L/XL(71⁄4-75⁄8 ). Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36587
Navy

Black

$59.95

Dark Gray

Black/Navy

Black Matte

OVATION ® PROTÉGÉ
MATTE HELMET**

Same as Protégé, left, with matte finish.
Lightweight, low profile, high-density ABS
material, Easy-adjust dial fit, high flow
stainless steel mesh air vents and
Coolmax ® liner. Molded visor and
Exclusive YKK® adjuster clip and
buckle. Black matte, gray matte.
Sizes XS/S(63 ⁄ 8-6¾), S/M(6¾-71⁄ 8),
M/L(71⁄ 8-7¼), L/XL(7¼-75 ⁄ 8). Imported.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.

36589

$54.95

OVATION ® SYNC HELMET**

Lightweight, with breakaway visor.
Low-profile helmet with high-flow vents for
cooling airflow and a rubberized finish
for easy cleaning. Your perfect fit with an
easy-adjust dial. YKK® adjuster clip and
buckle positioned away from rider’s face.
Removable and washable Coolmax ®
liner, removable breakaway visor,
reflective piping. Black/navy, black.
Sizes S/M(6½-7), M/L(71 ⁄8 -75⁄8 ).
Imported. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36588 $76.95

Purple

View the entire IRH® collection at
DoverSaddlery.com/IRH

Dark Green Graphite

Amethyst

Gray Matte

Black

HELMETS
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Classic Elegance!
CUSTOMER FAVORITE

A
Sienna

★★★★★

“Impressive boots!”
- JEN, TAMPA, FLORIDA

A Black

A. ARIAT ® HERITAGE CONTOUR II FIELD BOOTS

Premium full-grain leather with a full leather lining.
Full-length, coiled YKK® zipper and a new Duratread™
outsole. Full-length elasticized panel on lateral side,
elastic gusset on inside knee and exclusive 4LR™ footbed
technology. Imported.
Black - Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11.
Short. Slim, regular, full, wide calf.
Medium. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide calf.
380955 $329.95

Sienna* - Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11.
381112 $329.95
Men’s* - Black. Sizes 7-111/2, 12, 13.
380572 $339.95
Child’s* - Black. Child’s 3-5.
380637 $264.95
*Visit us online or call Customer Service
for available height and calf width sizes.

B. ARIAT ® V SPORT TALL BOOTS

B

C

Needle-punched leather sides promote breathability.
Full-grain leather, leather lining and fitted with an oiled
leather inner calf panel for support and durability.
Full-length elasticized panel, Spanish topline, full-length
YKK® zipper. Moisture-wicking sock liner and an
elasticized instep. Advanced Torque Stability (ATS®) for
all-day support. Duratread™ outsole. Black.
Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11. Imported.
Short. Slim, regular, full, wide calf.
Medium. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, slim, regular, full calf.
380906 $349.95

C. NEW ARIAT HERITAGE CONTOUR II H2O

Discover the perfect tall boot
at DoverSaddlery.com/TallBoots
72

Warmth with classic field boot styling. Full-grain leather
with Ariat’s Waterproof PRO™ construction. 200 grams
of Thinsulate™ provides warmth without bulk. Contoured
fit through the ankle, full-length elasticized panel on lateral
side and an elastic gusset on the inside. Full-length YKK®
back zipper, cushioned insole and Duratread™ outsole.
Black. Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11. Imported.
Short. Slim, regular, full, wide calf.
Medium. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, slim, regular, full calf.
381375 $359.95

C a l l, E m a i l o r C h a t – O u r Te a m is 75 0 Rid e r s S t ro n g a n d We’re H e re t o H e l p • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/C h a t • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

TALL BOOTS
Tredstep boots have come to represent a marriage of traditional equestrian style and
innovation. Located in Dublin, Ireland, Tredstep shares the rider’s enduring love of the
horse as it makes the pursuit of excellence in its products an absolute imperative.
DOVER SADDLERY® BEST SELLER

A

★★★★★

B

“Amazing fit!”
- LILY, SAN FRANCISCO, CA

A-B. TREDSTEP ™ DONATELLO III BOOTS

Designed to be the rider’s first choice.
Crafted traditionally from hand-sourced full-grain aniline leathers, it
offers a full leather lining and a range of sizing options. Key features
include a high-tensile stretch panel, heavy-duty rear zipper, Coolmax ® lined cushioned footbed and relaxed Spanish top. Black. European
sizes 36-42, XX-slim, X-slim, slim, regular, regular+, medium, medium+;
regular or tall heights. Imported. Some sizes may be available by
special order only.

A. Field Boots
B. Dress Boots

381036
381037

$339.00
$339.00

Child’s. Black. Slim-tall, regular-regular calf.
European sizes 36-39.
$289.00

381038

DeNiro Boot Company has been synonymous with Italian craftsmanship and luxury
since its founding in 1981. Every DeNiro boot is handcrafted in Lecce, Italy.
Shop our entire DeNiroBootCo® collection at DoverSaddlery.com/DeNiro

A

A. DENIRO SALENTO FIELD BOOTS

Exquisite jumping boots with water-resistant technology
and anti-slip Vibram® outsole. Classic elegance with
Spanish-cut top design in sumptuous Italian grain calfskin
leather inside and out. Insoles with carbon offer natural
antibacterial action. Black. European sizes 37-41. Made
in Italy. Some sizes may be available by special order only.
Short Medium. XX-small, X-small, small, medium calf.
Tall Medium. XXX-small, X-small, small, medium calf.
Tall. XXX-small, XX-small, X-small calf.
381031 $859.00

B

B. DENIRO SALENTO DRESS BOOTS

Elegant, classic jumping boot for show and everyday.
Italian grain calfskin leather inside and out. DeNiro’s own
Water Resistant Advanced Treatment (WRAT). Spanish
topline, full-length rear zipper with bottom zip guard, an
elastic back panel and insole with natural antibacterial
action. Sober top design, dual side spur studs. Premium antislip Vibram® outsole. Black. European sizes 37-41. Made in
Italy. Some sizes may be available by special order only.
Short Medium. Small, medium calf.
Tall Medium. XX-small, X-small, small, medium calf.
Tall. X-small calf.
381102 $859.00

C

C. NEW TRICOLORE BY DENIRO
AMABILE FIELD BOOTS

Designed for versatility with an extraordinary soft calfskin
outer that is appreciated for comfort. DeNiro’s own Water
Resistant Advanced Treatment (WRAT). Stretch panel along
the back YKK® zipper. Tricolore rubber sole absorbs shock.
Traditional side strap, rear spur stud. Black. European sizes
36-45. Made in Italy.
Short Medium. XXX-small, X-small, small, medium,
large, X-large calf.
Tall Medium. XX-small, X-small, small, medium, large calf.
Tall. XX-small, X-small, small, medium, large, X-large calf.
381395 $599.00

TALL BOOTS
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Long-wearing,
full-grain leather

ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“Very impressive–they fit perfectly!”
- JENNC, CONNECTICUT

RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ® ESSENTIAL FIELD BOOTS

Comfortable and practical for daily riding or showing. Classically styled with subtle branding and crafted from
long-wearing, full-grain leather. Lined with breathable, synthetic leather. Full-length YKK® zipper allows easy on and
off, and an elastic stretch panel ensures a good fit. Fitted with a gel footbed to provide cushioning. Texon molded
insole and a rubber outsole delivers traction in the stirrup. Elastic speed laces and a spur rest. Cleans up beautifully
with leather care cream or boot polish. Inflatable boot trees included. Black. Ladies’ slim, regular, full calf; 61⁄2-91⁄2
full and half sizes. Imported.
381138
$149.95
Size charts can be viewed with the product at DoverSaddlery.com

Gel footbed
provides
cushioning

Classy equestrian style. Shop DoverSaddlery.com/TallBoots

Cleaning Your Boots
If your boots do not require a specific
brand of boot cleaner, cream or
conditioner, you can choose according
to personal preference from one-step
products to a boot care system that
includes a cleaner meant to be followed
with a conditioner.

RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SYNTHETIC LEATHER FIELD BOOTS

A smart choice as a first tall boot or as a second
schooling boot. Quality man-made leather has the look
of the real thing, but cleans with soap and water. Elastic
panels for a good fit. Spanish top, elastic laces, and
built-in spur rests. Black. Slim, medium, full; 61/2-91/2
full and half sizes. Imported.
381440 $99.95
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NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
INSULATED SYNTHETIC LEATHER FIELD BOOTS

Fleece lining adds warmth to traditionally styled boot in
quality, water-resistant man-made leather that cleans with
soap and water. Elastic panels border rear zip to allow a
good fit on many calf sizes. Snap zip keeper. Spanish
top, elastic laces, contoured ankle and built-in spur rests.
Low-profile rubber outsole for in-stirrup grip. Black. Sizes
slim, medium, full; 61/2-91/2 full and half sizes. Imported.
381488 $129.95

Why use leather products instead of
conventional soap and water?
Leather is a treated animal hide that
requires a gentle cleanser so that irritants
like sweat, sand, dirt and sun are
prevented from causing permanent
damage. Leather conditioners can help
keep leather supple or help restore
moisture when damage has occurred.
By cleaning and conditioning your
boots properly, you can enjoy the highest
return on your investment by extending
the leather’s useful life.
Dover Saddlery offers a wide selection of
boot cleaning products such as Effax®,
Belvoir®, Lexol®, Fiebing’s and others.

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

NEW!
Meet Madison!

Stirrup Gripper
Zone Outsole

Handcrafted in Portugal Using
Centuries-Old Bootmaking Techniques

Locking YKK®
zipper stays
in place
Easy-on leather
heel slide

Full-grain calf
leather breaks
in easily

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® MADISON FIELD BOOTS

Breaks in easily! Handcrafted in Portugal by a master bootmaker with more
than 100 years of experience in equestrian footwear. Premium black
European calf leather is cut with a contoured calf and ankle to hug the leg
in a flattering fit. Full-length stretch panel and V-notch elastic gusset maintain
a snug fit. High-quality YKK® back zip has ergonomic stretch top keeper
and bottom keeper. InDulge™ Flex-Cushion™ insole provides superior shock
absorption. Exclusive Stirrup Gripper Zone outsole is durable and grippy in
and out of the irons. Leather lining, easy-on heel slide, elegant Spanish top,
elastic laces and dual spur rests. Includes boot trees. Black.
Ladies’ 5½-10, 11.
Short. Slim, regular, full, wide calf.
Medium. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, slim, regular calf.
381465 $319.95

CAVALLO ® STANFORD DRESSAGE BOOTS

Cavallo’s newest dressage boot. Extremely comfortable,
this tall boot is designed with European craftsmanship
and a modern design that features fine, full grain leather
and a beautiful dressage bow. A reinforced outer shaft,
removable insole, ribbed rubber sole with Vibram® antislip outsole for durability and a front inside zipper. Black.
Ladies’ 61/2-10. Imported.

XX-Short. X-slim calf.
X-Short. X-slim, regular, full calf.
Short. X-slim, slim, regular, full calf.
Medium. XX-slim, slim, full, X-wide calf.
Medium-Tall. XX-slim, slim, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, regular, full, X-wide calf.
X-Tall. Slim, X-wide calf.
XX-Tall. Full.
381117 $399.00

Ergonomic stretch
zipper keeper

InDulge™ Flex-Cushion™
insole absorbs shock to
fight muscle fatigue

Stirrup Gripper
Zone outsole
grabs the iron
Dual Spur Rests

DENIRO RAFFAELLO DRESSAGE BOOTS

Standout dressage style with exceptional craftsmanship.
Hand-crafted from grain calfskin leather inside and out—
four layers of leather on the outside provide a sturdy
“stovepipe” feel. Features DeNiro’s Water Resistant
Advanced Treatment (WRAT). YKK® zipper is thoughtfully
positioned forward of the center on the inside of boot,
allowing seamless contact between your leg and your
horse, while still maintaining a streamlined silhouete.
Slightly squared toe for a subtle touch of contemporary
style. Vibram® anti-slip outer sole for security in the stirrups.
Black. European sizes 37-41. Made in Italy.

Medium-Short. X-small, small, medium, large, x-large calf.
Medium-Tall. X-small, small, medium, large, x-large calf.
Tall. X-small, small, medium, large, x-large calf.
381103 $1,030.00

ARIAT® KINSLEY DRESS BOOTS

Handcrafted from rich, full-grain leather inside and out.
The Kinsley features rider-tested traction zones to provide
an added touch of security in the irons and protection
the back of the rider’s knee. Features include: Advanced
Torque Stability (ATS®) Pro technology for comfort and
stability, shock absorption from a built-in heel cushion, a
Duratread™ outsole, full length YKK® zipper with keeper
and elastic gore panel on the lateral side and spur rests.
Black. Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11. Imported.

Short. Slim, regular, full, wide calf.
Medium. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide, X-wide calf.
Tall. X-slim, slim, regular, full, wide calf.
381049 $409.95

TALL BOOTS
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PADDOCK BOOTS

CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Awesome
& attractive!”
- REID EQUI, AUSTIN, TEXAS

ARIAT® HERITAGE IV PADDOCK BOOTS

All-day comfort and performance. Full-grain leather
upper with a moisture-wicking and breathable lining.
Padded collar. 4LR™ footbed, built-in heel cushion.
Duratread™ outsole. Antiqued brass YKK® zipper.
Black, light brown. Ladies’ B width, 51⁄ 2-11. Imported.

ARIAT ® HERITAGE BREEZE ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS

Zip.
380908
$144.95
Lace.
380907
$144.95
Men’s. Black. D width, 7-12, 13, full and half sizes.
Zip.
380910
$154.95
Lace.
380909
$154.95

ARIAT ® SCOUT PADDOCK BOOTS

Extra-soft, full-grain leather stays looking great.
Washable, leather upper rinses off and won't dry out.
Padded collar. Breathable, moisture-wicking lining,
Duratread™ outsole. Antiqued brass YKK® zipper.
Punched toe cap. Chocolate, black. Ladies’ B width,
51⁄2-10, 11. Imported.
38831 $144.95

Made to withstand the rigors of daily riding.
Moisture-wicking lining, twin gore panels and 4LR™
footbed technology. Full-grain leather upper, Duratread™
outsole. Antiqued brass zipper. Plain toe cap. Black.
Ladies’ B width, 51⁄2-11. Imported.
Zip. 38880
$112.95
Youth. Black. Child’s 11-13, 1-5.
380975 $82.95

ARIAT ® HERITAGE III ROUND TOE
ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS

ARIAT ® DEVON NITRO ™ ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS

The roomier toe design is a crowd favorite. Full-grain
leather upper. 4LR™ technology, moisture-wicking and
breathable sock liner and Duratread™ outsole. Roomy round
toe for exceptional comfort. Antiqued brass YKK® zipper.
Punched toe-cap. Black. Ladies’ 51⁄2-10, 11. Imported.
38208 $132.95
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Waterproof premium, full-grain leather upper. Nitro
technology adds comfort, heel and mid-foot torsional
stability and fights fatigue during wear. Antiqued brass
YKK® zipper. Black. Ladies’ 51⁄2,-10, 11. Imported.
380987 $224.95

Men’s. Black. D width, 8-12, 13, full and half sizes.
380983
$234.95

50 0+ New Arrivals for Fall + Free Shipping on Orders over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

ARIAT® HERITAGE IV ZIP H 2O
PADDOCK BOOTS

Refined, classic look with waterproof construction.
Waterproof, full-grain leather upper. Waterproof
membrane construction, moisture-wicking and
breathable lining. EVA™ cushioning, Duratread™
outsole, 4LR™ Technology. Elastic twin gores;
punched toe cap. Antiqued brass YKK® zipper.
Black. Ladies’ B width, 5½-11. Imported.
380934 $154.95

NEW ARIAT ® PERFORMER
NITRO ™ PADDOCK BOOTS

Takes riding comfort to the next level. Waterproof premium
full-grain leather upper with leather lining. Heel and midfoot torsional stability, comfort and anti-fatigue. Black.
Ladies’ B width, 5½-10, 11, full and half sizes. Imported.
380982 $224.95

ARIAT ® CHILD’S DEVON IV
PADDOCK BOOTS

Goes on easily, classic full-grain leather upper.
Moisture-wicking and breathable lining. Elastic twin
gore allows the flexibility of fit to assume a proper heeldown position in the stirrup. Ariat’s Duratread™ outsole.
Black, light brown. Child’s 11-13, 1-5. Imported.
380990 $99.95

HALF CHAPS
ARIAT ® BREEZE HALF CHAPS

Glove-like fit in easy-care, extra-soft, full-grain leather.
Elastic gore on the side panel for perfect fit. Side zip
closes top to bottom. Contoured skirt over instep.
Moisture-wicking lining. Hose clean. Chocolate, black.
Sizes XXS, XS, XS-Tall, S-Short, S, S-Mid, S-Tall, M,
M-Short, M-Tall, L, XL. Imported.
3541 $139.95

Chocolate

Black

Extra-soft
full-grain
leather

Elastic gore on
the side panel

Moisturewicking lining

Ariat Breeze Half Chaps
shown in Chocolate

ARIAT ® CLOSE CONTOUR HALF CHAPS

Molds softly to the shape of your leg. Made of premium,
full-grain leather with a waxed leather oiled inner calf
panel. Hung leather lining with a full-length elasticized
panel. High-cut Spanish top. Full-length back zipper.
Stretch skirt over instep. Black. Sizes XXS, XS, XS-Mid,
XS-Tall, S-Short, S, S-Mid, S-Tall, M-Short, M, M-Tall,
L-Short, L, L-Tall, XL. Imported.
35430 $154.95

Paddock Boot

NEW ARIAT ® LADIES’ ASCENT HALF CHAPS

Unlined knit construction to provide a sock-like fit for
optimal close contact. In synthetic material with
breathable mesh and a full-length YKK® back zipper.
Pair. Black. Ladies’ XXS-Mid, XS, XS-Mid, XS-Tall, S-Short,
S, S-Mid, S-Tall, M, M-Short, M-Tall, L, XL. Imported.
350586 $112.95

NEW ARIAT ® ASCENT PADDOCK BOOTS

The fit and comfort of a sneaker. Pair them with Ascent
Half Chaps! Black. Ladies 51/2-11. Imported.
381109 $154.95

ARIAT ® CONCORD HALF CHAPS

Elegant, elongated look. Unlined, full-grain leather outer
panel and Spanish-cut topline. Suede inner panel, stretch
skirt over instep. Back zipper and full-length elastic panel
for a great fit. Zips from the bottom up. Black. Sizes XXS,
XS, XS-Mid, XS-Tall, S-Short, S, S-Mid, S-Tall, M, M-Short,
M-Tall, L, XL. Imported.
35049 $112.95

ARIAT ® SCOUT HALF CHAPS

Great for every day riding. Comfort and functionality in
full-grain leather with a suede inner calf panel for grip.
Elastic gore back panel for fit. Stretch skirt over instep for
flexibility. Side zipper closes top to bottom. Black.
Sizes XXS, XS, XS-Tall, S, S-Tall, M, M-Short, M-Tall,
L, L-Tall, XL. Imported.
35390 $92.95
Child’s. Same quality and features as above. Black.
Child’s S, S-Tall, M, M-Tall, L, L-Tall. Imported.
35967 $74.95

PADDOCK BOOTS & HALF CHAPS
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High-quality
full-grain leather

ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“So comfortable & reasonable price!”
SCB, Boston, Massachusetts

RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®ESSENTIAL LEATHER ZIP PADDOCK BOOTS

Classic look, practicality and comfort. High-quality, full-grain leather on the outside with a full, breathable,
synthetic leather lining. Front zipper, nylon pull tab, gel footbed for cushioning and rubber outsole for
traction. 1" riding heel, twin elastic gore, spur rest. Black, chocolate. Ladies’ B width, 51/2-10, 11. Imported.
381135 $79.95

Chocolate

Child’s. Black. Chocolate. Child’s 10-13, 1-5.
381136 $69.95

RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
PROVENANCE PADDOCK BOOTS

Traction in the irons. This hard-wearing, easy-care
synthetic leather upper is styled with a punched toe cap,
elastic twin gore and spur rests. Rubber outsole for
excellent traction. Ladies’ B width, 51/2-10, 11. Imported.
Zip. Chocolate brown, black.
381086 $49.95
Lace. Black.
381088 $49.95

RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
KIDS’ PROVENANCE PADDOCK BOOTS

Hard-wearing kids’ boot, made to last. The easy-care
synthetic leather upper wipes clean with a damp cloth
and is styled with a punched toe cap, elastic twin gore
and spur rests. Rubber outsole offers traction. Imported.
Lace. Black. Child’s 13, 1-5.
381089 $42.95

TREDSTEP ™ ORIGINAL HALF CHAPS

Molds snugly around your leg. Elastic back panel, snap
closure at bottom. Full-length zipper closes from top to
bottom. Brown, black. Sizes XXS-Med, XXS-Tall, XS,
XS-Tall, XS-XTall, S, S-Tall, S-XTall, M, M-Tall,
M-XTall, L-Med, L, XL-Med, XL. Imported.
3507 List $94.99
Dover’s Price: $90.00

Zip. Black, chocolate brown. Child’s 10-13, 1-5.
381087 $42.95

Black

Chocolate

TREDSTEP ™ DELUXE HALF CHAPS

Close contact fit. Full-grain leather with a stretch leather
skirt over the instep. Outside YKK® heavy-duty zipper
closes from top to bottom. Snap tabs at top and bottom.
Black, chocolate. Sizes XXS-Med, XXS-Tall, XS, XS-Tall,
XS-XTall, XS-XXTall, S, S-Tall, S-XTall, M, M-Tall, M-XTall,
L-Med, L, XL-Med, XL. Imported.
35425 List $157.99
Dover’s Price: $150.00
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TREDSTEP ™ LIBERTY SIDE-ZIP HALF CHAPS

Personalized fit and a comfortable ride. Soft, full-grain
leather lined with soft Amara suede. Subtle stretch panel
on inner calf, Spanish topline; stretch panel over forefoot.
Full-length side zipper. Black. Sizes XXS, XXS-Med,
XXS-Tall, XS, XS-Tall, XS-XTall, S, S-Tall, S-XTall, M,
M-Tall, M-XTall, L-Med, L, XL-Med, XL. Imported.
35120 List $125.99
Dover’s Price: $120.00

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

TREDSTEP ™ MEDICI AIR HALF CHAPS

Premium leather, flexible neoprene and a modified side
zip placement. Mesh lining in key inner areas. #10 full
zipper closes top to bottom. Black, brown. Imported.
See DoverSaddlery.com for sizes.

350078

List $146.99

Dover’s Price: $140.00

Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

Full-grain
leather

®

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ TRADITIONS PADDOCK BOOTS

All-day comfort in the barn combined with the only paddock offered in a wide width.
Zip-up style made of full-grain leather for a classic look with a YKK® zipper. Equipped
with a padded collar and twin gore elastic stretch panels for comfort, it has a moisturewicking air mesh lining to keep you dry. A performance EVA insole offers cushioning
and support. Black. Ladies’ 6-11, full and half sizes; 5-11 wide. Imported.
381034 $119.95

Performance
EVA insole

All day comfort & performance! Explore more paddock boots
at DoverSaddlery.com/BootsChaps

Offered in
wide width

Brown

Black

Black

SAXON EQUILEATHER ™ HALF CHAPS

Easy-care Equileather looks and feels like leather.
Features a high-cut Spanish top and an elastic strip
panel. Heavy-duty YKK® zipper closes top to bottom.
Elasticized band at bottom prevents zipper from riding
up. Black, brown. Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL. Imported.
35757 $59.95
Child’s. Sizes S, M, L.
35758 $55.95

Brown

DUBLIN ® SUEDE II HALF CHAPS

Comfortable, flattering fit. Heavy-duty YKK® zipper,
elegant topline, tapered cut and an elasticized calf
panel. Closes from top to bottom. Brown, black.
Sizes XS, S, S-Tall, M, M-Tall, L, XL. Imported.
350055 $59.95

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® SUEDE
HALF CHAPS WITH SILICONE GRIP PATCH

Durable and supple in authentic suede. Silicone patch on
the inner aspect provides extra grip to support a stable
leg position in the rider. Stretch calf panel allows a snug,
contoured fit. Full zip closes from top to bottom. Brown,
black. Sizes XS, S, S-tall, M, M-tall, L, XL. Imported.
351072 $69.95

Brown
Black

Black

Black/Pink

Black/Teal

SAXON SYNTOVIA ™ PADDOCK BOOTS

Looks incredibly like genuine leather. High-quality
silicone with the look of leather. YKK® zipper, elastic
inserts allow ankle flexion. EVA™ footbed, hard-wearing
rubber outsole, rear pull tab and punched toe cap.
Brown, black. Ladies’ 51⁄2-10, 11. Imported.
Zip.
380928 $45.95

Lace. 380927

$45.95

Child’s. Brown, black. Child’s 10-13, 1-5.
380930 $39.95

DUBLIN ® EASY-CARE II HALF CHAPS

Washable, durable synthetic suede. YKK® zipper.
Elasticized calf, heavy-duty elastic foot strap. Black,
brown. Sizes XS, S, S-Tall, M, M-Tall, L, XL. Imported.
350057 $49.95
Child’s. Black, brown. Child’s S, M, L.
350054 $42.95

DUBLIN ® CHILD’S EASY-CARE I CONTRAST
STITCH HALF CHAPS - not shown .

Brown

NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SYNTHETIC SUEDE HALF CHAPS
WITH SILICONE GRIP PATCHES

Washable, resilient, virtually maintenance-free material.
Grippy silicone patch on the inner aspect of the calf.
Stretch calf panel provides a contoured fit. Zipper closes
conveniently from the top down. Black, brown. Sizes XS,
S, S-tall, M, M-tall, L, XL. Imported.
351071 $59.95

Black/pink, black/teal. Child’s S, M, L.
350058 $42.95

PADDOCK BOOTS & HALF CHAPS
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Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

Barnyard Tough
in any weather

NEW NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT ALL-SEASON MUDS ®

Tough against wet, mucky conditions and any weather. 100% waterproof, rated down to 20°, yet
won’t overheat feet in warmer temperatures. Designed specifically to fit a woman’s foot. Industrial-grade
rubber with a 3.5mm insulating neoprene bootie and a breathable, moisture-wicking 3D Spacer Air
Mesh textile lining. Molded rubber outsole is slip-resistant and non-marking. Dual-compound NobleTec™
Insole absorbs shock and offers antimicrobial odor resistance. Steel shank, arch support, finger pull aids
and heel kick. Ladies’ 6-91/2 full and half sizes, 10 and 11 full size only. Imported.
Low: 6" Tall (3mm insulating neoprene bootie)
Loden green/gray, nav y/gray.
381392
Mid: 101/2" Tall
Charcoal/gray.
381393
High: 141/2" Tall
Loden green/gray, nav y/gray.
381391

Charcoal/
Gray

Navy/
Gray

Loden
Green/Gray

$69.95
$89.95
$99.95

NEW NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT WELLIES

100% waterproof and made specifically for women.
100% rubber upper with a poly/cotton textile lining in a
“Saddle Bits” print. A center-back gusset with strap adjusts
snugness around your leg. Dual-compound NobleTec™ Insole
absorbs shock and offers antimicrobial odor control to help
keep your foot comfortable. A steel shank adds stability and
arch support, and the durable, non-marking rubber outsole
resists slipping on wet surfaces. 14" shaft. Navy, loden. Ladies’
6-91/2 full and half sizes, 10, 11 full size only. Imported.
381394 $79.95

Navy

Loden

DoverSaddlery.com/Noble
Find the perfect boot for you!
Explore our full selection of Noble
boots–in styles for the barn or town.

13 Noble Boot styles online
80
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Artist and rider Penelope Chilvers founded her
footwear brand in the early 2000s. The collection
has grown to include elegant, timeless and practical
designs with a strong equestrian aesthetic.
A-B. NEW PENELOPE CHILVERS
TASSEL BOOT

B

Discover the iconic collection of Penelope
Chilvers genuine leather tassel boots. Expertly
handcrafted in Spain and worn by HRH
Catherine, Duchess of Cambridge since 2004.
Vegetable-dyed leather is close cut through the
ankle and encases your leg beautifully for a
sleek, leg-lengthening profile. Scallop detail at
the brass zipper panel and a leather tassel on
the zipper pull. Perfectly styled and wonderfully
practical. Partially leather-lined and boasts a
Goodyear ® Welted Commando rubber sole.
Ladies’ 5-11 full and half sizes.

A

A. Long Shaft Length - Conker.
381383 $695.00
B. Standard Shaft Length - Black.
381384 $695.00
C

C. NEW PENELOPE CHILVERS
INCLEMENT CROPPED TASSEL BOOTS

Be stylish, be practical and be dry. Weatherproof
oiled suede with protective gusset behind the
zipper gives you superior weather protection.
Scotchguard™; has been applied to the oiled
suede and leather details. Lined with Texalive™,
a waterproof, high-tech inner membrane.
Goodyear® welted rubber sole. Seaweed/conker.
Ladies’ 5-11 full and half sizes. Made in Spain.
381385 $495.00

Dark Brown

DUBLIN ® BOURNE BOOTS

Faux-fur top and lining for warmth and a stylish look.
Lace-up style has a full-grain leather upper with HBR
waterproof and breathable membrane. Features include
a breathable nylon lining, moisture-wicking Rider Comfort
System footbed, a double-cushioning layer and positive
traction grip rubber outer sole for stability in the stirrup.
Red brown. Ladies’ 6-91/2, 10, 11. Imported.
380984 $155.95

DUBLIN ® MID-CALF RIVER BOOTS

Waterproof, breathable and full of country style!
Tall enough to keep shavings out, but short enough that
it’s not too much boot when you want to slip it on quickly
and head to the barn. Full-grain leather upper lined in
breathable nylon. Rider Comfort System (RCS) moisturewicking footbed with heel and arch support and double
cushioning. Rugged tough tech rubber outsole. Tan.
Ladies’ 6-91⁄2, 10, 11. Imported.

381107

List $164.99

Dover’s Price: $159.95

DUBLIN ® RIVER BOOTS III

Classically styled, waterproof, nubuck leather.
Moisture-wicking Rider Comfort System footbed with heel
and arch support and a double cushioning layer.
Features include breathable nylon lining, durable and
lightweight Tough Tec rubber outsole, elastic top gusset
and adjustable laces for a great fit. Dark brown; Ladies’
6-91/2, 10, 11, regular calf. Black, tan; Ladies’ 6-91/2, 10,
11, regular or wide calf. Imported.
380976 $189.99
Dark
Brown

Black

Tan

MUD/LIFESTYLE/WINTER BOOTS
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ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“My favorite boot sock!”

®
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Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ OVER-THE-CALF PEDDIES™

Extra cushioning. Cotton/polyester/spandex/rayon/nylon. Black, merlot, howling at the moon, night fox, rubber duck,
giraffe, avocado, renaissance horse, blue plum, Tahoe blue, saddle bit, stars & stripes. Ladies’ M(6-13). Imported.
Black, merlot.
37368 $10.95

Howling at the moon,
night fox, rubber duck, giraffe.
37361 $10.95

Avocados.
$10.95

37365

Rennaisance horse, blue plum,
Tahoe blue, saddle bit.
37366 $10.95

Stars & stripes.
$10.95

37367

Socks for everyone! Choose from hundreds of classic and whimsical styles at DoverSaddlery.com/Socks

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
THE WORLD'S BEST OVER
THE CALF BOOT SOCKS

Wicking, comfort and durability.
Polyester/spandex/nylon/rubber.
Black. Ladies’ M(6-10). Imported.
37305 $9.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
ELITE PERFORMANCE SOCKS

Comfort mesh and arch compression.
Thermolite polyester/cotton/polyester/
nylon/spandex. Pair. Black. Ladies’
M(5-81/2), L(9-12). Imported.
37315 $9.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT
PERFORMANCE SOCKS

Moisture wicking and anti-odor treatment.
Nylon/polyester/cotton/Lycra®. 73%
nylon/12% polyester/10% cotton/5%
Lycra®. Black. Unisex. One size.
Ladies’ 6-13; Men’s 5-12. Imported.
37311 $15.95

ARIAT TEK ™
PERFORMANCE SOCKS

Nano-glide technology
slides easily inside boots.
Targeted heel and ankle bone
protection. 2 x 1 knit compression arch
support, plus a breathable mesh wrap.
52% cotton/48% nylon/80%
cotton/20% nylon. Black/white,
red/navy. Ladies’ 9-11. Imported.
37252 $14.95
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NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
MERINO WOOL PEDDIE ™

Merino wool padded foot with ultra-thin
calf. Opti-Dry. Pair. Blueprint, Caribbean
wave, cornflower kaleidoscope. One
size. Imported.
37238 $15.95

OVATION ® CHILD’S
PONY SOCKS

Ideal to wear with paddock
boots & half chaps.
87% cotton/10% nylon/3%
spandex. Ribbons & horseshoes,
purple/white, mint/pink,
grape/turquoise, lime/turquoise.
Child’s 7-9. Imported.
37028 $5.95
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Designs for Every Rider!

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® FOOTPRINTZ

Makes slipping into snug tall boots easy and fun. These thin and stretchy
knee-high boots socks features bright prints and a 20.8" long tube shape
to fit all foot sizes. Pair. 95% polyester/5% spandex. Siesta pink horse face,
opal pink horse face, white ikat, black & gold Bit-by-bit™, daisy cutter,
star spangled horseshoes. One size. Imported.
37540 $9.95

Purchase new Dover Saddlery Footprintz
socks shown above directly from your
mobile device by scanning this code or
visit DoverSaddlery.com/Footprintz

NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® FOOTPRINTZ

Navy large horse face, giraffe, zebra, muck it, many moods of mares.
360212 $9.95

Hunter Fox

s
s in Pearl

Flamingo

One of the most iconic Ovation products is the ultra-sleek and often wildly patterned Ovation Zocks™.
For decades, these slippery, super-thin riding socks have enabled riders to slip into and out of the
most snug fitting tall riding boots. Choose from patterns designed to delight riders of any age.

All Zocks™ are one size ladies’ M(7-91/2) unless otherwise noted.
Children’s Zocks are one size kids’ M(8-11). Nylon/Lycra®. USA.
OVATION ® ZOCKS ™ - Shown below.
3774 $9.95
OVATION SOLID ZOCKS
®

Explore our full selection of Zocks!
at DoverSaddlery.com/Zocks
Sunflower Horse

D-Ring Bits

™

Not shown. Black, fuchsia, sapphire, eggplant purple.
3727 $4.95

OVATION ® SOLID COMPRESSION ZOCKS ™
Not shown. Black, burgundy, navy.
37223 $9.95

Flower Power Horses Horse Sketch

Teal Horse

Jumping
Navy Horse

OVATION ® KIDS’ ZOCKS ™

Shown, left. Flamingos in pearls, mystical horses,
OMG ponies, flower power horses, spotted
pony. Not shown: Doggie, pattern horse.
37068 $9.95

OVATION ® KIDS’ SOLID ZOCKS ™
Not shown. Black, eggplant.
37249 $4.95

Gray Gallop

OMG Ponies

SOCKS
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Five New Dover Exclusive Patterns!
New Giraffe

A PROVEN WINNER

New Zebra

★★★★★

“My favorite belt!”

New Tan Mixed Animal

“I love this belt! Theres so many
colors to choose from!”
- MD, FLORIDA

New Iron Ink Agate

New Mahogany Mixed Animal

Sunflower

Unicorn on the Loose

Horse on the Loose

Bit Black

Bit White

Corgi

Versatile and fun! Simply cut to fit.
Change out buckles for a new look.

Navy Foxes

NEW C4 DOVER SADDLERY ® EXCLUSIVE PATTERN BELT WITH BUCKLE

Perfect for the rigors of riding and made to be cut for your unique, perfect fit. Interchangeable
buckles let you coordinate easily with separates. Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) stands up to
any weather and is machine washable. Animal-friendly, earth-friendly and 100% recyclable.
Giraffe, zebra, tan mixed animal, iron ink agate, mahogany mixed animal. USA.
41984 $34.95

C4 PRINT BELT WITH BUCKLE

Same features as above. Choose from colors shown. Cut to size. USA.
41440 $34.95
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Horse Heads

Baby Blue Bits
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BELTS
ENDORSED BY EQUESTRIANS, JUST LIKE YOU!

★★★★★

“Worth It!”

Black

- ZOE, TEXAS

Brown

Brown

NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
BRIDLE STITCH BELT

Black

DOVER SADDLERY ® STIRRUP BUCKLE TOPSTITCH BELT

A classic equestrian look perfect for the show ring.
Especially well-suited to wearing with a hunter shadbelly.
Flat 11⁄ 2" wide leather strap has a fancy-stitched pattern
borrowed from patterns on bridlework. Finished with fine
contrast stitching along the edges and a sturdy buckle.
Black, brown. Sizes 24"-36" Imported.
410032 $39.95

For breeches & jeans. Stirrup-shaped nickel buckle. 11/4"W; seven holes.
Leather. Brown, black. Sizes XS(25"), S(29"), M(33"), L(37"). Imported.
41788 $59.95

Express your style with a classic or fun belt that pulls your outfit
together and adds that special finishing touch!
Shop over 64 styles of belts at DoverSaddlery.com/Belts

Black/ Scuba
Fiesta/
Chrome Blue/
Brass
Chrome

Iron Ink/ Mahogany/
Chrome Brass

DOVER SADDLERY ® ELASTIC BIT BELT

TORY LEATHER STIRRUP BELT

Equestrian flair. English bridle and harness leathers. 1¼"W. Non-removable buckle.
Black. Sizes 24"-40". USA.
41374 List $55.95 Dover’s Price: $49.95

Combines equestrian flair, comfort and practicality. Terry elastic with a slide adjustment
to fit a range of sizes and finished with elegant brass bit fastener. Chocolate/brass,
black/chrome, scuba blue/chrome, fiesta/brass, iron ink/chrome, mahogany/brass.
One size. Imported.
410049 $39.95

Black

Black/Gray

Snaffle Bit Feature

Black/
Navy

Chocolate/Brass

DOVER SADDLERY ®
HORSESHOE GOOD LUCK BELT

Leather style with nickel buckle.
11/4"W; seven adjustment holes. Black,
brown. Sizes XS(25"), S(29"), M(33"),
L(37"). Imported.
41787 $59.95

Black/ Oakbark/
Red
Green

TORY SNAFFLE BIT BELT WITH RIBBON ACCENT

Brown

Bridle and harness leathers. 1"W. Creased edges. Two snaffle bits with simulated
ribbon. Sewn buckle. No synthetics. Black/gray with nickel, black/navy with nickel,
black/red with nickel, oakbark/green with brass. Sizes 24"-38." USA.
41412 List $55.95 Dover’s Price: $49.95

KIDS’ RIBBON BELT

Perfect for young riders. Leather billets
and a pink ribbon overlay with horse and
rider teams. Pink jumping horses. Sizes
S(24"), M(26"), L(28"), XL(30"). Imported.
41671 $29.95

Black/Brass

TORY SNAFFLE BIT BELT

Beautifully finished English bridle and harness leathers with equestrian flair.
Embellished with miniature snaffle bits. Sizes 24"-38". USA.
1"W. Black/brass, havana/brass.
4198 $49.95
1"W. Black/nickel.

41160 $49.95

Black/
Nickel

Havana/
Brass

BAKER ® CLASSIC PLAID BELT

The finishing touch. 1½"W brown
leather belt wrapped in Baker plaid
with red Baker logo. Slim metal buckle.
Brown leather/plaid. Sizes S(32"),
M(34"), L(36"), XL(38"). Imported.
41319 $39.95

BELTS
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CUSTOMER FAVORITE

★★★★★

“Absolutely Fantastic!”
- IRISH EVENTER, WELLINGTON, FLORIDA

Gray

A

Mocha

Black/Brown

A

A. ROECKL ® ROECK-GRIP ® GLOVES

Exceptional synthetic leather, touch-screen friendly.
Textured palms and VELCRO ® back closures with subtle
branding. Easy care. Gray, mocha, black/brown, navy,
white, black. Sizes 6, 6½, 7, 7½, 8, 8½, 9. Imported.
3959 $49.95

B. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
READY-TO-RIDE GLOVES

Flexible grip, cooling ventilation. Long-wearing synthetic.
Touch-screen friendly. Stretch mesh panels across the
knuckles, stretch jersey between the fingers and keystonecut thumb. Critical seams are double-stitched. Generous
tab closure gives perfect fit. Machine washable. Black,
white. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
39135 $29.95

C. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT
COOL MESH GLOVES

Lightweight with cool mesh back. SureGrip™ Synthetic
Suede palm, rein friction points and hook-and-loop wrist
closure. Touch-screen friendly. Fig floral, vivacious,
geo stripe. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
3980
$25.95

D. SSG ® HYBRID GLOVES

Navy

White

Black

Breathable, optimal fit and feel. Premium Cabretta
leather on the back with Aquasuede Plus® palm. Key
areas are reinforced. Hook-and-loop wrist closure.
Brown, white, black. Sizes 6, 7, 71⁄2, 8, 9. Imported.
39059 $35.95

E. SSG ® ALL WEATHER ® GLOVES

Lightweight, great grip in any weather. Aquasuede Plus®
palm and fingers. Hook-and-loop wrist closure. Unlined.
Navy, white, black, royal, purple, hot pink, red. (5/6)
white, black, purple, hot pink. (7⁄8) in all colors. (8/9) in all
colors except hot pink. (10), (11/12) black only. Imported.
39039 $24.95

F. SSG ® SOFT TOUCH ™ GLOVES
B

Ultimate in feel, comfort and style. For show jumping,
dressage or everyday wear. Synthetic leather snakepebble pattern offers the grip you need to perform.
The ventilated elastic backs provide breathability and
comfort. Hook-and-loop closure for security. Black.
Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
39012 $35.95

D

C
Palm View

G. ARIAT ® TEK GRIP ™ GLOVES

Synthetic suede palm for sensitivity & grip. Stretch
Tek-Twill back, articulated fingers. VELCRO ® brand
wrist closure. Machine wash. Black. Sizes 6½, 7,
7½ 8, 8½. Imported.
3978 $34.95

E
Palm View

F

CHILDREN’S GLOVES

G
Palm View

H. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT GLOVES

Excellent rein contact and touch-screen friendly.
SureGrip™ synthetic suede palm. Double-stitched critical
seams. Hook-and-loop wrist. Ladybug. Youth sizes 3,
4, 5. Imported.
39191 $25.95

J. EQUISTAR ™ PONY FLEECE GLOVES

For warmth and fun! Heavy synthetic fleece with pony
design. Grippy palm and reinforcements on the fingers.
Navy, purple, black. Sizes S(4), M(5), L(5½). Imported.
39182
$8.95

K. OVATION ® POLAR SUEDE FLEECE GLOVE
H
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J

K

Warm, soft and practical for the barn and town. Grips
on the index and pinky fingers make it well suited to both
riding and stable chores. An elasticized wrist keeps the
cold out. Turquoise/black, purple/black. Youth sizes
5, 6. Imported.
39199 $11.95

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

A Helping Hand!
Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

Reinforced
friction points

®

A

A Deep Teal

SureGrip™
palm

WINTER GLOVES
B. SSG ® 10 BELOW GLOVES

Supreme protection against winter’s worst weather.
40 grams of thermo-regulating Thinsulate® and SSG polarfleece lining. Black. Sizes S(5-6), M(7-8), L(9-10). Imported.
39212
$45.95

A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PERFECT FIT GLOVES

Fits like a second skin. Touch-screen friendly. Breathable, light, stretch jersey back with a SureGrip™ synthetic suede
palm conforms to your hand for a superior fit. Double-stitched critical seams and reinforced rein friction points on
forefinger, thumb and pinky. Hook-and-loop wrist closure. Deep teal, merlot, black, blackberry, dark brown,
crush pink, brilliant blue, imperial blue. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Imported.
39134 $25.95

C. SSG ® SOFT TOUCH ™ WINTER GLOVES

Synthetic leather with grip. Breathable with non-sweat
Reinlock® construction and silk lining. Hook-and-loop
wrist closure. Black. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
39016
$39.95

D. SSG ® WINTER LINED DIGITAL GLOVES

Water-resistant and fleece lining. Digital pattern
increases grip, elasticized wrist and hook-and-loop
closure. Black. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
39208
$39.95

E. SSG ® WINTER GRIPPER GLOVES

Fleece-lined, cotton-backed. Lightweight with pimpled
palm and fingers for grip. Reinforced. Hook-and-loop
wrist closure. Black. Sizes S(6), M(7), L(8). Imported.
3902
$9.95

F. SSG ® PRO SHOW LEATHER
WINTER GLOVES

B

C

D

Palm View

E

Firm, comfortable grip. Genuine leather with full
Thinsulate™ lining. Key area reinforcements. Spandex
gusset, knit cuff. Black. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. Imported.
39077
$35.95

G. SSG ® WINTER RANCHER GLOVES

Well suited to riding and stable work. Genuine deerskin
with fleece lining. No finger seams for a more
comfortable feel. Elasticized wrist. Black 6, 7, 8, 9.
Natural 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. Imported.
3961
$49.95

H. ROECKL ® ROECK-GRIP ® WINTER GLOVES

Refined look, secure hold on reins. Roeck-Grip synthetic
leather. Fleece lining. Black. Sizes XS(6½), S(7), M(7½),
L(8). Imported.
3987
$59.95
G
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J. ROECKL ® POLARTEC ® WELDON GLOVES

Stay warm and use your smartphone. Polartec
PowerStretch/Pro Fabric shell. Silicone grip areas.
Touch-screen friendly. Black. Sizes 6½, 7, 7½, 8, 8½.
Made in Germany.
39201
$49.95

K. ARIAT ® INSULATED TEK GRIP ™ GLOVES

Maximum insulation. Polartec® Thermal Pro® stretch
fleece. High-quality synthetic suede palm, articulated
fingers. Black. Sizes 6½, 7, 7½, 8, 8½. Imported.
39207
$49.95

L. OVATION ® POLAR SUEDE FLEECE GLOVES

K

L

Touch screen
friendly fingertips

Polar suede with poly fleece lining. Grips at index and
pinky fingers. Elastic wristband. Royal/black, purple/
black, turquoise/black, black/gray. Sizes S(7), M(7½),
L(8). Imported.
39029
$12.95

GLOVES
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C

E

Marsala

Shop our entire Ariat® outerwear collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/Ariat
A-C. NEW ARIAT ® LONG SLEEVE TEE

Cute and comfortable. Crewneck tee in soft and
breathable organic stretch-cotton top, classic baseballshirt styling with contrast raglan sleeves. 95% cotton/
5% spandex. Girls’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.

D
E

A. Pasture Scene - Oatmeal heather/ash rose.
203143 $27.95
B. Powder Ponies - Ash rose.
203144 $27.95
C. Flower Crown - Windsor wine.
203142 $27.95
D. NEW ARIAT ® EMMA
REVERSIBLE INSULATED VEST

A practical, stylish and fun layer, with one side in a
dynamic equestrian print. Provides core warmth with an
outer quilted over lightweight Cool Climate™ Insulation;
120 grams of fill won’t add bulk or weigh the rider down.
Slightly curved hem, full reversible zipper, stand collar and
hand pockets. Polyester. Navy floral horse. Girls’ S(8),
M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.
401052 $59.95

E-F. NEW ARIAT LOWELL BASE LAYER 2.0
®

F Sea salt floral

G

Beautiful seasonal colors. Optimal freedom of motion and
moisture wicking. Brushed stretch jersey is soft against the
skin and the flattering fit is ideal for the saddle. Athletic
raglan sleeve construction, quarter-zip with covered
placket, thumbhole sleeves and Ariat branding.
85% polyester/15% spandex. Girls’ XS(7), S(8), M(10),
L(12), XL(14). Imported.

E. Solid - Marsala.
203140 $49.95
F. Print - Sea salt floral. 203141 $54.95
G. ARIAT ® HERITAGE BREECH

Durable for everyday, polished for competition. Built-in
four-way stretch keeps the rider moving easily and feeling
comfortable for long hours at the barn. V3® waist
maintains fit. Front zip. Two hip pockets. Modified low
rise. Synthetic suede knee patches. Calf Fit System™ at
ankles eliminates bulk inside tall boots. Cotton twill. Tan.
Girls’ 7-16. Imported.
35640 $69.95

H. ARIAT ® HERITAGE SIDE-ZIP JOD

Breathable, four-way stretch cotton twill. Just right for
schooling or competition with a European slim fit and
modified low rise. Synthetic suede knee patches,
stylized front pockets, belt loops. V3® waist maintains
fit. Two hip pockets. Cuffed hems. Jod straps included.
95% cotton/5% spandex. Tan. Girls’ 7-16. Imported.
35685 $74.95
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Sea Salt Floral

Kerrits creates flattering, athletically inspired
equestrian wear for all-day comfort and performance.
A

Indigo Horsing
Around

B

Lavender
Stripe

A Lavender
Stripe

Harbor Stripe

Lavender Boots

A. NEW KERRITS ® KIDS’
HORSING AROUND BASE LAYER

Athletic and cozy next-to-skin base layer. Kwikwarm™
technology keeps you warm by leveraging volcanic ash
particles and carbonized natural plant fibers for a fabric
that collects and stores body heat. Quick-drying and
naturally deodorizing. 46% polyester/46% Kwikwarm/
8% spandex. Lavender stripe, harbor stripe. Kids’ S(6-7),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203164 $36.00

B. NEW KERRITS® KIDS’ CROSS TRAINER
FLEECE TECH TOP

Smooth exterior sheds horsehair. Flattering fit and
flatlock seaming make it especially easy to layer.
Exclusive Kerrits equestrian print matches kids’ favorite
Kerrits tight. Quarter-zip placket and hip-length rounded
rider’s cut hem. 84% polyester/16% spandex. Lavender
boots, indigo horsing around. Kids’ S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203165 $59.00
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Tan

Blackberry

Lavender/
Blackberry

D Blackberry/

Lavender Boots
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350254

$89.00

Thermo Tech fabric with four-way stretch.
Lightly brushed fleece interior with a smooth
exterior to shed dirt. Silicone Kerrit Sticks™
along inner legs, two large side pockets
and 2" wide elastic waistband. 88%
polyester/12% polyurethane. Blackberry/
lavender boots, black/obsidian,
indigo/indigo horsing around. Kids’ S(6-7),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
351117 $79.00
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Four-way stretch winter riding tights.
Polartec® Powerstretch® fabric with a
brushed fleece interior. Outer surface sheds
horsehair and hay. Elastic drawcord
waistband, handy side pocket, self-fabric
ankles and Kerrits Sticks™ nonslip technology.
49% polyester/39% nylon/12% spandex.
Tan, black. Kids’ XS(3T-4T), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.

D. NEW KERRITS ® KIDS’
THERMO TECH ™ FULL LEG TIGHT
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C. KERRITS ® POWERSTRETCH
POCKET TIGHT II

E. NEW KERRITS ® KIDS’
FLEECE LITE II KNEE-PATCH TIGHT

The lightest winter-weight tight is perfect
for transitional months. Brushed fleece
lining and drawcord waistband. GripSoft™
knee patches add confidence. Four-way
stretch integrity ensures kids can move
freely. 83% polyester/17% spandex.
Lavender/blackberry, harbor/indigo,
black obsidian. Kids’ S(6-7),M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
351118 $69.00

F. NEW KERRITS ® KIDS’
HORSE CRAZY QUILTED VEST

A versatile, all-season layer. 100 grams
of fill for core warmth with a diamond
horse design. Tall, contrast collar and
lining, two lined in-seam pockets, full front
zipper and rider’s cut hem. Polyester.
Blackberry diamond horse. Kids’ S(6-7),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401048 $59.00
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Build a classic wardrobe of
riding staples for every season.
Shop the entire Riding Sport collection at
DoverSaddlery.com/RidingSport

A

Beryl Green/
Rose

A. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
FREEMONT TOP
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A fun fleece with two-tone design and mid-weight warmth.
Snaps replace a quarter zip as an easy-to-wear update. Front
kangaroo pocket fits a cellphone. Slight dropped hem adds
coverage. Logo on chest. Polyester. Beryl green/rose,
indigo violet/chocolate, rose/iron ink, mahogany/black.
Girls’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.
203282 $49.95

B. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SILICONE TECH TIGHT

Our popular riding tight returns in fresh seasonal colors!
Easy to match with the Riding Sport collection of tops, this
tight features a comfortable, wide, mid-rise waistband.
Moisture-wicking stretch fabric offers the freedom to move.
Two side pockets, silicone knee patches. 88% polyester/12%
spandex. Pewter/beryl green, iron ink/rust, black/indigo
violet, blue/rose. Girls’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.
351228 $35.95
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Pewter/
Beryl Green

C. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
COLEBROOK TOP

D Beryl

C

Green

Rose

Keeps young riders warm while working in the barn or
enjoying a ride. Fleece fabric is lightweight, breathable and
versatile crewneck has a sporty and flattering cut that wears
well as a base layer or alone depending on the weather.
Polyester. Rose, indigo violet, black, beryl green. Girls’ S(8),
M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.
203271 $29.95

E Indigo
Violet

D. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
WILTON SHIRT

Soft, stretchy, absorbent and breathable! A smart staple for
any riding wardrobe. Athletically styled with a quarter-zip
placket. Riding Sport logo in the middle of the top back.
60% cotton/40% polyester. Rose, indigo violet, beryl green,
chocolate. Girls’ S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203273 $35.95

E. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® HEATBLAST ™ SHIRT

A quarter-zip favorite for warm-weather riding, now has a
sister for cool-weather riding! HeatBlast features fabric with
heat-regulating yarns that keeps body temperature as optimal
as possible. This technology will not wash out over time. 92%
polyester/8% spandex. Indigo violet, black, mahogany,
beryl green. Girls’ S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203277 $59.95

Indigo Violet
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Black

Mahogany

Beryl Green
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Chocolate

Rose

A Grape

Rider Tested–Kid Approved
B Hot Coral

B Hot Coral

C Black

C Black
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A. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
COOLBLAST ® 100 IRIDESCENT TOP

C. STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ® TECH TIGHT

Super-soft and incredibly stretchy—perfect for the active
young rider. Lightweight, moisture-wicking and breathable
fabric is cut in a mid-rise fit and contrast overstitched with
bright thread. Silicone print Bit-by-Bit™ knee patches, two
front pockets are generously sized to hold a cellphone.
Silicone grip inside the waist offers a stay-put fit and can
hold a tucked shirt in place. Stretch bottoms. 88%
polyester/12% spandex. Black, navy. Girls’ S(8), M(10),
L(12), XL(14). Imported.
350974 $59.95
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All the natural performance benefits of wool, without
any scratch! Extremely lightweight blend of natural
and technical wicking fibers keeps you dry and
maintains your core temperature in any weather. Also
offers resiliency, extreme stretch, superior breathability
and moisture control. Athletic cut, with perforated
sleeves and back to enhance breathability in key
areas. 55% merino wool/45% recycled polyester.
Hot coral, black. Girls’ S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12),
XL(12-14). Imported.
203185 $69.95
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Young riders will love this fun, iridescent top! Made of
our super-soft, moisture-wicking stretch fabric that delivers
UPF 100, it blocks 99.89% UVA and 99.93% UVB rays.
Permanent and rapid cooling properties never wash out.
Quick-drying and exceptionally breathable with undersleeve panels made of mesh with a subtle iridescent
shine. 88% nylon/12% elastane. Grape, hot coral, frost
blue. Girls’ S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203187 $55.95

B. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
CHALLENGE TOP
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Ready to Show!
D Blue Stripe

C Pink Bits

A Navy

C. ESSEX CLASSICS TALENT YARN ® SHOW SHIRT

Athletic and elegant style. Lightweight, breathable high-tech stretch fabric provides
moisture-wicking, UV protection and antibacterial deodorizing. Thermo-regulating
properties and mesh panels under the sleeves. Tapered fit, back darts and stylish print
trim inside snap collar, placket and cuffs. Scotchgard™ protection. 92% polyester/
8% elastic. Pink bits. Girls’ S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203181 $115.00

D. ESSEX CLASSICS BEACON HILL SHOW SHIRT

A. ALESSANDRO ALBANESE ® MOTION LITE SHOW JACKET
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Classic Italian tailoring and exceptional stretch makes it ideal for the growing child.
Super-lightweight, opaque mesh fabric has interchangeable buttons for multi-discipline
use—including equitation. Hidden front zipper and a double-vented back. 78% nylon/
22% spandex. Navy, black. Children’s S(7/8 yrs), M(9/10 yrs), L(11/12 yrs). Imported.
400567 List $210.00 Dover’s Price: $199.95

Nano-tech fabric keeps riders cool. Lightweight and moisture wicking with mesh
ventilated under-sleeves. Antibacterial and deodorizing with UV protection. Wrap collar
with hidden snaps. Contrast trim inside collar and cuffs. Scotchgard™ protection. 92%
polyester/8% elastic. Blue stripe. Girls’ S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203179 $95.00
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B. HORSEWARE ® COMPETITION COAT

Water-resistant and stylish. With all the performance of a lightweight technical jacket
at an affordable price. Easy-care with built-in stretch, a full contrast lining, three-button
front and single-vented back. Two angled, zippered front pockets. 85% polyester/
12% polyurethane/3% spandex. Navy. Girls‘ 7/8, 9/10, 11/12. Imported.
40785 $89.95
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E. IRIDEON ® ISSENTIAL ™ BREECHES

Ideal for everyday schooling. Four-way stretch with moisture-wicking microfiber fabric is
sewn with no-chafe seams for exceptional comfort and styled with a no-roll waistband,
regular rise and gripper elastic ankles. 88% poly/12% Lycra®. Classic tan, black.
Kids' XS(6), S(7-8), M(10-12), L(14-16), XL(18). Imported.
35147 $49.95
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Ash Gray

NEW BELLE & BOWS EQUESTRIAN SUN SHIRT

Lightweight, comfortable and stylish. Helps shield
a child’s skin from the sun. Mesh under the arms provides
optimal breathability. Quarter-zip placket allows
adjustable ventilation, while the stand collar protects the
back of the neck. Polyester. Ballerina, blue. Girls’ 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 8. Imported.
203212 $50.00

NEW BELLE & BOW EQUESTRIAN
PULLOVER SHIRT

Soft fleece lining. Built-in stretch lets it move with the
young rider. Adorable prints match beautifully with Belle
& Bow jods and winter fleece tights. Stand collar and
quarter-zip placket for adjustable ventilation. Polyester.
Max blue, max pink. Girls’ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. Imported.
203213 $60.00
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Extra-soft and cozy inside and out. Turtle neck provides
maximum coverage, and raglan sleeves ensure flexibility.
Zipper pockets are roomy enough for horse treats. A
perfect layer with the Elinor Stretch Cotton Riding Tight!
95% cotton/5% elastane. Ash gray, dark navy.
Girls’ XXS/XS, XS/S, S/M, L/XL, XL/XXL. Imported.
203168 $39.99
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NEW HORZE ELINOR SWEATSHIRT
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NEW HORZE ELINOR RIDING TIGHT

Super-elastic fabric lets young riders move freely.
Lightweight with a high, pull-on waistband that won’t slide
down. Soft inner surface offers warmth. Silicone full seat.
Front pockets sized to hold a cellphone. 95% cotton/5%
elastane. Dark navy, ash gray. Girls’ XXS-XL.Imported.
351120 $34.99

EQUISTAR ™ PULL-ON JODS

Perfect for little riders. Combines low-rise pull-ons at an
exceptional price. Mid-weight cotton/Lycra® blend. Belt
loops, regular rise and grip Star™ Suede knee patches.
Mid-weight cotton/Lycra® blend. Raspberry, purple;
Girls’ 4-12. Tan, neutral beige; Girls’ 2-16. Imported.
35046 $34.95

TUFFRIDER® EMBROIDERED PULL-ON

Fun for schooling! Low rise. Pull-on style with a faux-fly
front. Low rise, elastic waistband with belt loops. Running
horse embroidery on back. Cuffed hems. Jod straps.
92% cotton/8% spandex. Cashmere blue, light tan,
purple. Child’s 6-16. Imported.
35502 $39.95
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A Navy

Herringbone

C

D

B. NEW R.J. CLASSICS HARMONY JR.
MESH SHOW COAT
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Unique styling delivers exceptional comfort and breathability.
Lightweight mesh body fabric helps keep riders cool while the
Italian jersey front panel offers a conservative contrast. Distinctive
back seams provide a subtle twist. Vertical zip pockets with
snap closures and matte logo buttons complete the look.
Navy. Girls’ 8-16. Imported.
400821 $225.00
Fall Riding Star ts Now–Free Shipping over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

C. KERRITS ® COMPETITORS KOAT

Based on the popular adult version. Washable, wrinkleresistant Dynamic Extreme™ fabric has four-way stretch.
Athletic cut and three-button front with hidden zip
placket. Double-vented for a show-ring ready look.
92% nylon/8% spandex. Navy, black. Girls’ S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
400130 $109.00
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RJ signature fit and impeccable tailoring at a budget-friendly
price. A perfect style for the young rider, this versatile, showready hunt coat has a full lining, three-button front and doublevented back for comfort in the saddle. Presented in timeless
colors with self-colored buttons for a traditional look. Navy
herringbone, black herringbone. Girls’ 8-16. Imported.
40822 $120.00
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A. R.J. CLASSICS BASIC SHOW COAT

Shop our entire Kerrits outerwear collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/Kerrits

N

Shop our entire R.J. Classics outerwear collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/RJClassics

D. KERRITS ® KIDS’ CROSSOVER
KNEE-PATCH BREECH II

Comfort with a tailored look. Stretch-woven Dynamic
Extreme™ fabric holds its shape wash after wash. Waterresistant with four-way stretch. Tailored front snap fly and
belt loops help create a traditional equestrian look.
GripSoft™ knee patches and two flat front pockets. Sand,
navy. Kids’ S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
350671 $79.00

UPF 100

100

A Dragonfly

Cooling mesh
panels under
sleeves
B Multi Floral

B Multi Floral

A Multi Floral

Stylish print on
cuffs & collar

C

A Giraffes

The Polished Young Rider
A-B. DOVER SADDLERY ®
COOLBLAST ® 100 SHOW SHIRT

Superior cooling fabric with UPF 100. Blocks 99.89%
UVA and 99.93% UVB rays. Permanent cooling
properties built in let it outperform in wicking moisture
and converting it to a cooling energy. Dries quickly and
provides exceptional breathability. Mesh panels under
the sleeves. Collar and cuffs have a fun patterned trim.
Snap collar closure. 88% nylon/12% elastane.
Girls’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14). Imported.

A. Long sleeve - Multi floral, dragonfly, giraffes.
203011 $79.95
B. Short sleeve - Multi floral, dragonfly, giraffes.
203012 $69.95

C. DOVER SADDLERY ®
WELLESLEY COMPETITION BREECH

Styled with a clean look for the show arena. Stretchy,
mid-weight woven fabric and our mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™
ensure a flattering, stay-put fit. The soft, covered waistband
and seat won’t slide, slip, pinch or bind. Euro seat, covered
waistband ensures no skin contact with hardware. YKK®
zipper, two 7"H x 7"W front pockets can hold a cellphone.
Dover Saddlery embossed microsuede knee patches and
sock-style bottoms. 62% polyester/33% viscose/5%
spandex. Tan. Girls’ 8-16. Imported.
350734 $69.95

KIDS’ SHOW APPAREL
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Four-way stretch
fabric with excellent
shape retention

A. ALESSANDRO ALBANESE ® PLATINUM
MOTIONLITE COMPETITION JACKET

A Navy

Breathability & stretch, with a hidden front zipper.
Super-lightweight but opaque mesh fabric with classic Italian
tailoring is unlined for a light feel. Two front welt pockets
and double-vented back. Interchangeable buttons ensure
multi-discipline use—including equitation. 78% nylon/
22% spandex. Navy, black, gray, primatova, hunter.
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Imported.
400389 List $300.00 Dover’s Price: $289.95

Breathable
and
water-resistant

N

B. HORSEWARE ® COMPETITION COAT
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Athletic functionality in a fully lined, easy-care soft shell.
Slightly shortened European hemline. Three-button front,
double-vented back panel, front slant pockets with zippers.
85% polyester/12% polyurethane/3% spandex. Black,
hunter green, navy. Ladies’ XS(2-4), S(4-6), M(6-8), L(8-10),
XL(10-12). Imported.
40703 List $115.00 Dover’s Price: $109.95

Hidden front
zipper for a
smooth look
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C. ARIAT ® SUNSTOPPER 2.0 SHOW SHIRT

Show-ring polish and comfort. Lightweight piqué knit fabric
with breathable mesh paneling and raglan sleeves. AriatTEK
Heat Series technology keeps you cool and Moisture
Movement Technology™ provides rapid evaporation. UPF 45
Sun Protection Fabric™. Strategically placed mesh, mock collar,
quarter-zip placket. 94% polyester/6% spandex. White. Ladies’
XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
202344 $54.95

D

D. ARIAT ® APTOS SHOW TOP

Technical details for riding comfort. Blended piqué fabric
with Moisture Movement Technology™ keeps you feeling dry.
Seaming flatters your figure and stretch keeps you moving
comfortably. Woven wrap neck collar and stock tie loop.
Polyester/spandex piqué. White. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
200158 $49.95

E. ARIAT ® HERITAGE ELITE KNEE-PATCH BREECH

Four-way stretch fabric with flattering lines. Low-rise breech
with four-way cotton-blend performance fabric and Euro seat.
Hidden Core Control Technology™ provides support and
slims the silhouette. Calf Fit System™ with compression mesh
fabric is breathable and flexible. Front zipper, slant front
pockets and synthetic suede knee patches. Nylon/cotton
blend. Tan. Ladies’ 22-36, regular. Imported.
350112 $139.95
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A Multi Floral

A-B. DOVER SADDLERY ®
COOLBLAST ® 100 SHOW SHIRT

Superior cooling fabric with UPF 100 is lightweight,
stretchy and incredibly breathable. This updated fabric
blocks 99.89% UVA and 99.93% UVB rays to shield your
skin from the sun. Permanent cooling properties built into
the fibers let it outperform others in wicking moisture and
converting it to a cooling energy to keep your skin dry.
88% nylon/12% elastane. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(2-4), M(6-8),
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
A. Short Sleeve. Multi floral, black check daisy, giraffe.
203010 $79.95
B. Long Sleeve. Black check daisy, multi floral,
giraffe, dragonfly.
203009 $89.95

B Black

Check Daisy

C-D. DOVER SADDLERY ® WELLESLEY
COMPETITION BREECH

The great fit and fabric you love! Styled with a clean look
for the show arena. Stretchy, mid-weight woven fabric and
our mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™ ensure a flattering, stay-put fit.
No matter how you move, our soft, covered waistband and
seat won’t slide, slip, pinch or bind. Durable, comfortable
and easy-care. YKK® zipper and Dover Saddlery branded
Gutos® hardware. Two 7"H x 7"W front pockets can hold
a cellphone. Sock-style bottoms. 62% polyester/33%
viscose/5% spandex. Ladies’ 24-40, regular. Imported.

C. Silicone Full Seat. White.
D. Knee Patch. Tan.

350733
350732

$99.95
$79.95

A
B

C White

D Tan

Multi Floral

Black
Check Daisy

Giraffe

Dragonfly
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B
Navy

Tredstep™ performance wear supports the pursuit of equestrian excellence
with leading-edge technologies and a stylish presentation
that keeps the competitive rider polished.
Shop our entire Tredstep™ collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Tredstep

A

B. NEW TREDSTEP ™ SOLO AIRLITE
COMPETITION COAT

A revolution in tailoring and performance. Delivers the
ultimate comfort in hot weather. Exclusive high-performance, lightweight, stretch fabric with tonal barrier mesh
sleeves and side panels is cut for a flattering fit. 83%
nylon/17% elastane. Navy, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
400720 $249.00

C

A. TREDSTEP ™ SYMPHONY SHOW COAT

Tredstep’s entry-level show coat in lightweight,
“noiseless” technical fabric and a soft hand. A perfect
balance between high performance and traditional style.
Tailored in an easy-care classic style in four-way stretch
with angled back pockets and double-back vents.
Water-repellent and breathable. Fully lined in stretch
fabric. 91% polyester/9% spandex. Navy, black.
Ladies’ 00-16, regular. Women’s 18, regular. Imported.

400291 List $157.95
Dover’s Price: $155.95

C. TREDSTEP ™ NERO II BREECH

Resilient, lightweight, quick-dry and water-resistant.
Breathability and excellent moisture management from
the Meryl® ActiSystem comfort technology. Flattering
mid-rise style with a Motion Fit waistband that never
pinches or binds. Euro seat, silicone knee patches,
knitted cuffs. 92% nylon/8% spandex. Tan, gray, taupe.
Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported.

350315 List $103.99
Dover’s Price: $99.95
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400416 List $157.99
Dover’s Price: $155.95
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Navy. Girls’ 8, 10, 10+, 12, 12+, 14.
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A
Navy

For a winning look, shop our entire show collection and stand out in the ring
at DoverSaddlery.com/Show-Clothing

C

A. KERRITS ® AFFINITY AERO SHOW COAT

Black
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High-tech, quick-dry fabric with elegant styling. Textured,
“no-see” four-way stretch mesh fabric provides perfect
coverage and the ultimate freedom of movement. Air flows
through its open weave, maximizing breathability and
comfort. Tailored, feminine lines, crisp collar and faux-front
welt pockets. Three-button front closure over hidden front zip
lets coat lie flat without puckering. Traditional double-vented
back and a low-profile, internal pocket. 84% polyester/
16% spandex. Black, navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
400714 $199.00

B

C. KERRITS ® STRETCH COMPETITION KOAT

N
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Lightweight and unlined. The four-way stretch offers a fit that flatters a range of body types and is enhanced
with a hidden front zipper, double stitching and Dynamic Extreme™ fabric for water, stain, wrinkle resistance.
Princess seaming. 90% nylon/10% spandex. Black, navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
Women’s 1X(18W-20W), 2X(22W-24W). Imported.
400397 $129.00

ck

That nip in the air will have no effect on you! Winter-weight
technical fabric with four-way stretch is super-soft and cozy
with a brushed interior providing core warmth. Lightweight
and breathable, it offers the semi-fitted, feminine shape of a
traditional show shirt. Flat seam construction lets it lie neatly
under your show coat, and a smooth exterior sheds hay and
hair. Simple stretchy cuffs provide warmth without bulk. A cute
bit print collar and a stock tie loop round out the equestrian
style of this cool-weather show essential. 84% polyester/16%
spandex. White. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Imported.
203163 $79.00
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B. KERRITS ® WINTER CIRCUIT SHOW SHIRT
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Show Ring Favorites!
Midnight

A

Scarlet

A. NEW R.J. CLASSICS ELLA SUN SHIRT

A classic training shirt with a twist! UPF 50 rated fabric
with patented 37.5® thermoregulation technology is proven
to help a body manage its core temperature and therefore,
increase stamina. Maintains an optimum core temperature
of 37.5° Celsius (99.5° Fahrenheit), which is ideal for peak
performance. Naturally derived particles will never wash
out. Signature mesh panels give the Ella her unique, modern
look. 44% polyester/44% 37.5® polyester/12% spandex.
Excalibur, scarlet, midnight. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203148 $79.00

B

A Excalibur

C Tawny
Port

Excalibur

C Sand

B. NEW R.J. CLASSICS MADDIE
LONG SLEEVE SHOW SHIRT

Traditional show-ring style with cutting-edge performance
features. UPF 50 rated fabric with 37.5 patented
thermoregulation technology. It keeps you comfortable by
helping your body maintain an optimum core temperature
of 37.5° Celsius (99.5° Fahrenheit), which is ideal for
peak athletic performance. Naturally derived particles
work for the life of the shirt and will never wash out. Trim
fabric detailing, textured mesh for added comfort and
breathability and a classic zippered placket with snap
collar. Polyester. White/paisley. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203130 $99.00

C. R.J. CLASSICS GULF NATURAL RISE
FRONT-ZIP KNEE-PATCH BREECH
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The pinnacle of fit and comfort. Premium quick-dry stretch
fabric provides amazing feel, sculpting and coverage. The
fabric-covered interior waistband and mesh lower leg
panels boost wearing comfort even more. Premium
Clarino™ knee patches are naturally supple and
breathable. Clarino presents the elegant look of genuine
suede, yet it withstands intense abrasion. R.J. details on the
front closures and pockets complete this design.
92% nylon/8% elastane. Ladies’ 24-32, regular. Imported.
New Colors Tawny port, pumpkin spice.
351104 $165.00
Sand, navy, graphite.
350236 $165.00
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“Wow! Love these...”
- MYCHESTNUTMARE2020, AUBURN, ALABAMA
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R.J. Classics is “The Equestrian Collection for Discerning Riders.” Athletic designs, traditional styles
and blends of the two are all beautifully tailored in luxurious fabrics with expert attention to detail.
Shop our entire R.J. Classics collection at DoverSaddlery.com/RJ-Classics

Lightweight mesh
body fabric

Unique
athletic
styling

A Black

A Black

(back view)

A. R.J. CLASSICS HARMONY SHOW COAT

Vertical zipper pockets
C
B

Navy
Herringbone

Elevated athletic styling with UPF 50+. Maintains the
tradition of equestrian sport with an easy-care, lightweight mesh body fabric with superior comfort and
breathability. Italian jersey front panel and distinctive,
contemporary back seams provide a subtle style twist.
Vertical zipper pockets with snap closures and matte
logo buttons complete the look. 86% nylon/14%
spandex. Black, navy. Ladies’ 00-14, regular. Imported.
400425 $259.00
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B. R.J. CLASSICS DEVON SHOW COAT

C. R.J. CLASSICS PRE-TIED STOCK TIE

Adjustable hook-and-loop fastener.
Crisp, white cotton blend. One size. Imported.
200625 $22.00

DoverSaddlery.com/RJClassics
Shop all R.J. Classics styles
& look sharp all season long.

48 R.J. Classics styles online

Signature fit with traditional styling. Polished show ring
look features a three-button front with self-colored logo
buttons, classic three-button sleeves, two front slant
pockets and a double-vented back panel. Fully lined
and easy-care. Polyester. Imported.
Ladies’. Navy herringbone, black herringbone.
Ladies’ 00-16, regular.
40711 $145.00
Women’s. Navy herringbone. Women’s 18-22, regular.
40709 $159.50
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A-C. NEW THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN ™
SUN SHIRT

Works hard to convert perspiration to cooling energy.
Makes your skin surface temperature feel up to 5°
cooler. IceFil® fabric is lightweight and moisture-wicking,
and it has a slightly brushed inner for extreme softness.
91% nylon/9% spandex. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
A. Long Sleeve
Tiffany/silver/white, so blue/silver/white, tutti frutti/silver/
white, vivid/silver/white, sunflower/silver/white.

203215 List $75.00

Dover’s Price: $69.95
B. Short Sleeve
Apple green/silver/white, so blue/silver/white,
white/rose gold.

203216

List $65.00

Dover’s Price: $60.95

Tiffany/Silver/White

Apple Green/Silver/White

Lavender/Silver/White

C. Sleeveless
Lavender/silver/white, tiffany/silver/white,
vivid/silver/white.

203217

List $59.00

Dover’s Price: $55.95

E

D
Tan

Black Forest/
Tan

F

French
Blue/Tan
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D. THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN ™
TROPHYHUNTER MID-RISE BREECH

Lightweight, four-way stretch fabric. A mid-rise with a
slightly higher back. Euro seat, Clarino™ knee patches
and VELCRO® brand ankle closures. 73% cotton/20%
microfiber/7% Lycra®. Ladies’ 24-34, regular or long. USA.
Side zip. Tan, white, charcoal.

35836 List $230.00
Dover’s Price: $195.95

F ront zip. Tan, white, charcoal, black & blue.
35269 List $230.00
Dover’s Price: $195.95
102

E. THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN ™
VINTAGE PATCH MID-RISE BREECH

Stylish update on the popular Trophy Hunter design.
Lightweight woven four-way stretch breech is slightly higher
in back. Mid-rise, front zipper, 2" wide waistband, Euro
seat and two front pockets. Contrast Clarino™ knee patches
and VELCRO® brand ankle closures. 73% cotton/20%
microfiber/7% Lycra®. Black forest/tan, black olive/tan,
black/tan, French blue/tan, black & blue/tan,
graphite/tan. Ladies’ 24-34, regular or long. USA.

350120 List $230.00

Dover’s Price: $195.95

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

F. THE TAILORED SPORTSMAN ™
VINTAGE PATCH LOW-RISE BREECH

Stylish breech in performance fabric. Low-rise design,
in lightweight woven four-way stretch, with a front
zipper, 2" wide waistband, Euro seat, two front
pockets, contrast Clarino™ knee patches and VELCRO ® brand ankle closures. 73% cotton/20% microfiber/7%
Lycra®. French blue/tan, black forest/tan, black/tan,
black & blue/tan. Ladies’ 24-34, regular or long. USA.

350061 List $230.00

Dover’s Price: $195.95

Sophisticated
& Athletic!

A Tiffany/Silver/White

So Blue/
Silver/White

Apple Green/
Silver/White

Tutti Frutti/
Silver/White

White/Rose Gold

Lavender/Silver/White

Camo

G Blue Cheval

Tiffany/Silver/White

H

Vivid/Silver/White

Sunflower/
Silver/White

Blue Stripe

Horses

G. NEW ESSEX CLASSICS TALENT YARN ®
SHOW SHIRT

An athletic and elegant style. Lightweight, breathable
high-tech stretch performance fabric provides moisturewicking, UV protection and antibacterial deodorizing.
Scotchgard™ protection lets stains come out. Thermoregulating properties and mesh cooling panels under
the sleeves keep you cool in hot temperatures and
warm in cool temperatures. Tapered fit and back
darts. Stylish print trim inside snap collar, placket and
cuffs. 92% polyester/8% elastic. Ladies’ XS(28-30),
S(32-34), M(36-38), L(40-42), XL(44). Imported.
Long sleeve. Blue cheval horses, camo, pink bits.
203180 $140.00
Short sleeve. Blue bits. 203182 $130.00

H. NEW ESSEX CLASSICS BEACON HILL
SHOW SHIRT

Nano-tech performance fabric keeps you cool.
Wicks moisture away from your skin and offers the
added ventilation of mesh under-sleeve panels.
Antibacterial and deodorizing action in a fine knit
that provides protection against ultraviolet rays.
Scotchgard™ stain resistance, wrap collar and
tapered body with back darts. Contrast trim inside
the collar and cuffs. 92% polyester/8% elastic.
Blue stripe, pink diamonds. Ladies’ XS(28-30),
S(32-34), M(36-38), L(40-42), XL(44). Imported.
203178 $115.00

Pink Bits

Blue Bits

Pink Diamonds

SHOW CLOTHING
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Harbor Stripe

Harbor Indigo

Lavender
Stripe

Cabernet
Stripe

Cabernet
Blackberry Black

NEW KERRITS ® FOUNDATION BASE LAYER TOP

Body-hugging with significant stretch. Lightweight, next-toskin base layer offers flexibility without bulk. Kwikwarm™
technology uses volcanic ash particles and carbonized
natural plant fibers that collects and stores body heat.
Coolpass™ panels in high-sweat zones are moisture-wicking.
46% polyester/46% Kwikwarm/8% spandex. Cabernet
stripe, lavender stripe, harbor stripe. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203160 $39.00

Blackberry/
Lavender Boots

Black EQ Plaid

NEW KERRITS ® RIDERS DELITE QUILTED JACKET
Athletic, lightweight and packable. A great weight for
fluctuating temperatures. Flattering hybrid design with
quilted, 100-gram poly loft insulation and stretch fleece
panels for maximum mobility and high warmth-to-weight
qualities. Two-way front zip, two zip pockets and an extra
set of interior pockets. Rider’s cut hem is longer at the
back. Nylon. Blackberry/black, harbor/indigo. Ladies’
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401055 $119.00
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Snuggly four-way stretch knit with light compression.
Brushed fleece interior for cool-weather riding. Mid-rise,
3"t wide comfort waistband and cargo style pockets.
Silicone Kerrit Sticks™ along the inner leg. Stretch panel
bottoms. 88% polyester/12% polyurethane. Blackberry/
lavender boots, black/obsidian, indigo/indigo horsing
around. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Imported.
351108 $99.00

Flattering, feminine fit and equestrian-specific features.
Waterproof and seam-sealed jacket with abrasion-resistant
and windproof mid-weight HydroTek™ storm shell lined in
lightweight nylon. Tall collar has stowaway hood. Twoway front zip, underarm zips and three pockets. Adjustable
back cinch and back pleat with magnetic closures.
Polyester. Black EQ plaid, cabernet. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401056 $179.00
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NEW KERRITS ® THERMO TECH ™
FULL LEG TIGHT

NEW KERRITS® H2O HALT WATERPROOF JACKET

KERRITS ® SIT TIGHT WINDPRO ® BREECH

Kerrits’ warmest ladies’ riding pants. Fleece-lined
Windpro® fabric resists wind and rain, wicks moisture
and sheds hay. 21⁄ 2" waistband, Gripstretch™ Suede
knee patches or full seat and stretch sock-style bottoms.
95% polyester/5% spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
Knee Patch - New Color Indigo. 351113
Full Seat -

$119.00

350156

$119.00

Black. Not shown. 350157

$129.00

Knee Patch - Black.

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

KERRITS ® CROSSOVER II BREECH

An updated summer favorite! Segmented GripSoft™
full seat provides a velvety feel and moisture wicking
keeps you dry. Stain and water-resistant. Mid rise, front
zip, wide waistband, two front pockets. Stretch panel
bottoms. 90% nylon/10% spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
Full Seat - Black, sand, white.
350593 $129.00
Knee Patch - not shown. Black, sand.
350592 $109.00

For decades Kerrits has set the
standard for flattering fit, comfort
and style in riding apparel with
innovative fabric technologies.

Designed for Sport!

Shop our entire Kerrits® collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/Kerrits

Blackberry

Cabernet

Cabernet

NEW KERRITS ® ACCLIMATE QUILTED VEST

Ultrasonic quilting over 180 grams of poly loft insulation.
Warm, wind- and water-resistant (DWR 5000/MVP
3000). Lined with ultra-plush fleece, it has stretch panels
at sides and shoulders to fit and flatter without restricting
freedom of movement. Tall collar, two-way front zipper
and hand-warmer pockets. Polyester. Cabernet,
blackberry. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Imported.
401049 $99.00

DoverSaddlery.com/Kerrits
Explore our complete selection
of Kerrits. We have apparel to keep
you stylish and comfortable
all season long.

70 Kerrits styles online
CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Extra Stretch
for Riding

Shop our entire Kerrits® collection at
DoverSaddlery.com/Kerrits

A. NEW KERRITS ® FLEECE LITE II
KNEE-PATCH TIGHT

The lightest winter-weight riding tight from Kerrits.
Colorful mini-houndstooth jacquard with brushed fleece
inside has four-way stretch. Comfortable 3" wide Flow
Rise waistband offers flattering compression. Two hip
pockets, GripSoft™ knee patches and self-fabric bottoms.
83% polyester/17% spandex. Obsidian/black, black.
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). USA.
351109 $89.00

B. KERRITS ® FLOW RISE PERFORMANCE TIGHT

C. KERRITS ® ICEFIL ® FULL-SEAT TIGHT

Comfort even on the hottest summer day. Signature
lightweight Fabrisuede Tactel™ is so soft it’s difficult to
believe it stands up to the rigors of riding. Seams are
strategically placed to avoid chafing. 2" no-roll
waistband is slightly lower in front and higher in back.
Eco Suede™ knee patches and gripper elastic ankles.
91% polyester/9% Lycra®. Tan, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Women’s 1X(16-18),
2X(20-22). Imported.
35424 $69.00

The coolest choice in hot weather! IceFil® fabric makes you
feel up to 5° cooler. Four-way stretch compression and UPF
50+. Anti-slip Kerrit Sticks™ along inner legs and seat. 2"
wide waistband and two side pockets. 80% nylon/20%
spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Women’s 1X(18-20), 2X(22-24). Imported.
New Colors Blackberry, obsidian. Ladies’ XS-XL.
350884 $99.00
Tan, black. Ladies’ XS-2X.
35979
$99.00
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A. NEW KERRITS ® CROSS TRAINER
FLEECE TECH TOP

A

Designed to shed hay, dirt and horsehair. Extra-stretchy
fabric has a lightly brushed cozy interior to move with you
as you ride. Feminine, contoured fit with flatlock seaming for
easy layering. Contrast panels, quarter-zip placket and a
rounded hem. 84% polyester/16% spandex. Lavender
boots, indigo horsing around, vanilla horsing around. Ladies’
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203162 $69.00

Lavender
Boots

A Lavender
Boots

B. KERRITS ® POWERSTRETCH ® POCKET TIGHT II

Thermal-weight Polartec® Powerstretch® fabric. Four-way
stretch and a fleece lining. Mid-rise Flow Rise waist, Kerrits
Sticks™ knee patches or full seat. 49% polyester/39%
nylon/12% spandex. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Women’s 1X(16-18), 2X(20-22). Imported.
Knee Patch - Tan, black. XS-2X.
350173 $109.00
Knee Patch - New Color Obsidian. XS-XL.
351111 $109.00
Full Seat - Black. XS-2X.
350250 $119.00

Vanilla
Horsing
Around

C. KERRITS ® GRIPTEK ™ II FULL SEAT

“Tight in the tack” with GripTek II fabrics. Mid-weight
Dynamic Extreme™ fabric in four-way stretch. Coolmax ®
lining, Flow Rise waist, flat 2" waistband with hidden offcenter zipper. GripTek™ full seat and stretch sock bottoms.
90% nylon/10% spandex. White, sand, black. Ladies’
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
350129 $119.00

D. KERRITS ® FLEX TIGHT III

The lightest full-seat tights of the line. Four-way stretch knit
fabric provides excellent breathability and coverage. Flat
seam construction, slimming GripStretch™ suede seat panels,
21⁄ 2" wide Flow Rise waistband with belt loops, two side
pockets. Stretch panel ankles. 63% nylon/23% polyester/
14% Lycra®. Tan, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
350594 $99.00

Indigo Horsing Around
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A

Black

Indigo Violet/
Bran Brown

B

F Black

Beryl Green/
Rose

Rose

Black/
Chocolate

Gray

Indigo
Violet

Tan

D

Beryl Green

Tan

Mahogany/Iron Ink

C. RIDING SPORT ™ FLEECE KNEE-PATCH TIGHT

A. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
COLEBROOK FLEECE CREW
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Mid-weight layer with two-tone design features a fun
snap placket. Front kangaroo pocket fits a cellphone or
plenty of treats. Slight dropped hem for extra coverage.
Logo on the chest. Polyester. Indigo violet/bran brown,
beryl green/rose, black/chocolate, mahogany/iron ink.
Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203281 $59.95

Ideal for daily riding in warm temperatures. Extremely
lightweight with soft four-way stretch to ensure freedom of
motion. Front zipper and front pockets and our Bit-by-Bit™
silicone print knee patches or full seat for grip. EquiTrue™
rise stays true to your form no matter how you move in the
saddle or barn, never binding, pinching or shifting. Two
6.5"H x 7.5"W front pockets can hold a cellphone. Elastic
gripper bottoms. 90% polyester/10% spandex. Imported.
Knee Patch - Tan, castle gray. Ladies’ 24-40, regular.
350728 $69.95
Full Seat - not shown. Castle gray. Ladies’ 24-40, regular.
350729 $79.95

Ca

B. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
FREEMONT FLEECE

D. RIDING SPORT ® BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
ESSENTIAL LIGHTWEIGHT BREECH
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Keeps you warm while working in the barn or enjoying
a ride. Sporty and flattering cut that wears well as a
base layer or alone depending on the weather.
Lightweight and breathable with a versatile crewneck top.
Polyester. Black, rose, indigo violet, beryl/green. Ladies’
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203270 $35.95

When it’s cold enough to make you want to stay inside,
this tight will keep you cozy in the saddle. The soft
brushed lining holds in warmth, while the smooth exterior
keeps hay or shavings from sticking. Styled with a mid
rise and 3" wide elastic waistband, this riding tight also
provides ample stretch for freedom of movement.
Synthetic suede knee patches offers stability, and smooth
sock bottoms are comfortable inside boots. 93%
polyester/7% Lycra®. New Color Tan. Black, gray.
Ladies’ XS-1X. Imported.
350975 $55.95
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Wear them Everywhere
F
Black/
Indigo Violet

E
Rose

D
Castle Gray

E. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
WILTON QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT
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Soft, stretchy, absorbent and breathable. All the great
qualities of cotton, but in a blended fabric. A great staple
with quarter-zip placket and a Riding Sport logo in the
middle of the top back. 60% cotton/40% polyester. Rose,
indigo violet, chocolate, beryl green. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4),
M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203272 $39.95

F. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
LANCASTER SHERPA-LINED FLANNEL HOODIE
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Multi-use design for cool days and a layer on frigid days.
Soft, long-lasting plaid outer and cozy Sherpa inner. Relaxed
fit, with dropped hem, warmly lined hood, front zip and large
pockets. Logo emblem on one sleeve. Polyester. Black/indigo
violet, rust/drizzle gray/sand, iron ink/blue ash, rose/iron
ink/white. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12),
XL(12-14). Imported.
203332 $55.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Classic Quilted Comfort

A

Iron Ink

Chocolate

Khaki

Rust

Black
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A Iron Ink

B Indigo Violet

B Rose
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Chocolate

C Pewter/

Beryl Green

A. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY®
KINGSTON QUILTED VEST

Introduces chevron quilting to one of our perennial top
sellers. Lightweight, resilient microfiber outer and smooth
lining. Contoured for a flattering fit, with elastic-gathered
back belt and dropped back hem with pleats and snaps
for in-saddle comfort. Two-way zip, snap storm flap and
snap pockets. Polyester. Imported.
Ladies’ - Iron ink, chocolate, khaki, rust, black.
Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14).
401170 $59.95
Kids’ - Iron ink, black. Kids’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14).
401193 $55.95
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B. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY®
SUNAPEE ESSENTIAL WINTER JACKET

Rider-friendly jacket has an attractive chevron-quilted
outer. 160 grams of poly fill as insulation from cold.
Two-way front zipper, snap-off hood and dropped,
curved back hem. Front-zip pockets with zipper
garages. Draft-blocking cuffs. Polyester. Imported.
Ladies’ - Indigo violet, chocolate, rose.
Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14).
401172 $69.95
Kids’ - Rose, chocolate, indigo violet.
Kids’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14).
401173 $59.95

C. NEW RIDING SPORT BY DOVER SADDLERY®
SILICONE FULL-SEAT TECH TIGHT

A best-selling athletic style now in colors to match
Riding Sport collection tops! Moisture-wicking stretch
fabric keeps skin dry and offers freedom to move.
Mid-rise waist, two side pockets and a silicone full seat.
88% polyester/12% spandex. Imported.
Ladies’ - Pewter/beryl green, iron ink/rust,
black/indigo violet, blue/rose. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(2-4),
M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(14-16).
351227 $39.95
Kids’ - Pewter/beryl green, iron ink/rust, black/indigo
violet, blue/rose. Kids’ S(8), M(10), L(12), XL(14).
351228 $35.95

DoverSaddlery.com/RidingSport
Riding Sport provides athletic styles
to keep you moving freely
and looking fantastic! Explore
more styles online!

54 Riding Sport styles online
CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

Discover the "Best Barn Wear".
Noble Equestrian designs a vast array
of clothing that helps make your time
in the saddle and in the barn—
most enjoyable.

Works as
Hard as
You Do

Faux-fur
trim
A Wheat

Snap storm
flap

Riding
gussets
with snaps

A. NEW NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
STABLE READY JACKET 2.0
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Enhanced comfort and a more streamlined look. Cotton
canvas outer shell with DWR (Durable Water Repellent)
finish, quilted lining and faux-fur trim on drawstring hood.
Inner waist drawcord and dual back riding gussets with
snaps. Hidden side pockets and zip sleeve pocket. Twoway front zip with snap storm flap. Stretch inner cuffs.
Cotton canvas. Wheat, smoke. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
401095 $129.95

50 0+ New Arrivals for Fall + Free Shipping on Orders over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

B

Barn Red

E Noble Gold

Asphalt

B. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ ASHLEY+ SHIRT

Mesh inserts where they matter most to keep you cool.
Jacquard fabric body with HeiQ Fresh Tech wicking and
odor control technology and HeiQ Smart Temp cooling.
Pointelle stretch mesh panels. Fitted riding shirt for a
feminine fit. Flat seam construction and a tagless neck.
YKK® zipper, stock tie loop and dropped back hem.
86% polyester/14% spandex. Ladies' XXS(0), XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.

Long sleeve. New Colors Barn red, loden, noble gold.
203243 $69.95
Long sleeve. Navy, white, asphalt.
202988 $69.95
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A great everyday staple you’ll reach for time and again.
High recovery, lightweight, four-way stretch. Euro seat,
Toray Ultrasuede® knee patches, Opti-Dry technology,
wide waistband, slash pocket at the front of the thigh
and a hidden pocket inside the back of the waist. Stretch
pant hems. 76% Supplex ® nylon/24% spandex. Asphalt,
black, traditional tan. Ladies’ XS(24), S(26), M(28), L(30),
XL(32), XXL(34). Imported.
350012 $89.95

E. NEW NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ COZY COWL

Offers warmth without bulk. Two-sided fleece pullover
with UPF 50+ has chafe-reducing flat seams, raglan long
sleeves with thumbholes, dropped back hem and YKK®
zip secured hand pockets with media port access.
Polyester. Noble gold, barn red, loden. Ladies’ XXS(0),
XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10),L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203245 $69.95
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Short sleeve. Navy, white, asphalt.
202986 $65.95

D. NOBLE OUTFITTERS ™ "THE ORIGINAL"
BALANCE RIDING TIGHT
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C. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ PACK-IT-JACKET
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Packs into its own pocket. Waterproof coverage with a
fully seam sealed with a DWR (Durable Water Repellent)
finish. Hideaway hood and a front zip with storm flap.
Gathered waist, YKK® zip pockets and front zipper with
chin guard. Elasticized cuffs, dropped back hem,
reflective logo. Polyester. Asphalt. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
400708 $119.95

Purchase the Noble Equestrian Pack-it-Jacket
shown above directly from your mobile
device by scanning this code
or visit DoverSaddlery.com

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Hardwearing
& Attractive!
B

Asphalt

A Barn Red

Dark Chili

C

A. NEW NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
KASEY QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT

Great looking and practical. Quilted outer resists water
and wind with a unique, pearlized Durable Water
Repellent (DWR) finish. 120 grams of poly fill, friction-free
logo fabric inside, YKK® two-way front zip, dropped
back hem and two zip pockets. Nylon/polyester.
Dark chili, asphalt. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
400769 $119.95
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Soft and comfortable peached stretch fabric rated
UPF 50+. HeiQ Smart Temp technology regulates your
temperature and HeiQ FreshTec eliminates odors. Semifitted and flattering with golden stitch accents, racerback
seam detail with ruching and rotated side seams.
Dropped back hem and thumbhole cuffs. Smooth flat
seam construction. 88% polyester/12% spandex.
Barn red, navy, black. Ladies’ XXS(0), XS(2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
203244 $69.95

C. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
PEARL QUILTED JACKET

B. NOBLE OUTFITTERS ™ CHEVAL
WATERPROOF JACKET

Attractive and versatile. Unique, pearlized Durable
Water Repellent (DWR) finish. Easy-care vest is insulated
with 120 grams poly fill. Lined with smooth, embossed
logo fabric. Two-way front zip, dropped back hem,
YKK® two-way front zipper and two zip pockets. Nylon/
polyester. Ashphalt, dark chili. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18). Imported.
400770 $89.95
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Now rain won’t stop you from riding. 100% waterproof,
fully seam sealed and breathable with a packable hood.
Engineered to move with you. Two-way YKK® front zipper
covered by snap storm flap, adjustable waist cinch and a
dropped drop back hem with vents. Prym® snaps. Polyester.
Ashphalt, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Imported.
V000108 $129.95

D. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
PEARL QUILTED VEST

Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Asphalt

Exclusively at Dover Saddlery

®

Enjoy comfortable riding styles that
work as hard as you do!
Shop our entire Noble Equestrian collection at
DoverSaddlery.com/Noble
E Navy

E. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™ SYDNEY
SOFT SHELL JACKET
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In the barn or the saddle, four-way stretch soft shell
fabric lets you move freely. Durable Water Repellent
(DWR) finish is both wind- and water-resistant; bonded
microfleece lining offers just the right touch of warmth.
Princess seam side panels and a two-way YKK front
zipper. 88% polyester/12% spandex. Navy, black.
Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14),
XL(16-18). Imported.
400771 $89.95

F

Dark Navy
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Barn Logo

Your Name
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Personalize on the back, right sleeve, chest or left sleeve.
To design your perfect jacket contact customer service
or visit us at DoverSaddlery.com/personalization.

A

Personalize the Sydney Jacket in
Five Places–Perfect for Barns & Teams!

F. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN ™
GRAVITY BALANCE RIDING TIGHT

UPF 50+ Opti-Dry Technology keeps skin dry. Flat seam
construction offers a smooth fit. Mid rise with wide
waistband and belt loops. Extra belt loop at left hip.
Secure stash pocket at front thigh. Toray Ultrasuede® knee
patches. Mesh cellphone pocket is touch screen friendly.
Hidden pocket inside back waist. Lightweight stretch
hems. Reflective logo detailing. 64% polyester/36%
elastane. Dark navy, asphalt. Ladies’ XS(24), S(26),
M(28), L(30), XL(32), XXL(34). Imported.
350572 $89.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Marsala

B

Must-Haves
for Schooling!
A Banyan Bark

Stand
Collar with
Chin Guard

700 Grams
Down Fill

Windsor Wine
Floral Print

Modern
Quilting

A. NEW ARIAT ® IDEAL DOWN VEST

B-D. NEW ARIAT ® LOWELL
SOLID BASE LAYER 2.0

O ve r 3 0, 0 0 0 E q u e s t r i a n P r o d u c t s – 10 0 % S a t isf a c t io n G u a ra nt e e d • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0
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Brushed stretch jersey with Moisture Movement
Technology™. Feels wonderful against your skin and has
panel construction for a flattering fit. Works beautifully on
its own or with other layers. Stand collar, quarter-zip and
thumbhole cuffs. 85% polyester/15% spandex. Ladies’
XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
B. Marsala, Eurasian teal.
203132 $54.95
C. Windor wine floral print.
203133 $64.95
D. Team print.
203139 $64.95
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Offering superior lightweight warmth. Insulates your
core with 700 grams of ethically sourced down fill.
Creates a flattering fit for riding. Modern quilted outer,
two pockets and a full zip with chin guard at the stand
collar. It is expertly constructed to fold compactly into its
own pocket. Polyester. Banyan bark, iridescent teal.
Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
401050 $99.95
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DoverSaddlery.com/Ariat
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Explore more Ariat apparel.
Fashionable and functional styles
that keep you riding.

80 Ariat styles online

Lightweight space-dye jersey helps keep you cool. Moisture Movement Technology™
wicks perspiration away from your skin, while Sun Protection Fabric™ technology shields
you from UV rays. Quarter-zip, curved rider’s hem for coverage. Polyester. Heather gray,
windsor wine. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203129 $29.95
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G. NEW ARIAT ® LAGUNA TOP
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A comfortable, versatile and lightweight layer. Space-dye jersey with AriatTEK® Heat
Series technology delivers Moisture Movement Technology™ to keep skin dry and Sun
Protection Fabric™ technology to shield you from UV rays. Curved rider’s hem and
contrast logo detail. Polyester. Persian red, charcoal. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203128 $34.95
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E. NEW ARIAT ® LAGUNA HOODIE

F. NEW ARIAT ® BRIDLE PRINT TEE

Equestrian to its core! Soft and breathable organic stretch-cotton blend. Allover bridle
print is modern, yet classic. Feminine fit with relaxed V-neckline and long sleeves. 95%
cotton/5% spandex. Ash rose. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203134 $34.95

H. ARIAT ® TRI FACTOR GRIP KNEE-PATCH BREECH

Fight muscle fatigue and stay cool and collected. Part of Ariat’s Heat Series collection
made in mid-weight stretch compression fabric with Icefil® technology. High-tech fabric
converts perspiration to a cooling sensation that helps your skin surface temperature feel
up to five degrees cooler. Euro seat styling with modified low-rise. Front zipper with
double closure. Front slant pockets and faux back flap pockets. Wide waistband with
belt loops. Hex pattern silicone grip knee patches and Calf Fit System™ (CFS) bottoms.
75% nylon/25% spandex. Navy, tan, white. Ladies’ 22-36, regular. Imported.
350239 $159.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Our Best Sellers–
A New Rust

C New Mahogany

A-B. DOVER SADDLERY ® DALTON CLASSIC BREECH

DALTON KNEE PATCH

DALTON CLASSIC FULL SEAT

DALTON CLASSIC KNEE PATCH

B New Tan

C-D. DOVER SADDLERY ® DALTON BREECH

Combines the flattering European slim-fit cut you love with our popular
Wellesley breech fabric. The mid-weight stretch fabric is soft, durable and
perfect for wearing all year. The Euro-seat breech maintains a flattering,
stay-put fit with our mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™. The unique cut allows this breech
to stay true to your form as you ride or bend to groom. No matter how you
move in the saddle or out, our soft, covered waistband and seat stay put
without pinching, binding or slipping. Classic Clarino™ knee patches or
grippy Bit-by-Bit™ silicone print full seat, sock bottoms. 62% polyester/
33% viscose/5% spandex. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported.

Technical fabric in a stretchy lightweight style that’s perfect in warm conditions!
Breathable, moisture-wicking and quick-to-dry, this slim-fit breech in technical
fabric stays put on every body thanks to our new mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™. With a
truly unique cut, the EquiTrue Rise™ complements every figure well and stays put
on every body—you won’t need to pull up this breech! Silicone knee patches or
full seat in our Bit-by-Bit™ print. Euro seat, durable YKK® zipper, fully covered soft
waistband, two front pockets, stay-tucked silicone grip inside the waistband to
keep your shirt tucked neatly and gripper elastic sock bottoms with breathable
mesh. 89% nylon/11% spandex. Imported.

A. Knee Patch
New Color Rust.

C. Knee Patch - Ladies’ 24-32, regular.
New Color Mahogany.

351233
351061

Gray, navy, black, olive.
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$129.95
$129.95

351226
350393

$139.95
$139.95
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Black, night sky, port.

D. Full Seat - Ladies’ 26-34, regular.
New Color Mahogany.

351225
350392
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y

351234 $99.95
351062 $99.95
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B. Full Seat
New Color Tan.

Tan, gray, navy, black, olive.

M

Tan, black, night sky, port.

$89.95
$89.95

Your Favorite Fit!
E New

DALTON FULL SEAT

WELLESLEY KNEE PATCH

Navy/Blue Ash

F Khaki/

Mahogany

WELLESLEY FULL SEAT

D New Olive

CUSTOMER FAVORITE
E. DOVER SADDLERY ® WELLESLEY KNEE-PATCH BREECH

Mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™ stays put on every body. Euro seat and micro-suede knee patches with contrast
stitching. YKK® zipper, fully covered soft waistband, two small front pockets with contrast piping and
breathable sock bottoms. 62% polyester/33% viscose/5% spandex. Ladies’ 24-40, regular. Imported.
New Colors Navy/blue ash, khaki/mahogany, charcoal/rust, black/indigo violet. 351231 $79.95
Tan/nav y, black/gray.
350403 $79.95

F. DOVER SADDLERY ® WELLESLEY SILICONE FULL-SEAT BREECH

Bit-by-Bit™ print on silicone and a sretchy midweight fabric is perfect for riding or barn work. Mid-rise
EquiTrue Rise™ stays put on every body. YKK® zipper, fully covered soft waistband, two small front pockets
with contrast piping and breathable sock bottoms. 62% polyester/33% viscose/5% spandex.
Ladies’ 24-40, regular. Imported.
New Colors Navy/blue ash, khaki/mahogany, charcoal/rust, black/indigo violet. 351232 $99.95
Black/gray.							350523 $99.95
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Ride in style–Shop our coordinating Coolblast® shirts!
See pages 120-121 to create your signature look!

★★★★★

“Amazing fit.”
- BIRDIE, NEW YORK

DoverSaddlery.com/Breeches
Designed to fit every body! Wear
our breeches and experience the
ability to ride with confidence.
Technical performance fabrics to
warm you up or keep you cool and
colors for every season.

319 Breech styles online
CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Beat Any Climate
Cold or hot,
WATER REPELLANT
we have WATERDWRPROOF
DWR
you covered!
WATER PROOF

Introducing...

WATER REPELLANT

STRETCH

COOLING
COOLING
UPF 100

100 and pulls moisture instantly
Wicks

Logo Colors;

UPF 100
away from skin
to keep you dry.

100
Pantone - 19-1663 TCX

A. Beryl Green

WICKING

Pantone - 16-1459 TCX

STRETCH
4 WAY STRETCH
4 WAY STRETCH
Breeches sold on
ECO FRIENDLY
pages 118-119

ECO FRIENDLY
ANTI MICROBIAL
ANTI MICROBIAL
ANTI STATIC
ANTI STATIC
EASY CARE

WICKING

- 14-0957
TCX exceeds
Quick Pantone
drying
fabric
the standardQUICK
industry
requirements.
DRYING

QUICK DRYING
BREATHABILITY

Mesh panels under arms
for breathability.
BREATHABILITY

WARMTH
WARMTH

Heat-regulating fibers keep your
body temperatures optimal.

FAR INFRARED
FAR INFRARED

Regulate your body temperature.

EASY CARE
SUPER SOFT
SUPER SOFT
WIND RESISTANT
WIND RESISTANT

A. Beryl Green

A. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® HEATBLAST ™
QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT

Soft, breathable HeatBlast™ fabric. Heat-regulating fibers
keep your body temperature as optimal as possible. The
technology is built in and will not wash out for the life of
the shirt. Branding on sleeve and hem. 92% polyester/8%
spandex. Beryl green, black, mahogany, indigo violet.
Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12),
XL(12-14). Imported.
203276 $69.95

120
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Midnight

100
Body fabric features (excluding mesh)
 ooling properties are permanently
C
knit into fabric & never wash out.

White

Ultimate sun coverage. 98.89 UVA
& 99.93 UVB protection.
Wicks and pulls moisture instantly away
from skin to keep you dry.

Black

Quick drying fabric exceeds
the standard industry requirements.
Mesh panels under arms
for breathability.
B. Silver

B. Midnight

C. Rust

Silver

Mandarin
style collar

Beryl Green

Mahogany

Orchid

B. DOVER SADDLERY ® COOLBLAST ® 100 SHIRT

Classic colors with new cooling technology! UPF 100, blocking 99.89%
UVA and 99.93% UVB rays. Cooling properties built into fabric lets it
outperform in wicking moisture and cooling. Quarter-zip placket and
mesh panels under arms for airflow. 92% nylon/8% spandex. Ladies’
XXS(00), XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.

Ladies’ Long Sleeve

Silver, midnight, white, black. Ladies’ XXS-XL.
202639 $59.95

Women’s Long Sleeve

Midnight, white, black. Women’s 1X(16-18), 2X(20-22).
202640 $65.95

Ladies’ Short Sleeve

C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® COOLBLAST ® 100
MANDARIN NECK TOP
Mandarin styled collar combined with our superior
cooling fabric. All the features of our Coolblast 100,
item B. Mesh panels, athletic quarter-zip and plenty of
stretch for freedom of movement. Rust, beryl green,
mahogany, orchid. Ladies’ XXS- XL.
203189 $59.95

Shop the CoolBlast collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/CoolBlast

Rust

Indigo Violet

Midnight, white, black, silver. Ladies’ XXS-XL.
202641 $55.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Luxurious Layers
Blue Ash
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Comfort in cool weather. Keeps you warm, but remains
breathable. Technical, no-cling, moisture-wicking fabric
pulls dampness away from your skin to prevent chills and
comes in a sophisticated agate print for a beautiful look.
Seams are placed to flatter and the slight dropped hem
provides extra coverage. The quarter placket features an
elegant, slightly shiny zipper with jewelry-inspired pull
embedded with a crystal. 90% polyester/10% spandex.
Mahogany agate, iron ink agate. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0),
S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203333 $79.95
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Mahogany Agate
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A. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
AGNES QUARTER-ZIP PRINT SHIRT

B-C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
MEREDITH QUARTER-ZIP SHIRT
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Tan Mixed Animal

C

Extremely comfortable and versatile. Silky-soft LuxTech
fabric keeps you warm, but remains breathable and
provides active moisture wicking. Attractive as a base
layer or as a shirt on its own, Meredith has a slightly shiny
zipper with a jewelry-inspired pull embedded with a
crystal. A slightly dropped hem ensures coverage as you
ride. Seams are figure-flattering, yet the fabric doesn’t
cling. 90% polyester/10% spandex. Ladies’ XXS(00),
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
B. Solid - Blue ash, chocolate, indigo violet, mahogany.
203265 $69.95
C. Print - Tan mixed animal, blue mixed animal,
mahogany mixed animal.
203266 $79.95

D. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
CANTERBURY SWEATER

Tan/Tan

F

Charcoal/
Mahogany
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A favorite sweater returns with a touch of elegance.
Sophisticated stretch-lace collar with lightweight and
breathable cotton/cashmere knit is warm and moisturewicking. Slim sleeves make layering easy, and classic
lace trims the cuffs. Conservative neckline and length
provide coverage where you need it for riding. 95%
cotton/5% cashmere. Black, indigo violet. Ladies’
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203268 $79.95

E-F. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
WINTER WELLESLEY SILICONE BREECH
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Substantial weight fabric combines warmth and grip to
keep you comfortable in cold weather riding. Stretchy,
durable and easy-care. Silicone grip knee patches or
full seat in our Bit-by-Bit™ print offers flexibility and hold.
Designed with our stay-put fit thanks to our unique midrise EquiTrue Rise™. No matter how you move in the
saddle or out, the soft, covered waistband won’t slide,
slip, pinch or bind. Covered waistband for softness
against your skin. High-quality YKK® zipper and Dover
Saddlery branded Gutos® hardware. Two 7"H x 7"W
front pockets with contrast piping can hold a cellphone.
Two 3.5"H x 3.5"W back pockets with piping. Sock
bottoms. 62% polyester/33% viscose/5% spandex.
Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported.
E. Knee Patch - Tan/tan, charcoal/mahogany.
351229 $99.95
F. Full Seat - Charcoal/mahogany.
351230 $109.95

Suppor ting the Riding Community for over 45 Years • D ove r S a d d l e r y. c o m/S p o n s o r s h i p

Shop our entire Dover outerwear collection
at DoverSaddlery.com/Fall

A. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
EXETER AIRCOOL SWEATER

A lovely yet practical addition to your riding wardrobe.
Lightweight, three-dimensional knit helps you stay warm without
overheating. 55% cotton/45% Coolmax® polyester. Chocolate,
blue ash. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203267 $79.95
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B. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
RUMNEY STRETCH QUILT VEST
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A go-to for lessons and clinics on cold days. A figure-hugging
fit with elasticized quilting thread to allow freedom of movement
and extreme stretch. Cozy Sherpa trim, hidden-snap rear gussets
and a two-way front zipper. Polyester. Black, iron ink. Ladies’
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
401171 $79.95

C Iron ink

B Black
C Iron ink

C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
MILAN MOCK NECK SHIRT
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The sophisticated mock neck has a hidden, inseam zipper.
Technical moisture-wicking fabric keeps you warm, but prevents
overheating. Branding accents one sleeve. 90% polyester/10%
spandex. Iron ink, black. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12),
XL(12-14). Imported.
203278 $69.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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A Blue Ash

B

Mahogany

A. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ® CARROLL SHIRT
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Look polished in this lightweight, breathable technical shirt.
Stretch moray fabric with a subtle shine supports mobility.
Princess seams and dropped hemline for a flattering slim fit.
Tonal piping along the yoke, silver button at the top of the
pearl-button placket and a hidden button at chest to prevent
gapping. 97% polyester/3% spandex. Blue ash, ivory.
Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203264 $79.95

B. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
CONWAY SWEATER
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Warm as a hug. Oversized chunky knit has a just-right high
neck for warmth without restriction. Relaxed fit with dropped
shoulders and slightly dropped hem. Ribbing at cuffs and
hem has rolled edges. Logo badge on one sleeve. 60%
cotton/40% acrylic. Mahogany, sand. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4),
M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203279 $89.95

Chocolate

C Blue Ash

Mahogany

Bran Brown

Iron Ink

back detail
D

E

Shop our entire Dover fall outerwear
collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Fall
C. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
JACKSON SHIRT

Functional and extremely soft. Provides all the great
benefits of wool without any scratchiness: resists wrinkles,
soil and wear, repels moisture, sheds water, wicks sweat
and retains its shape. Also provides temperature
regulation in all weather conditions as it keeps a layer of
air next to skin. Talon quarter zipper and dropped back
hem. 83% polyester/17% wool. Blue ash, chocolate,
mahogany, bran brown, iron ink. Ladies’ XXS(00), XS(0),
S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203274 $69.95

D. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
HOLLIS SWEATER

Soft and itch-free quarter-zip sweater. Pure merino
wool provides lightweight warmth, breathability, moisture
wicking, stretch and temperature regulation in all
seasons. Classic equestrian bridlework design with a
subtle shine. 100% merino wool. Drizzle gray. Ladies’
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203280 $98.95

F Distressed
Hemlock

G Distressed

Dark Shadow

E. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
JAFFREY SHIRT

Works as either a warmer shirt on a cold day or a
jacket on cooler day. High-stretch, soft denim knit with
the same washed finish as your favorite jeans. Decorative
bridlework stitching accents the back yoke. Elegant pearl
buttons on the front. Shirttail hem. Embroidered logo on
one sleeve. 96% cotton/4% spandex. Denim. Ladies’
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203275 $79.95

F-G. NEW DOVER SADDLERY ®
WELLESLEY CARGO BREECH
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F. Knee Patch.
G. Full Seat.
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A go-anywhere breech! Extremely stretchy and
comfortable fabric with a distressed denim look.
Functional “cargo” pockets with snap closures at the
thighs are large enough to hold a smartphone or treats.
Constructed with our mid-rise EquiTrue Rise™, it offers a
stay-put fit with no gapping at the waist. Silicone Bit-byBit™ print full seat, stretchy sock bottoms, side pockets
(4.5" x 6"), back pockets (2.25" x 6") and large snap
cargo pockets (6.25" x 6"). 62% cotton/32%
polyester/6% elastane. Distressed dark shadow,
distressed hemlock. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported.
$119.95
$129.95

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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A. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
COOLBLAST ® 100 IRIDESCENT TOP

B Grape

A Frost Blue

Keep cool and look cool at the same time! Super-soft,
moisture-wicking stretch fabric delivers UPF 100, blocking
99.89% UVA and 99.93% UVB rays. Permanent and rapid
cooling properties never wash out. Quick-drying and
exceptionally breathable, this semi-fitted athletic top features
under-sleeve panels made of mesh with a subtle iridescent
shine. 88% nylon/12% elastane. Frost blue, hot coral, grape.
Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203186 $69.95

B. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SKILL WINTER TOP

Soft and plush inside, sheds hay and hair outside.
Itch-free merino wool blend is warm but not bulky.
Naturally breathable, moisture-wicking and thermoregulating. Non-restrictive cross neckline. Built-in stretch for
freedom of movement. Logo on chest. 50% wool/47%
polyester/3% spandex. Grape, frost blue. Ladies’ XXS(00),
XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203283 $98.95
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C. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
CHALLENGE TECH TOP

All the natural performance benefits of wool, without any
scratch! Extremely lightweight blend of natural wool and
technical wicking fibers keeps you dry and maintains your
core temperature in any weather. Also offers resiliency,
extreme stretch, superior breathability and moisture control.
Athletic cut, with perforated sleeves and back to enhance
breathability in key areas. 55% merino wool/45%
recycled polyester. Hot coral, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12), XL (14-16). Imported.
203184 $79.95

D Grape

D. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
SPIRIT TOP

Moves with you to prevent any feeling of restriction.
Moisture-wicking knit fabric in seamless construction
breathes like mesh but has a tighter weave. Quarter
placket. Logo on one sleeve. Polyester/nylon. Grape,
frost blue, hot coral. Ladies’ XS(0), S(2-4), M(6-8),
0L(10-12), XL(12-14). Imported.
203190 $69.95
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E. STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
FULL-SEAT TECH TIGHT

Gray
F

Super-soft and incredibly stretchy. Lightweight, moisturewicking and breathable fabric is cut in a mid-rise fit and
contrast overstitched with bright thread. Silicone print
Bit-by-Bit™ full seat provides ample hold, and two front
pockets are sized to hold a cellphone. Silicone grip
inside the waist offers a stay-put fit and can hold a
tucked shirt in place. 88% polyester/12% spandex.
Black, navy. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(2-4), M(6-8), L(10-12),
XL(14-16). Imported.
350973 $69.95

F. NEW STRIDE BY DOVER SADDLERY ®
PRISM BREECH
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Eye-catching and fun with iridescent fabric details along
the legs and waist. Overall compression gives you
support wherever you need it. Soft, wide, high-rise
elasticized waistband sits against you comfortably and
shapes and holds you in all the right places. Silicone
grip full seat or knee patch styling and stretchy sock
bottoms. Front pockets. 81% polyamide/19% elastane.
Black, gray. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. Imported.
Knee Patch 351329 $109.95
Full Seat
351328 $119.95
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Free Shipping over $35 and Free Returns • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0

Purchase the Dover Saddlery
Stride Colllection shown above directly from
your mobile device by scanning this code
or visit DoverSaddlery.com

Hit Your Stride!

Athletic performance wear designed by riders.
A

Our Stride Collection is thoughtfully designed by riders like you to provide
unrestricted movement that meets the demands of your daily workouts in the saddle.

A Frost Blue

A Frost Blue

A Frost Blue
F Gray

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Soft Layers,
Irresistible Colors!

A Jeans Blue

Graphite

B

C

Jeans Blue
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Jeans Blue
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Schockemöhle delivers
practical luxury! Shop our
full fall selection online.

18 styles online

128

D. NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE PAGE SHIRT

Updated this season with feminine detailing! Combines
top riding comfort with trendy style. Soft, breathable,
quick-drying fabric with Dry Touch helps you stay cool
and offers antibacterial odor control. Styled with a
quarter-zip and stand collar, this riding top boasts a
decorative yoke with rhinestones, lace trim at the side
seams and a sparkling logo on the chest. Polyester.
Zephyr, gray mélange, jeans blue. Ladies´ XS(4), S(6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203214 $97.50
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DoverSaddlery.com/
Schockemöhle

Lightweight yet cozy jacket has a removable hood
trimmed in synthetic fur. Offers a flattering fitted shape
and the coverage of a fantasy-quilted, water-repellent
outer. Embroidered high collar, two zip pockets, interior
chest pocket, front zip with leather pull and branded
detail throughout, including a logo print lining. Polyester.
Graphite, jeans blue. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
401069 $195.00

Bl

Luxuriously soft with a velvet lining. High-stretch outer
has elasticized cuffs and hem to seal out drafts.
Princess seaming creates a great shape highlighted
with decorative stitching. High collar with quilted nylon
lining is accented with embroidery and rhinestones.
Zip pockets. Logo detail throughout. 88% polyester/
12% elastane. Jeans blue, walnut. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203207 $139.95

B. NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE FELIA JACKET
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A. NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE
RUBY SWEAT JACKET

C. NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE MALIA VEST

A whimsical quilt pattern adds interest to this flattering
vest. Water-repellent outer and high padded collar
embellished with embroidery. Zip pockets. Leather tab
on front zip. Brand detail. Polyester. Jeans blue, walnut.
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
401071 $139.95

E. NEW SCHOCKEMÖHLE WINTER PAGE SHIRT
Training top is comfortable, practical and stylish! Soft,
stretchy fabric has a brushed inner as light insulation.
Decorative stitching accents sporty seams. Reflective
branding throughout makes you more visible in dim
light. Reflective piping trims the quarter-zip placket.
90% polyseter/10% elastane. Walnut, jeans blue.
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203211 $79.95

Shop our entire Kastel collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Kastel
A. KASTEL CHARLOTTE SIGNATURE COLLECTION TOP

Whisper-like softness with built-in UPF 30. Lightweight, breathable fabric with
cooling mesh inner sleeves. Long sleeves with fitted cuffs for a neat look and
antibacterial odor reduction keeps fabric fresh. Quarter-zip. 79% nylon/21%
spandex. Navy/red, black/turquoise, light blue/white. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
201644 $75.00

A
Navy/Red

A

Black/Turquoise

Light Blue/White

B Teal

C

B. NEW KASTEL SARAH SHIRT

C. NEW KASTEL ROMA SHIRT

In trendy teal and Kastel’s signature paisley. Quarter-zip
top has raglan sleeve construction to eliminate shoulder
seams that can feel restrictive. Breathable, lightweight,
four-way stretch fabric is rated UPF 30. Power mesh
under-sleeve inserts. 92% polyester/8% spandex.
Teal/teal paisley. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203222 $81.00

D. NEW KASTEL BOHEMIAN
DREAMER SHIRT

Contemporary styling and athletic performance meet.
Lightweight, breathable fabric with four-way stretch
comes in an exclusive Kastel paisley print. Offers UPF
30. Sporty striped trim, quarter-zip and feminine fit.
92% polyester/8% spandex. Paisley. Ladies’ XS(0-2),
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16).
203221 $92.00
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Subtle ruching lends a contemporary touch. Lightweight,
stretchy athletic top with UPF 30. Comfortable raglan
sleeves have cooling mesh panels. Quarter-zip adjusts
ventilation at the front. 88% nylon/12% spandex. Teal,
eggplant, canyon rose. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),
L(12-14), XL(16). Imported.
203220 $76.00
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Stand up
collar

Rhinestone
branding

For Discerning Equestrians!
Powerstretch
fabric
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NEW PIKEUR ® NOREA SHIRT

Winter-weight tech jersey is pleasantly soft and cozy.
“Clean look” outer surface is perfect for the stable.
Breathable, quick-drying fabric with ample stretch is
styled with zip placket. Rhinestones on stand collar;
rhinestone logo on sleeve. 85% polyamide/15%
elastane. Sky blue, black. Ladies’ 4-14. Imported.
203218 $145.00

NEW PIKEUR ® MAY VEST

Mixed textiles lend extra style and functionality.
Quilted front and back panels with 150 grams fiberfill
provide strategic core warmth even when wet.
Winter-weight stretch soft shell side panels promote
breathability and maximum wearing comfort.
Removable hood goes on/off easily with sliding
fastener. 52% polyester/48% polyamide. Black.
Ladies’ 4-14. Imported.
401073 $270.00

Fall Riding Star ts Now–Free Shipping over $35 • 8 0 0 .989.15 0 0
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Technical, extreme-stretch performance jersey feels as
comfortable as a tight. Elasticized Lurex® inserts in the
wide waistband let it fit snugly, yet comfortably.
Silicone print full seat provides grip. An integrated
pocket keeps your mobile phone handy. Medium rise,
front zipper, stretch bottoms. Strass branding on side
strip and subtle rhinestone application below pocket.
73% polyamide/27% elastane. Dark shadow, taupe.
Ladies’ 24-32, regular. Imported.
351145 $325.00

ili

NEW PIKEUR ® NIA FULL-SEAT BREECH
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Made for winter workouts. Polartec® Powerstretch fabric
repels wind and absorbs sweat. Close-fit cut enhances
your profile. Shiny metal Vislon® zippers on the front
placket and side pockets. Stand collar and rhinestone
branding on sleeve. 58% polyester/33% polyamide/9%
elastane. Dark coffee, sky blue. Ladies’ 4-14. Imported.
401074 $279.00
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NEW PIKEUR ® NIARA JACKET

NEW PIKEUR ® ENNIE SHIRT

A great base layer when temperatures grow colder.
Sporty top with silvertone quarter-zip and prominent
Pikeur branding is made with stretch to move with you.
95% polyamide/5% elastane. Chili, antique green.
Ladies’ 6-14. Imported.
203219 $165.00

NEW PIKEUR ® JONNA FULL-GRIP BREECH

Pikeur’s popular supportive, wide, high-rise
waistband provides an ideal fit. Premium quality
fabric with superior stretch and recovery wicks
moisture and keeps you cool. Rhinestone trim on front
pockets and center back belt loop. Silicone print full
seat and stretch bottoms. 64% cotton/29%
polyamide/7% elastane. Black. Ladies’ 24-32,
regular. Imported.
351146 $385.00

Cavallo®, founded in 1978 as a riding boot company, is now
one of the most promient brands of equestrian fashion.
Providing functionality and premier designs.
Shop our entire Cavallo collection at DoverSaddlery.com/Cavallo
®

Shimmery
thread design

Bi-elastic
performance
fleece

Crystal accents
on front pockets
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Lightweight insulation made of animalfriendly synthetic down. Sporty stand-up
collar blocks wind and a fashionable
check lining to adds a touch of fun. Slight
waist gives it a feminine shape. Two-way
front zipper with reflective trim, two front
zippered pockets and Cavallo branding
on the collar and chest. Polyester. Dark
blue, rubin. Ladies’ 8-14. Imported.
401091 $118.00

NEW CAVALLO ® BREE JACKET

Casual oversized jacket warms you with
soft, fluffy, realistic faux lambskin inside.
Large jersey-lined hood can be fixed in
back to prevent flapping. Two front pocket
snap closed. Two-way front zipper has
crystal embellished pull. Tonal Cavallo
embroidery accents the left sleeve; brand
details throughout. Polyester. Mid-gray.
Ladies’ 8-12. Imported.
401092 $112.00
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NEW CAVALLO ® BRITA VEST

NEW CAVALLO ® BAYDA SWEATSHIRT

A lightweight yet cozy layer. Stand-up collar, two-way zipper and elasticized
cuffs. Bi-elastic performance fleece with a smooth surface is cut to create a
feminine fit. Shimmering threads run through collar and waistband; zip pulls
on placket and front pockets have crystal accents. Brand details throughout.
92% polyester/8% elastane. Black, rubin. Ladies’ 8-14. Imported.
203241 $102.00
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NEW CAVALLO ® CAMILLE
FULL-GRIP BREECH

Equestrian pattern, weaves a “chain”. Silicone grip full
seat, stretch fabric, no chafe seams, wide waistband with
belt loops, zip fly and double-clasp closure. Cavallo’s
shaped back yoke with brand detail. Medium-high rise.
Two slant and two zip front pockets. Mobile phone pocket
with Lurex® detail. Stretch panel bottoms. Bold branding.
81% polyamide/19% elastane. Rubin, dark blue, black.
Ladies’ 22-32, regular. Imported.
351154 $142.00

NEW CAVALLO ® CELINE X GRIP BREECH

Elegant and athletic, plus sparkling details. Italian soft
shell fabric is highly stretchy and extremely soft with a
slightly brushed inner surface. Offers a beautiful fit and
shape retention. Medium-high rise and extra-wide,
three-button waistband with back yoke for a great fit
when seated. Open front pockets and crystal-adorned
back pockets. CAVA TEC® GRIP full seat; stretchy
bottoms. 73% polyamide/27% elastane. Taupe.
Ladies’ 22-32, regular. Imported.
351151 $270.00

NEW CAVALLO ® BELLY LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Lightweight, high-stretch riding top. Quarter-zip
placket and stand collar present a polished look.
Cavallo brand details add sporty style. 88%
polyester/12% elastane. Dust blue, cypress.
Ladies’ 8-14. Imported.
203242 $72.00

CASUAL RIDING APPAREL
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Prices valid through 12/24/2021

525 Great Road, Littleton, MA 01460
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Wrap Your Horse in Warm, Dry Comfort
Top-of-the-Line Performance

A. NEW WEATHERBEETA ® COMFITEC ™
ULTRA COZI II DETACH-A-NECK
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET

The snuggest blanket WeatherBeeta ever made!
Loaded with features to deliver optimal comfort and
performance for your horse. See page 9 for details.

240749

List $384.99

Dover’s Price: $379.95

B

Navy

A

B. SUFFOLK® BY DOVER SADDLERY®
BREAKAWAY HALTER

Easily replaceable leather crown, crafted of 1" wide
nylon webbing that stands up to daily use. Double
buckle crown, snap throat, Adjustable chin and
coordinating hardware - 05425

($19.95 value)

NOW $12.99

© Dover Saddlery 2021
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See page 39 for details

